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FOREWORD

It is with great honour and joy that I introduce the sixth edition of Hirundo.

As Classical Studies continues to grow at McGill, the opportunities to pursue new areas of in-
quiry, by faculty and students alike, have expanded. The articles included in this year’s publication
highlight this evolution. In this edition, Elie Freedman investigates the role of Fortune (Tyche) in the
Pragmatikē Historiē and the difficulties the modern mind encounters when attempting to rationalize its
use by Polybius. Next, McGill alumna Connie Galatas charms readers with her discussion of poison-
ing as a reality in the historical narrative and poisoning as a metaphor depicting the degeneration of
Roman values in the Early Empire. Jillian Harkness delights with her essay on personal speech in Sap-
pho and the poignant affect of Sapphic fragments. Thereafter, Solomon Klein explores the role of the
indigenous Hispanic aristocratic class in the area’s Romanization following the Augustan conquests.
Sarah Limoges provides a thrilling analysis of the primary sources for the Germanicus/Tiberius conflict
in order to determine the credibility of Tacitus’ account of the incident. Next, McGill alumnus Carl
Mazurek tackles the Flavian Romanization of Britain and investigates the scholarly debate surrounding
Agricola 21. Andrew Swidzinski presents readers with an in-depth analysis of Tiberius Gracchus and
then Paul Vădan grapples with the limited extant sources for Geto-Dacia and establishes a convincing
case for continuity in foreign policy practices under Burebista. Finally, Troy Vettese’s exciting analy-
sis of the role of battle reenactments in gladiatorial games reinterprets the practice as a crucial instru-
ment in connecting the Roman people to the martial victories that took place in distant locations.

I would like to thank our generous patrons: the AUS, the Faculty of Religious Studies, the
Dean’s Improvement Fund, SSMU, the Classics Programme, the Department of History, and Jane Levin
and Dr. Richard Levin. Without your funding, this year’s edition of Hirundo would not have been pos-
sible.

To the Classics and Ancient History faculty members who have inspired the papers found in
this publication, I must add that your unfailing support and guidance has led to the fruition of this year’s
project, and for that we are truly grateful. Special thanks go to Professor Fronda, Hirundo’s faculty ad-
visor, for his kind patience, steadfast commitment, and many words of wisdom which never failed to
hit the mark.

Finally, my editorial board has my deepest gratitude for their diligence, enthusiasm and friend-
ship throughout this project. Your dedication and good spirits have made this sixth edition truly won-
derful.

AMANDA LAZARUS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Fortune in Polybius

Fortune in Polybius: Tyche’s Constantly
Inconsistent Rationale

Elie Freedman

Polybius’ Pragmatikē Historiē, which deals with the rise of the Roman Empire in a mere
fifty-three years, is a work that involves a major contradiction. Polybius furthers the purpose of the His-
tories as a pragmatic historical account which looks to rationally explain events by introducing three dis-
tinct levels of causality: cause, pretext, and beginning. However, it also features Tyche, or Fortune as a
central force. There can be no question as to the importance of this conundrum and it seems intrinsically
wrong to the modern mind to emphasize the role of Fortune in a pragmatic history. We might instead
expect to find it in the histories of Polybius’ predecessors, such as Herodotus, with no reasonable place
in Pragmatikē Historiē. Nevertheless, the difficulty exists. Polybius in a number of passages explains
both its purpose and its proper use, considering it to be a necessary element of his work. Why then, we
may ask, is this issue worth investigating? As numerous scholars have pointed out, Polybius is incon-
sistent in his conceptualization of Fortune and of the purpose it serves. The question of why Polybius
uses Fortune as crucial element in the Histories may be more appropriately answered by asking how he
uses it. In this sense, this paper does not seek just to analyze systematically instances of Tyche in its dif-
ferent forms, but to push beyond these analyses, suggesting that Fortune in the Pragmatikē Historiē, de-
spite its inconsistency, serves a reasonable, explanatory role in Polybius’ rational and pragmatic work.

The role of Tyche in the Histories has sparked significant debate among historians. No seri-
ous academic discussion of Polybius can ignore the research of historian Frank W. Walbank. Walbank
wrote extensively on the subject of Tyche, arguing that a rational, universal history which includes a
prominent role for Fortune is not a contradictory one in the case of the Histories.1 Though the weight
of Walbank’s scholarship is overwhelming, this paper will attempt to credibly expand on his assertions
about Fortune in the Histories. It shall be suggested that Polybius’ introduction, his discussion of Reg-
ulus, book thirty-six, and the underlying themes of his work include attempts to enlist Tyche as a ra-
tionalizing force. An essential and difficult distinction must be made before moving forward. Fortune,
or Tyche as a concept, despite being as inconsistent in its presence in the Histories as it is in Polybius’
explanations for its proper use, however, is still being placed in a rational world. Fortune’s actions may
be inconsistent, but they are not unexpected.

As Polybius writes in the opening passages of his work, “the soundest education and training
for a life of active politics is the study of History and that surest and indeed the only method of learn-
ing how to bear bravely the vicissitudes of Fortune is to recall the calamities of others.”2 Thus the only

1Elie Freedmen

1 Frank W. Walbank, Commentary on Polybius, vol.1. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1957), 16.
2 Polybius, The Rise of the Roman Empire, ed. Frank W. Walbank, trans. Ian Scott Kilvert (New York:
Penguin Classics, 1979),1.1. Emphasis mine.
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way to bear the inevitable vicissitudes of Fortune is to remember and understands the misfortunes of oth-
ers. Hence for Polybius, Fortune is not incalculable; in fact it is wholly expected. Recalling the calami-
ties of others at the hands of Fortune can provide insight into what his audience can expect, and for
what they must prepare themselves. Walbank writes that, “Polybius regards the study of the past as es-
sentially a way to attain practical ends by learning lessons…in human affairs a good deal is calculable
even if a residuum is not.”3 What is tangible about Fortune is not necessarily its actions, but rather the
reactions of historical figures to its vicissitudes, which can form a rational, and moral process of be-
haviour.

It is widely accepted that Polybius uses Fortune inconsistently in his work. When consider-
ing whether or not this inconsistency demonstrates that Fortune has no single, overall function in the His-
tories, we would do well, before engaging wholly with Tyche and its role, to look back to Paul Shorey’s
influential article, published in the 1920s, Tnxh in Polybius. As Shorey asserts, “it is a fundamental fal-
lacy of the argument that anyone really possesses a final and consistent philosophy of fate, Fortune,
and providence which we can apply as a canon to measure the deviation of earlier thinkers from per-
fect consistency.”4 Shorey’s point is well taken when one considers that in addition to this reality, Poly-
bius’ use of Tyche does not entail simply one contradiction. Rather there are several contradictions.
Further to this, as Walbank suggests, the different conceptions of Fortune merge into one another.5 There
is no doubt that Polybius’ concept of fate was inconsistent, but as he writes himself, “Fortune has steered
almost all affairs of the world in one direction and forced them to converge on one and the same goal.”6

However Polybius understood the manifestations of Tyche, it certainly existed as a central force in his
perception of history and the affairs of man.

At this point it will be useful to provide some important examples from Polybius’ work that
show the dual explanation of rational action and the role of Fortune in single events. The most signifi-
cant example, noted by Frank Walbank in his Commentaries on Polybius, concerns the central theme
of Polybius’ work, the rise of Rome in fifty three years to dominance over the known world. Polybius
attributes the rise of Rome to both Tyche and rational reasons. Firstly it appears as though he thought
Rome’s dominance was the “will” of Fortune, writing that, “It is the task of the historian to present to
his readers under one synoptical view the process by which [Fortune] has accomplished this general de-
sign.”7 Later though, in 1.63, Polybius credits Rome’s empire to the fact that since “the Romans delib-
erately chose to school themselves in such great enterprises, it is quite natural that they should not only
have boldly embarked upon their pursuit of universal dominion, but that they should actually have
achieved their purpose.”8 Faced with this example, should rational choice, or Fortune, take credit for the
rise of the Roman Empire? As Walbank writes, in Polybius and Rome’s Eastern Policy, “when [Poly-
bius] speaks of Tyche in relation to the rise of Rome, Polybius seems to be envisaging a power akin to
Providence, which comes in to upset and contradict the reasoned analysis of the ‘pragmatic’ historian.”9

How can these two concepts, applied to Polybius’ understanding of the rise of Rome, co-
exist? Walbank suggests that in looking back on the process of Rome’s speedy rise to power, and re-
calling the words of Demetrius of Phalerum, Polybius was led to confuse what had happened with what
had been destined to happen and in doing so, personified Tyche as a power working towards a con-
scious goal.10 Walbank’s conclusion, here, seems too simple. We cannot attribute to Fortune the role

2 2008

3 Frank W. Walbank, Polybius, vol. 42, Sather Classical Lectures (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1972), 58.
4 Paul Shorey, “Tuxh in Polybius,” Classical Philology 16, no. 3 (1921), 280.
5 Walbank, Commentary on Polybius, 24
6 Polybius, Histories, 1.4
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid. 1.63.
9 Frank W. Walbank, “Polybius and Rome’s Eastern Policy,” The Journal of Roman Studies 53, no. 1,2 (1963), 12.
10 Walbank, Polybius, 65.
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of the constitution, education, and religious values of the Romans in their rise to dominance. We may
instead examine how the contradictory forces of Fortune and rational development meet.

Given that Polybius portrays Fortune as an inevitable factor in human affairs,11 however it
manifests itself, there must be some link between rational causation and Tyche in his explanation of the
rise of Rome to its position of prominence. Consider that in the case of Fortune as an explanation, Tyche
takes on a capricious role; it is the general design of Fortune to have willed Rome to rule the world. In
this case Fortune is active, but as will be seen shortly, this is not the only role that Fortune plays in the
Histories. As a rational explanation of the supremacy of the Romans, Polybius emphasizes their train-
ing and military exercises, which he considers to have naturally emboldened them not only to attempt
world dominion, but to actually succeed in achieving it.

The inconsistency of Polybius’ use of fortune may permit us to view these two seemingly in-
congruous notions as existing in a formal relationship. The Romans could attempt world domination,
be successful, and continue to achieve it, but this leaves no room for the question of against whom, or
in the face of what. Presumably Polybius implies domination over the other city-states in the world, but
to be sure they are not the only barrier to success, Fortune also reverses this right. As Polybius notes,
“the disaster which befell Regulus offers us the clearest possible illustration of the principle that we
should not rely upon the favours of Fortune, above all when we are enjoying success.”12 Regulus, who
leads the unsuccessful Roman invasion of Africa during the First Punic War has no pity or mercy for
his enemies while he is “winning”, but is taken captive, and forced to beg for his life from his enemies
when the tide had turned.

As noted, Rome came to dominate the Mediterranean during a fifty-three year period of al-
most continuous victory abroad.13 This may be, as in the case of Regulus, a moral issue for Polybius.
Though he may regard the pragmatic actions of the Romans as critical to their success it is perhaps be-
cause of the moral nature of Roman conduct, unlike the behavior of Regulus during his campaigns, that
Fortune allowed them to succeed. Returning to Polybius’ rational explanation allows us to see the dif-
ference between the pragmatic measures that gave Rome, firstly, the ability to attempt to succeed, and,
secondly, the fortunate result of having actually achieved success, as two separate variables. Attempt-
ing success is one thing, achieving success, i.e. with the “permission” of Fortune, is another. Thus, Poly-
bius’ rational explanation for Rome’s dominance is not in contradiction with his emphasis on the role
of fate; rather, his distinction between attempting success and successfully achieving dominance, com-
bined with the different roles that fate plays in his work, allows, if one concedes the abovementioned,
for these two explanations to coincide without difficulty.

As has been suggested, Tyche plays a number of different roles in the Histories, and serves a
number of purposes for Polybius.14 Fortune plays a capricious role, as well as a moderating one, al-
lowing no one to prosper indefinitely.15 Polybius, in book thirty six, also delineates the proper usages
and appropriate placements of Fortune in historical works. Writing in order to justify his criticism of
other writers, and to explain the use of Tyche in his work, Polybius writes that using fortune is appro-
priate to explain events, “of which it is not easy to discover the cause.”16 First Polybius provides for
events that are equivalent, in Walbank’s mind, to “acts of God”.17 Such events include draughts, plague,

3Elie Freedmen

11 Frank W. Walbank, The Rise of the Roman Empire, 27.
12 Polybius, Histories, 1.35.
13 Ibid. 1.1.
14 Frank W. Walbank, “φιλιπποσ Τραγωιδουµενοσ,” The Journal of Hellenic Studies 58, no. 1 (1938), 213.
15 Walbank, “Polybius, Philinus and the First Punic War,” The Classical Quarterly 39, no. 1/2 (1945), 6.
16 Polybius, Histories, 36.1.
17 Walbank, Commentary on Polybius, 17.
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and famines that occur, seemingly without rational causation. Polybius does not, in other cases, shy
away from attributing to Fortune events which are a product of human nature, which could surely have
other rational explanations.18

Polybius provides the reader with two sample events, both involving human nature, one with
a rational cause, and one with a cause that Polybius can only attribute to Fortune. His primary and most
obvious use of Fortune though, is one that involves natural events, ‘acts of God’ of which there could
be no genuine, rational explanation—given the limits of contemporary scientific knowledge. As an ex-
ample of the role of human action with a rational cause in deciding the course of events, Polybius cites
the phenomenon of a low birth rate, population decrease and subsequent agricultural decline and city
desertion in Greece. On the matter, Polybius notes that consulting the Gods would be futile, “since the
cause of this situation was self-evident and the remedy lay within our own power.”19 Fortune, in this case,
is not a rational explanation because both the cause was self-evident and the remedy lay within human
power. Here again, Polybius sees two levels of rational explanation.

Polybius then provides another explanation of human events for which Fortune is the cause.
It concerns the history of Macedonia “where it is impossible or difficult to establish the cause, then the
answer must remain in doubt.”20 In this instance, the Macedonians, despite having received a number
of benefits from the Romans, rise up against them under the pretender Philip, and even defeat a Roman
army.21 For Polybius, the Romans had freed Macedonia from the arbitrary demands of autocratic rulers,
allowed them to live in liberty, and had put down civil strife and internal factions. In Polybius’ view, dur-
ing the brief period in which Roman ascendancy over Macedon had been overthrown, the Macedonians
had suffered exile, torture and murder at the hands of the pretender Philip, “yet now when they were
fighting on behalf of a hateful man, they displayed the highest courage in defending his throne and ac-
tually overcame a Roman army.”22 Polybius claims to be baffled by this outcome. Firstly, the Romans
had done nothing to cause it. Secondly, the remedy was not in Rome’s hands. Rather, Fortune, or in Poly-
bius’ words, “one would be inclined to call it an infatuation sent from heaven,”23 was sent to the Mace-
donians.

Outside the realm of rational explanation in human affairs, Polybius, unable to detect a rea-
sonable human motivation for this event, nor able to rationally explain the Roman defeat, credits it to
Fortune. Certainly though, there are rational explanations for both; Rome’s moral stance in this case is
not in the wrong from his perspective, and thus Polybius is unable to explain it. Fortune, as a force in
and of itself, may be inconsistent, but still serves as a rational explanation and example. In this case it
is a reasonable explanation that includes Tyche as an actor, in place of a pragmatic and humanly expli-
cable one.

As Frank Walbank explains, “one important lesson lay in learning how to meet those vicis-
situdes which demonstrably occurred in every man’s life. To have left these out of his Histories would
have falsified the observed course of human events.”24 To expand on this point, Polybius could have eas-
ily given another explanation for the causality of the Macedonian revolt; yet he employs Fortune as a
reasonable explanation for the cause and effect of these events, even though it is inconsistent. To his au-
dience, and to Polybius himself, it must have made sense. Pragmatic, human explanations for the Mace-

4 2008

18 Walbank, Polybius, 61.
19 Polybius, Histories, 36.17.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24 Walbank, Commentary on Polybius, 16.
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donian revolt must have existed, nonsensical though they may have been in Polybius’ eyes. He chose
Fortune because it probably made more rational sense to him than the practical explanations for their
unfathomable behaviour. In the words of Paul Shorey, “Polybius is always willing to dramatize or per-
sonify Fortune and moralize the lessons her vicissitudes teach on the rise and fall of empires.”25 In this
case, where Polybius finds no acceptable explanations, Fortune serves as the reasonable replacement.

The inconsistency of Tyche in Polybius’ Histories makes it extremely difficult to form a co-
hesive and coherent conclusion as to its intended use. As has been seen, Fortune is applied differently
in different places, serving numerous purposes and functions in both Polybius’ work as a narrative and
his causal conclusions. Whatever the purpose, function, or place - Polybius uses Fortune continuously
throughout the Histories. Asking why Polybius employs Fortune as a central force within his work dif-
fers, obviously, from asking how he uses it. The former question requires some consistency in its use;
to ask why he uses it only serves to explain its presence in the narrative. Asking how he uses Tyche in
his work begs the larger question, how does Polybius include Fortune and to what end? The answer is
not a satisfactory one: he uses Fortune both as an active and passive force, a moral enforcer, an act of
god and as a trite saying.

Reasonable explanation, though, is the nuptial bind that allows these inconsistencies to exist
without contradiction. It would be near impossible to suggest any coherence, as Shorey suggested, to
the concept of fate; Polybius obviously does not escape this quagmire. However, the coherent and plau-
sible explanation of the role of Fortune, for Polybius, derives from rationale, an aspect of which in-
cludes Tyche. Frank Walbank writes that, “in short [the domain of Tyche is] all that lies outside the
sphere of rational analysis.”26 As we have seen, the domain of Fortune does include that which lies out-
side of human understanding; but rational analysis in the Histories also includes Fortune as a major
player. While Fortune’s actions may be inconsistent and irrational, her presence certainly is not.

5Elie Freedmen

25 Shorey, “Tnxh in Polybius.” 281.
26 Walbank, Polybius, 61.
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Snow White’s Apple and Claudius’ Mushrooms 7Connie Galatas

Snow White’s Apple And

Claudius’ Mushrooms: A Look at the

Use of Poison in the Early Roman Empire
Connie Galatas

In comparison to the Roman Republic, the Early Empire witnessed an increase in the num-
ber of suspected poisonings. In the past, scholars have emphasized how in most cases women were the
primary suspects and culprits in terms of preparing or administering the poison. However, this empha-
sis is problematic. On the one hand, women were not the only ones to use poison as a weapon. In ad-
dition, this approach ignores whether the poisonings themselves were historically plausible. By
challenging the historicity of the poisonings themselves, one questions the motive(s) of an ancient au-
thor to record a false event. Cilliers and Retiefs suggest that the use of poison in the historical narrative
helps explain events during a time of political instability.1 However, it also seems to be used by the an-
cient authors as a literary device to denote a degeneration of Roman values.

The following will illustrate that not all poisoning under the Julio-Claudians were feasible and
that some reports were used by the ancient authors to symbolize the declining state of Rome; especially
during a time of political crisis. Firstly, it will discuss the Roman representation of poisoning in the his-
torical and literary tradition. Secondly, it will examine two case studies: the poisoning of Claudius and
his son Britannicus. It seems that the former was poisoned whereas the latter was not. Thus, this paper
moves away from the traditional scholarly debate concerning the association of women and the use of-
poison, by calling into question the historicity of the poisonings themselves.

To determine whether the poisonings of Claudius and Britannicus are plausible and valid, it
is necessary to examine Roman knowledge and representation of poison in a historical and literary con-
text. Most scholars agree that venenum has three meanings: “remedy, poison, and magic drug or
abortive”2 and that the qualifying adjective of bonum or malum helps identify between the three. In ad-
dition, “veneficium means poisoning and practicing sorcery, while veneficus or venefica was applied to
a poisoner or maker of drugs.”3 In comparison to the Greek word pharmakon, venenum “vacillated be-

1 Cilliers, L., Retief, R.P, “Poisons, Poisoning and the Drug Trade in Ancient Rome,” in Akroterion, (vol.45, 2000), 99.
2 Kaufman, David B. “Poison and Poisoning among the Romans,” in Classical Philology, (vol. 27, no.2, April 1932), 156; Cilliers,
L., Retief, R.P, “Poisons, Poisoning and the Drug Trade in Ancient Rome,” in Akroterion, (vol.45, 2000), 89.
3 Kaufman, David B. 156
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tween a substance and an effect” and could either mean to harm or cure.4 There are also different theo-
ries behind the etymology of venenum. Some argue that the word is derived from wine (vinum) or from
veins (venae) since both were ways of administering poison,5 while the most common interpretation is
that it is derived from Venus to “mean a love potion.”6 During the Republic and especially during the
Early Empire “love” was taken out of the equation and replaced by “deadly.”

Whether dealing with historical cases of poisoning in the Republic or the Early Empire,
women are usually the prime suspects or culprits. Livy records the earliest case of poisoning in 331
BC, in which 170 matrons were found guilty of making poison and administering it to their husbands.
He states that “[b]efore that day there had never been a public inquiry into charges of poisoning in
Rome. The case was regarded as an ill omen, and it appeared that the women’s minds were possessed
rather than depraved.” 7 Other incidents of poisoning include the Bacchanalia affair in 186 BC, followed
by the accusations against Hostilia who tried to kill her husband so that her son, from a previous mar-
riage, could become consul.8 Two hundred years later, Agrippina the Younger supposedly mimics Hos-
tilia’s actions by poisoning Claudius in order for Nero to be declared emperor.9 By the Early Empire,
women such as Martina and Locusta, are described and depicted as ‘professional poisoners’ being paid
to concoct a variety of poisons for their employers. 10

Cases of poisoning were just as popular in the literary context as they were in the historical
tradition. Juvenal, for instance, warns stepsons’ of “Mummy’s poison pies”11 and claims that a “distin-
guished lady” has the “perfect dose” of poison for her husband – “old wine with a dash of parching toad’s
blood.”12 He also describes the female poisoner Locusta, who is supposedly responsible for creating
the poisons that killed Claudius and Britannicus.13 In one of his satires, a woman who poisons her hus-
band has done better than Locusta; learning to bury the blackened body.14 Horace mentions how the poi-
soner Canidia was known to “cow her opponents with poison”15 and how dinner guests, wishing to
insult their host, would not touch their food “as if it were prepared by [her].”16 Thus, both the histori-
cal and literary traditions portray women as the primary manufacturers and administers of poison.

These examples have led individuals such as Currie, Hallissy, Rutland and Wood to comment
on the association between women and the use of poison. According to one interpretation, poison is a

4 Currie, Sarah, “Poisonous Women and Unnatural History in Roman Culture,” in Parchments of Gender, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1998), 154.
5 Ibid. 156-8. In most cases, poison was administered through wine, however the Romans were also aware that it can be administered
by means of injections.
6 Kaufman, David B. “Poison and Poisoning among the Romans,” in Classical Philology, (vol. 27, no.2, April 1932), 156.
7 Livy. 8.18.
8 Livy. 39.08-19, Epitoma 48.
9 Tac. Ann. 12.65-67; Suet. Claudius, 44; Cass. Dio, Dio’s Roman History, 60.34.2-3.
10 Tact. Ann. 2.74.2: According to Tacitus, Martina was a close friend to Plancina who was accused, along with Piso, of poisoning of
Germanicus; 12.66.2: Locusta was hired by Agrippina the Younger to poison Claudius; 13.15.3: Locusta was also hired by Nero to
poison Britannicus.
11 Juvenal. Satires. 6.629-31.
12 Ibid., 1.69-70.
13 Suet. Nero. 33; Tac. Ann. 12.66.2 for Claudius, 13.15.3 for Britannicus.
14Juvenal. Satires, 1.71-72. This was one sign that an individual had been poisoned.
15 Horace. Satires. 2.148.
16 Ibid. 2.8.90-95.
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feminine weapon, revolving around the concept of deception and manipulation:17

[…] poison is an insidious equalizer of strength in the battle of the sexes. The poi-
soner uses superior secret knowledge to compensate for physical inferiority. A weak
women planning a poison is as a deadly as a man with a gun, but because she plots
in secret, the victim is the more disarmed.18

Currie challenges the assumption that poison is associated with women because it serves as an ‘equal-
izer’. She argues that poison had to do with the concept of the ‘uncanny’: “not only did it alienate the
body, it also manifested a persistent residue of the magical.”19 Its association with women “was predi-
cated upon sexual difference and represents the intertwined horrors of death and castration.”20 Whether
poison is seen as an equalizer of the sexes or a manifestation of the uncanny, it is usually associated with
female power.

However, this argument concerning the role of poison and women’s power is flawed. The
preparation and administration of poison was not always done by women. There are other examples
where men were accused of poisoning their relatives or their peers within society as a means to achieve
power or wealth. For instance, Cicero accuses the elder Oppianicus of being a “villain and poisoner”;
his victims were his own wife, his brother’s wife, his brother, and Cluentius.21 In addition during the time
of Augustus, Nonius Aspernas was charged with poisoning 130 guests.22 Not only was poison used to
eliminate potential rivals for political power, but Pliny the Elder seems to justify its use for euthanasia
and capital punishment:

nay, even poison [nature] may be thought to have been invented out of compassion
for us, lest, when we were weary of life, hungry, the death most alien to earth’s
beneficence, should consume us with slow decay […] lest we should be tortured by
the perverted punishment of the noose which imprisons the breath whose departure
it is seeking.23

Thus, poison was not some sort of secret tool that only women were familiar with and used. Roman so-
ciety seemed to be awfully aware of the effects of this silent but deadly weapon.

What is interesting is that the certain poisonings were questioned by the ancient authors. Livy
states that: “There is one thing I should very much like to think was falsely put on record – namely, that
those whose death made this year notorious for the plague were in fact killed by poison; but I must set
down the affair as it has come down to us, lest I destroy confidence in any of my authorities.”24 It is ques-
tionable why some authors would claim that individuals were poisoned if they were not. Cilliers and
Retief provide a compelling argument that during a time of political crisis and instability, poison was

17 Hallissy, Margaret, Venomous woman: fear of the female in literature (New York: Greenwood Press, 1987), 11.
18 Ibid. 6.
19 Currie, Sarah, “Poisonous Women and Unnatural History in Roman Culture,” in Parchments of Gender, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1998), 148.
20 Ibid. 14.
21 Kaufman, David B. “Poison and Poisoning among the Romans,” in Classical Philology, (vol. 27, no.2, April 1932), 158.
22 Suet. Aug. 56.
23 Pliny, NH, 2.156.
24 Livy, 8.18.
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used as a “scapegoat for unexplained phenomena.”25 These inexplicable incidents usually concerned
the sudden deaths of prominent figures within Roman society. As such, the increase in the amount of
recorded poisonings in the first century was due to the “ambition and political intrigues” of society wit-
nessing individuals struggling for power.26 If this explanation is correct, then one can begin to question
whether individuals were actually poisoned, or whether these reported cases were fabricated by the an-
cient authors to explain events during a political crisis.

The presence of these poisonings in the historical narrative do more than explain the unex-
plainable: they also show the degeneration of Roman values and traditions. As Galen wrote “the main
difference that lies between nourishing food and a deleterious drug is that the latter masters the forces
of the body, whereas the former is mastered by them.”27 In Currie’ words “poisoning, unlike other forms
of killing, spectacularized the familiar body and rendered it strange. It controlled or puppetized its vic-
tims, even compelling them to be a spectator of their own death.”28 Poison was not an honourable
weapon since it was based on secrecy and deception; preventing the opponent from being aware that they
are in a state of war and that they need to defend themselves.29 More importantly, it challenged Rome’s
traditional views of honour and glory gained by fighting and dying on the battlefield. The use of poi-
son not only robbed an individual from achieving fame, however, it removed the framework for them
to do so. The increase in the number of poisonings in turn reflect and comment on the political land-
scape of Rome in the first century AD. With the emergence of the empire, came the deterioration of
Rome’s customary values. Therefore, the accounts of poisoning under the Julio-Claudians can be ex-
plained by two factors: first, it helped organize and clarify the narrative of events during a time of in-
stability; second, the empire challenged the traditional values of Rome in terms of facing an opponent
and using physical strength to emerge victorious. The remainder of this paper will examine two case
studies in order to illustrate when an account of poisoning is valid and when one is used to fit the par-
adigm mentioned above.

The story of Claudius’ poisoning is well recorded amongst the ancient authors. Tacitus, Sue-
tonius and Cassius Dio agree that Agrippina decided to poison her husband when he began favouring
his own biological son Britannicus. Cassius Dio explains that “[Claudius] would not endure [Agrip-
pina’s] behaviour, but was preparing to put an end to her power to cause his son to assume the toga vir-
ilis and to declare him heir to the throne.”30 According to Suetonius, Claudius had already granted
Britannicus the toga of manhood “though still young and immature” so that “the Roman people [could]
have finally a true Caesar.”31 Despite these minor differences in the sources, it seems that Agrippina’s
motives to poison Claudius was to secure the throne for her son Nero and to preserver her own politi-
cal power.32

Apart from these individual motives, a discussion about the weapon of choice is necessary to
prove or disprove the historicity of Claudius poisoning. Pliny explains in his Natural Histories that to
eat mushrooms was rather rash since “although they make choice eating they have been brought into

25 Cilliers, L., Retief, R.P, “Poisons, Poisoning and the Drug Trade in Ancient Rome,” in Akroterion, (vol.45, 2000), 88.
26 Ibid. 99.
27 Galen. 3.7.161.
28 Currie, Sarah, “Poisonous Women and Unnatural History in Roman Culture,” in Parchments of Gender, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1998), 147-148.
29 Hallissy, Margaret, Venomous woman: fear of the female in literature (New York: Greenwood Press, 1987), 5.
30 Cass. Dio. 60.34.1.
31 Suet. Claudius. 43.
32 Tac. Ann. 12.66.1; Suet. Claudius. 44 ; Cass. Dio, 60.34.2.
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disrepute by a glaring instance of murder, being the means used to poison the emperor Tiberius
Claudius.”33 Even prior to Claudius’ death, Pliny’s work suggests knowledge about poisonous mush-
rooms. He lists that mushrooms grown near a serpent’s hole or near a piece of rusty iron are poisonous.34

However, Grimm-Samuel argues that these “suggestions […] have no basis in fact. The unfounded be-
lief that fungi growing around rusty nails or rotten rags, or near serpent’s holes appears in a Greek poem
about 200 years before.”35 Even though the Romans were aware that some mushrooms were edible
while others were poisonous, they did not have an accurate system to distinguish between the two.

Grimm-Samuel’s article ignores these problems and focuses on the symptoms that Claudius
is described as having prior to his death. She claims that the mushrooms that Claudius ate belonged to
the genus Amanita, which contains some

widely sought-after edible species, but it also contains the most merciless killer: A.
phalloides. The symptoms of A. phalloides poisoning are characteristic and almost
always lead to a slow and terrible death. Contrary to the effects of other poisonous
mushrooms, no discomfort is felt for quite some time. There is a symptom-free in-
cubation period lasting 10 to 15 hours, during which time the mushrooms are com-
pletely digested and the toxins are absorbed into the bloodstream.36

Both Tacitus’ and Suetonius’ chronology of events supports Grimm-Samuel’s assumption that Claudius
ate some poisonous mushrooms before his death on October 13, 54A.D. In Tacitus’ narrative, there are
two phases of the poisoning. Initially Claudius was served poisonous mushrooms; though he was able
to recover through the “opening of his bowels.”37 A second round of poison was administered when the
doctor Xenophon was called to “aid his efforts at vomiting” by placing a feather down his throat. The
good doctor, however, was employed by Agrippina and as such the “feather was smeared with a quick-
seizing poison.”38 Although Tacitus’ version of events fits well with Grimm-Samuel’s chronology, it is
still problematic. If Claudius was able to recover from the initial dose of poison, then why was Xenophon
called to assist his efforts in vomiting? The summoning of Xenophon suggests that Claudius did not fully
recover from the first poisoning, let alone the need for a second measure of poison to be administered.

In comparison to Tacitus, Suetonius provides two accounts of the poisoning. In the first story,
he records that the poison was administered at a “feast with the priests on the citadel and was given to
him by his taster, the eunuch Halotus.”39 The second version, similar to Tacitus’ account, claims that at
a family dinner Agrippina offered Claudius a dish of poisonous mushrooms.40 Suetonius also records
in the same passage the “different versions for the next part of the story.” On the one hand, some au-
thors described how Claudius was rendered speechless and was in pain until he suddenly died the next
morning. Others ancient authors state that he was given a second dose of poison, which was added to
some porridge “with the pretence that he needed food to revive him in his weakened state” after hav-

33 Pliny, NH, 22.92.
34 Ibid, 22.94-95.
35 Grimm-Samuel, Veronika, “On the Mushroom that Deified the Emperor Claudius,” in The Classical Quartely, New Series, (vol.
41, no.1, 1991), 180.
36 Ibid., 181.
37 Tac. Ann. 12.67.1.
38 Ibid. 12.67.2.
39 Suet. Claudius. 44.
40 Ibid.
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ing vomited all night.
Regardless of the multitude of versions, the historicity of Claudius’ poisoning is still plausi-

ble. Modern scientific studies suggest that Claudius must have eaten an A. phalloides specimen which
“are abundant in late September and early October” and “are common to Europe, including Italy.”41 If
so, he must have eaten them prior to his dinner with Agrippina because it takes 10-15 hours for these
mushrooms to be digested, releasing the toxins into the blood and causing what the cynical would call
discomfort. This would support Suetonius’ initial claim that Claudius was poisoned at a dinner with the
priests, and Cassius Dio’s and Tacitus’ statement that after Agrippina’s meal (supposedly 10-15 hours
later) he felt immediate pain. Although this scientific analysis proves that Claudius was poisoned, it
nevertheless has problems and implications. The first is that Grimm-Samuel challenges the order of
events, yet, does not challenge the symptoms themselves. As such, if one questions the symptoms ex-
perience by Claudius, one can challenge whether he truly ate an A. phalloides mushroom. The second
implication is that she challenges Tacitus’, Suetonius’ and Cassius Dio’s claim that it was Agrippina who
fed Claudius his poisonous dish. If we accept that it was his eunuch Halotus who poisoned him, one
questions the reason(s) he did so. Therefore, although the scientific approach is plausible, it still proves
to be problematic with the ancient historical sources.

Ignoring this scientific approach, the poisoning of Claudius is still historically truthful. Firstly,
it is implied in Tacitus, and explicitly stated by Suetonius, that Claudius attended two dinners wherein
he was supposedly poisoned. Perhaps the poisoning was accidental, where the chef mistook some poi-
sonous mushrooms with edible ones. However if this was the case, then one questions why other indi-
viduals present were not poisoned. One may argue that only Claudius ate poisonous mushrooms, yet,
it seems improbable and highly coincidental that he was poisoned at both meals while everyone else was
not. Furthermore, unlike the death of Germanicus, who was murdered by a mysterious poison, Tacitus,
Pliny, Suetonius and Cassius Dio are consistent in identifying what poisoned Claudius: mushrooms.
Tacitus even states that the events were well known and recorded by contemporary authors.42

As stated above, the Romans knew that some mushrooms were poisonous; though it is ques-
tionable to what extent they could have distinguished them from the edible ones. If the Romans had a
difficult time distinguishing between edible and poisonous mushrooms, they also could have had a dif-
ficult time in understanding the poison’s effects.43 Most cases in the historical tradition portray poison
as having an immediate effect. In Livy 8.18, the women who poisoned their husbands were forced to
drink their own concoctions and were immediately killed after doing so. Similarly under Nero, Locusta
was forced to create an instant poison to kill Britannicus lest she face the hand of Nero again.44 How-
ever, not all poisonings were swift. While facing a slow and painful death, Germanicus tells his wife,
Agrippina the Elder, to avenge him.45 Regardless of the time it took for a poison to work, the Romans
were able to identify certain symptoms of poisoning such as excessive vomiting, sweating and stomach
pains.46 “Même si les Romains avaient en chimie et en toxicologies des connaissances moins avancées
que les nôtres, il sera toujours impossible de prouver qu’ils n’en savaient pas plus qu’ils ne le disent:

41 Grimm-Samuel, Veronika, “On the Mushroom that Deified the Emperor Claudius,” in The Classical Quartely, New Series, (vol.
41, no.1, 1991), 181-82.
42 Tac. Ann. 12.67.1.
43 Cilliers, L., Retief, R.P, “Poisons, Poisoning and the Drug Trade in Ancient Rome,” in Akroterion, (vol.45, 2000), 98.
44 Suet. Nero, 33.
45 Tac. Ann. 2.69.1-2.71.5.
46 Grimm-Samuel, Veronika, “On the Mushroom that Deified the Emperor Claudius,” in The Classical Quartely, New Series, (vol.
41, no.1, 1991), 182.
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ce ne sont pas là des choses qu’on crie sur les toits.”47

Whether scientific or historical, the majority of the evidence points towards the historicity of
Claudius’ poisoning. Although it is easier to dismiss the event entirely on the basis of numerous con-
tradictions, Claudius’ poisoning is not only salvageable yet plausible. The sources themselves record var-
ious versions, but, they reach one decisive conclusion: that the death of Claudius was brought about by
an initial digestion of poisonous mushrooms. The second dose of poison, either from a feather or por-
ridge, could have been used by the authors to either explain the delay of the first poisoning or to explain
the immediate death of Claudius after a brief recovery period. However, not all poisonings under the
Julio-Claudians are believable or possible. Not only are there many irreconcilable statements in the poi-
soning of Britannicus, yet, the authors seem to use the episode to explain events during a time of polit-
ical instability and to illustrate the degradation of Roman values under Nero. To illustrate this paradigm,
the following will focus on whether Britannicus was a threat to Nero and the events of the poisoning.

There are two individuals with the motives to kill Britannicus: namely Agrippina the Younger
and her son Nero. The sources depict some tension between Britannicus and Nero, but it was limited to
name calling. According to Suetonius, Britannicus kept calling Nero Ahenobarbus, whereas Tacitus
states that he called him Domitius.48 In both instances, it was Agrippina who was upset; complaining to
Claudius that the “adoption was being spurned” by such activities.49 Britannicus seemed to pose a po-
tential threat to Agrippina’s political power as the biological son of Claudius. In an effort to preserve
her own position in society, Agrippina deprived Britannicus of accumulating any power:

While Nero was being advanced, Britannicus received neither honour nor care […]
and in consequence Nero became a person of importance and his name was on
everybody’s lips, whereas in the case of Britannicus many did not know even
whether he was living, and the rest regarded him as insane and an epileptic; for this
was the report that Agrippina gave out. 50

Most of Britannicus’ supporters were removed by Agrippina, who convinced Claudius to “put to exile
or death each of his son’s best tutors and installed as his guards those provided by her.”51 Even though
Britannicus might have been a threat to Nero and his mother as the biological son of Claudius, “his ad-
vantage was nullified by Messalina’s death.”52 The removal of the joint praetorian prefects, Geta and
Crispinus, who were supporters of Messalina, further deprived Britannicus of any powerful political sup-
porters.53 The praetorian prefect was subsequently held by Burrus, who was loyal to Agrippina.54 Even
prior to Claudius’ poisoning, it is debated whether Britannicus received the toga of manhood.55

In comparison to his mother, Nero saw Britannicus as a threat to his singing career as op-
posed to his position as emperor. Suetonius states that Nero “no less poisoned Britannicus because of

47 Dubuisson, Michel, « La mort de Britannicus: lecture critique de Tacite ». in L’Antiquité classique, (vol.68, 1999), 159.
48 Suet. Nero. 7; Tac. Ann. 12.41.3.
49 Tac. Ann. 12.41.3.
50 Cass. Dio. Ep. 60.32.5, 60.33.9.
51 Tac. Ann. 12.41.3.
52 Morford, Mark P. O. “The Training of Three Roman Emperors,” in Phoenix, (vol. 22, no.1, Spring 1968), 58; Wood, Susan, Impe-
rial women: a study in public images, 40 B.C.-A.D. 68 (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 1999), 256.
53 Morford, Mark P. O. “The Training of Three Roman Emperors,” in Phoenix, (vol. 22, no.1, Spring 1968), 63.
54 Tac. Ann. 12.42.1.
55 Suet. Claudius 43: Britannicus was given the toga virilis before Claudius death. Cassius Dio. 60.34.1: Claudius wanted to give him
the title but was poisoned before he could do so.
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the competition he posed in singing […] than through fear that one day he would prevail in public
favour through memory of his father.”56 Somville writes, “ni César ni Britannicus ne furent rois, mais
c’est sur fond de royauté que s’accomplit leur double destin tragique et exemplaire.”57 The author sug-
gests that Britannicus’ image during the Saturnalia threatened Nero’s emperorship.58 In the hopes of
embarrassing his step-brother, Nero ordered Britannicus to sing at a public event; unfortunately his plan
backfired when Britannicus began reciting a poem “in which it was indicated that he had been turned
out of his paternal abode and the supremacy.”59

Despite these different motives, the ancient sources agree that Nero decided to poison Bri-
tannicus after Agrippina threatened to support him.60 Agrippina feared that she was losing her control
over Nero and thought that siding with Britannicus would force Nero to listen to her. Britannicus, on
his own, was not a threat to Nero; his supporters had been executed or exiled and he himself had no ho-
nours but being the son of the emperor. However, even his paternity was called into question after Mes-
salina’s death.61 Agrippina on the other hand, did have prestige in the imperial court and “posed a genuine
and very serious threat to Nero’s security on his throne.”62 One questions to what extent her threat of
elevating Britannicus could be materialized. For the past few years, Britannicus was denied any hon-
ours, quasi-imprisoned in the palace and was denied access to his father because of Agrippina.63 It is
doubtful whether Britannicus would trust or even engage in a plot with Agrippina, since it was because
of her that he was denied any power in the first place. As such, if Britannicus was not a threat, it calls
into question the need for Nero to remove him from all spheres of life.

The record of the poisoning is also as questionable as the motives. Tacitus explains that since
“[Nero] did not dare to openly order the slaughter of his brother, he engineered things secretly and or-
dered poison to be prepared.”64 Poisoning Britannicus during a public dinner with invited guests to
watch is contrary to being secretive. Moreover, Britannicus had individuals sampling his food due to the
fear of poisoning that had emerged in the imperial court.65 Despite this precaution, the poisoning still
occurred. After “he spurned a drink for being so scalding hot, the poison was added in cold water” and
given to him.66 Dubuisson raises an interesting observation:

Tacite raisonne logiquement: s’il y a bien eu crime, il ne peut en effet s’être produit que
de cette façon, puisque l’eau froide n’a pas, elle, été goûtée. Mais tout amateur de roman
policier formulera aussitôt une objection qui me paraît grave. Si l’on se place, comme
il faut le faire, au point de vue non du résultat, mais de la préparation de l’acte,

56 Suet. Nero. 33.
57 Somville, Pierre, “Deux Royauté Maléfiques: César et Britannicus,” in Les Études Classiques, (vol. 56, 1988), 337.
58 Ibid. 341.
59 Tac. Ann. 13.15.2.
60 Cassius Dio 61.7.4, Tac. Ann. 13.14.2.
61 Wood, Susan, Imperial women: a study in public images, 40 B.C.-A.D. 68 (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 1999), 256.
62 Rogers, Robert Samuel, “Heirs and Rivals to Nero.” in Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association, (vol.
86, 1955), 199.
63 Cass. Dio. 60.32.5.
64 Tac. Ann. 13.15.3.
65 Kaufman, David B. “Poison and Poisoning among the Romans,” in Classical Philology, (vol. 27, no.2, April 1932), 148.
66 Tac. Ann. 13.16.2.
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comment expliquer que les auteurs du crime aient pu être sûrs que l’eau ne serait pas
goûtée?67

One explanation could be the inadequacy and inefficiency of these official tasters. However, there are
other anomalies in the poisoning.

Titus, who was present at the meal, had sampled some of Britannicus’ food, and although he
fell ill he was able to recover.68 This passage raises two concerns: all sources state that Britannicus re-
acted immediately to the poisoning, as such, so why would Titus taste his food or drink? Furthermore,
if the poison that Locusta concocted was so deadly that it instantly killed a pig, why would Titus have
recovered?69 Dubuisson claims that the quickest poison that we know takes twenty minutes to affect the
whole body.70 Although this explains why Titus would sample Britannicus’ food, it challenges the no-
tion that he died instantaneously. In addition, unlike the situation with Claudius, the poison itself is very
ambiguous. There are no poison feathers, porridges or mushrooms. Instead, Tacitus claims the poison
was mixed in water and Suetonius’ states that it was administered in his food. However, if there was a
taster then he would have been affected by the poison much like Titus.

There are too many irreconcilable differences in Britannicus’ poisoning, from the motives to
the consumption of the poison, to suggest that it actually happened. Rather than reporting the details of
the poisoning itself, the ancient sources emphasize Nero’s involvement as a reflection of his character.
An image quickly forms of Nero as some sort of madman who sets fire to Rome to build his golden
palace and persecutes the Christians to avoid suspicion of his guilt.71 After ‘poisoning’ his brother, Nero
threatens to do the same to his political opponents and even contemplates poisoning the whole senate.72

During the initial years of Nero’s reign, he did not resort to such tactics. For instance, he banished Sulla
to an island.73 It is curious why Sulla, a far greater threat than Britannicus, was allowed to live, whereas
Britannicus was poisoned.74 One explanation is that the events surrounding the death of Britannicus
mark a transition in the image of Nero. In order to poison Britannicus, he removes Locusta from prison,
forces her to concoct an immediate and effective poison and then rewards her for a job well done by giv-
ing her an estate, immunity from prosecution and pupils to learn from her.75 Whether showing no respect
for the senate, rewarding acts of manipulation and cowardice through the use of poison, aiding and
abetting criminals, or even killing his brother, Nero embodies the opposite of traditional Roman values.
In addition, the poisoning of Britannicus is used by the ancient authors to explain the political instabil-
ity between Nero and his mother. Britannicus was not a threat to Nero’s emperorship unless he had the
support of Agrippina. However, it is unlikely that Britannicus would cooperate with the woman who was
responsible for his father’s death and for his own political weaknesses.76

67 Dubuisson, Michel, « La mort de Britannicus: lecture critique de Tacite ». in L’Antiquité classique, (vol.68, 1999), 257.
68 Suet. Titus, 2.
69 Suet. Nero, 33.
70 Dubuisson, Michel, « La mort de Britannicus: lecture critique de Tacite ». in L’Antiquité classique, (vol.68, 1999), 259.
71 Tact. Ann. 15.38.1-42.2.
72 Suet. Nero. 43.
73 Tact. Ann. 13.47
74 Rogers, Robert Samuel, “Heirs and Rivals to Nero.” in Transactions and Proceedings of the American Philological Association (vol.
86, 1955), 201.
75 Suet. Nero. 33.
76 Wood, Susan, Imperial women: a study in public images, 40 B.C.-A.D. 68 (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 1999), 268.
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Although the number of recorded poisonings increased from the time of the Republic to the
Early Empire not all these cases were plausible, as illustrated with the examples of Claudius and his son
Britannicus. There are two reasons why the ancient authors claimed that individuals were poisoned in
their narratives. Firstly, it was used as a literary device to explain the inexplicable, especially in terms
of the volatile political situation of the empire. Secondly, it was used to comment on the deterioration
of Roman values under the Julio-Claudians and the disintegration of the Republic. The case study of Bri-
tannicus illustrates this paradigm. Thus, mushrooms might have been the food of the gods since it dei-
fied Claudius,77 but one can use the cold water offered to Britannicus as a refreshing view that not all
cases of poisoning were historically accurate or plausible.

16 2008

77 Cass. Dio. 60.35.4.
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Sappho’s Spangled Memory

Jillian Harkness

]
] your will remember
] for we in our youth

did these things

yes many and beautiful things
]
…
we live
]
the opposite
]
daring
]
]
]1

Most of the fragmentary remains of Sappho’s song come to 21st-century readers in the con-
dition displayed above in Sappho 24a and 24c. The text is broken; words are missing; ideas lost; empty
spaces fill the lines between half-thoughts and unfinished statements. Yet meaning somehow survives.
Not complete, this meaning is the sort found in a whisper, or a dream, or a foggy recollection; sense shifts
from clear to obscure, while the reader struggles to grasp that which is continually escaping. It is for this
reason that the body of fragments, which is all that remains of Sappho from her life on Lesbos and her
nine books of poetry, can be thought of, like Homer’s epics, as a Memory. In Homer this is a collective
epic memory, built out of tradition and myth, focused on action and story. However, Sappho’s Memory
is a “concentration…on her own world, limited and personal”,2 and therefore is a lyric memory of one
woman that is built out of private human experience which focuses on emotion and the senses. Instead
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1 All references to the work of Sappho in this essay have been reprinted from Anne Carson’s 2002 translation. If not, Winter: Frag-
ments of Sappho, trans. Anne Carson (Toronto: Vintage, 2002).
Carson, 45.
2 G.O. Hutchinson, Greek Lyric Poetry (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001), 143.
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of the concrete and complete memory of the epics, Sappho’s Memory is incomplete and fluid. Ideas are
dappled with lacunae, meaning is shifted in translation, and content is added upon with each new dis-
covery of papyri.

The effect of the fragments creates what Page DuBois has termed Sappho’s “alternative aes-
thetic.”3 But an alternative to what? Many critics4 have read Sappho’s alternative as a gendered one,
opening a private space for women to distinguish themselves and their situation from male poetic tra-
ditions of the lyric and the epic. DuBois adds to this the notion that fragment form offers an alternative
to only reading those artifacts with certain “integrity and indivisibility;” instead, we must recognize the
worth in exploring the “discomfort” inflicted by “broken lines” and reading these poems “as they
stand.”5 This proposes a reading of Sappho’s fragments with an understanding that the poetry available
to readers now is not Sappho’s poetry, but a memory of it, and consequently operates as memory does.
It is fickle, disjointed, incomplete, vague, and sometimes, perhaps often, completely wrong. Memory,
though, is also a worthy and intriguing aspect of human experience. Therefore, there is a need and de-
sire to explore the memory we have of Sappho.

It is in this unique way that content, form and reception combine in Sappho’s work, not sim-
ply to create an alternative, but to excuse itself from any direct categorization. Subjectivities are fluid
in the poetry; speakers and subjects shift constantly, eliminating distinctions of lover, beloved, friend,
wife and god. Time and space are not bound to certain rule, and hence are sometimes manipulated by
the speaker, and at other times restrict the speaker’s experience. Fragmented remains of emotions, ac-
tions, senses, material, and people find multiplying significances when read as part of an intertextual sys-
tem. Definitive classification—in terms of gender, style, form and voice—is constantly averted due to
the fragmentation, and no translation or interpretation may entirely supplement the missing text. All
these features combine to form the memory of Sappho’s oeuvre, creating an aesthetic that defies every
tradition and expands the boundaries of literature and language.

One tradition that Sappho transforms is also one that she seems to have helped create. Page
DuBois marks Sappho as:

part of a great turn in the poetic tradition and in the very history of the development of sub-
jectivity. Homer and Hesiod, her predecessors in the epic age, speak of themselves less as in-
dividual men than as conduits of divine inspiration…Sappho and the poets who are her near
contemporaries are among the first to inhabit fully the first person singular, to use the word ‘I’
to anchor their poetic speech, to hollow out for their listeners and readers the cultural space for
the individual subjectivity.6

Leslie V. Kurke also places Sappho among “these poets [who] were suddenly, insistently saying ‘I’,” and
points out that “even in fragments (and in translation) it is hard to resist the compelling lyric subjectiv-
ity that seems to infuse Sappho’s poetry.”7 The gripping subjectivity that one experiences in Sappho’s
verses is likely due to her exploration of the most personal emotions, especially love and longing. In-
stances of this emotional “I” make up almost all of her poetry, such as fragment 48, in which the speaker
declares her emotional transformation, “you came and I was crazy for you/ and you cooled my mind that
burned with longing.”8 Sappho’s speakers, usually taken as Sappho herself, poetically express their in-

3 Page DuBois, Sappho is Burning. Chicago: Chicago UP, 1995, 63.
4 Including Jack Winkler, Page DuBois, Margaret Williamson, Eve Stehle, Lyn Hatherly Wilson, Leslie Kurke, and Marilyn B. Skin-
ner.
5 DuBois, 38 – 39.
6 DuBois, 6.
7 Leslie V. Kurke, “Archaic Greek Poerty” in The Cambridge Companion to Archaic Greece. New York: Cambridge UP, 2007. 141
8 Sappho, 101.
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dividual needs and emotions in these fragments. Often speakers move beyond simple expression of de-
sire into a realm of self consciousness, as in
fragment 26:

] you, I want
] to suffer

] in myself I am
aware of this9

We cannot be exactly sure of the original statement, as the translation includes the brackets as indica-
tion of lacunae in the text. It seems that enough remains to argue that the speaker here is self conscious,
and pointing to her own recognition of some individual sensation within herself. Whether that feeling
is one that desires the “you” figure “to suffer,” or something else completely different, is now com-
pletely lost. The differentiated speaker in fragment 26 displays only one example of the variation found
within Sappho’s poetic subjectivities.

Kurke notices that in Sappho’s poetry there is a “proliferation of subject positions”
which seems “unique and distinctive with the fragmentary remains of archaic poetry,”10 To Kurke, few
of Sappho’s contemporaries seem to display the “shifty, evanescent and labile ‘I’.”11 Perhaps the most
well noted instance of the Sappho speaker shift is in fragment 1, the hymn to Aphrodite:

…But you, O blessed one,
smiled in your deathless face
and asked what (now again) I have suffered and why

(now again) I am calling out

and what I want to happen most of all
in my crazy heart. Whom should I persuade (now again)
to lead you back into her love? Who, O

Sappho, is wronging you?12

The first speaker “I” refers to the Sappho subject, calling to Aphrodite for help. At line 18, however, the
speaker shifts, the “I” now speaks from the perspective of the goddess. G.O. Hutchinson reads the sub-
jectivity switch as a “double perspective” and notes how the “vivid evocation of the original speech,”
instead of remaining in an indirect speech mode, “heightens the effect.”13 The lyric “I” shifts through-
out the poem from the speaking Sappho, to the speaking Aphrodite and back.

Shifts between speakers and subject positions become less distinct in other fragments of Sap-
pho. Margaret Williamson notes, within the fragments, a “constant process of subtle and multifarious
shifts, [where] speaking voices and subject positions ... are linked in a polyphonic, shifting ...dis-
course.”14 In fragment 96, Williamson points out the shifts between a “you” who sings, a “she” who
longs for the singer, and an “I” who describes the beauty of both.15 In this fragment, the speaker reports

9 Ibid. 51.
10 Kurke. 165
11 Ibid. 165
12 Sappho, 3.
13 Hutchinson, 155.
14 Margaret Williamson. “Sappho and the Other Woman.” Reading Sappho, ed. Ellen Greene. Berkeley: California UP, 1996. 255
15 Williamson 255
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from the perspective of all these subject positions, not solely represented by the subject “I.” This is to
take on an omniscience not seen in fragment 1. The speaker here travels, from woman to woman, re-
lating their emotions. Williamson does not address the second part of 96, which is more riddled with
breaks. Some sense, however, may still be taken from the final verses. The speaker at line 21 sings,
“not easy for us/ to equal goddesses in lovely form.”16 The perspective, here, may be that of the “I,” the
“she,” or the “you,” or any combination of the three. Any distinction slips away, especially since the frag-
ment is in such ravaged condition.

The next few lines are severely disjointed and only offer three clear words -“desire,” “and,”
as well as “Aphrodite.”17 If desire is a state that is linked to the subjectivity of the goddess, then the last
line of the poem, where the speaker asserts, “into desire I shall come,”18 links the speaking subject to
the goddess, thus possibly enacting yet another shift in subject positions. It is in shifts such as these,
found in fragment 96, which demonstrate fully the evanescent “I” that Kurke finds distinct in Sappho’s
works. Sappho seems to have helped originate the individual subjectivity along with her contempo-
raries, only to then play with this new division, shifting in and out of positions, never distinct and never
universal. In the fragments which hold the memory of her works, the voice, subject positions and per-
spectives become even more varied and multiple.

A similar playful attitude toward the phenomenon of time is marked in Sappho’s Memory. The
representation of the effects of time on the subject varies in Sappho’s fragments. In some cases time is
an outside force imposing control, while in other instances time is manipulated metaphorically for po-
etic effect; in still other moments time seems completely transcended by subjective experiences. Anne
Carson has revealed the role of time in Sappho fragment 1, as one that defines life experience and cre-
ates justice between lovers and their beloveds. Aphrodite’s promises in lines 21-24, that the beloved, “if
she does not love, soon she will love”19 is an example of a general reversal of the position of the beloved
and the lover. Carson explicates this promise as one of justice, “an eternal principle …the fact that time
passes and young people grow old and lovers love without return.”20 Carson also locates this represen-
tation within “traditions of Greek erotic verse and…archaic currents of thought on…justice.”21 Thus, in
fragment 1, time imposes itself upon the subjects in a traditional manner, applying constant justice and
restraint.

Fragment 104a, however, displays a poetic metaphorical control over the passage of time. In-
stead of maintaining the mortal time line, as in fragment 1, the action in these verses seems to reverse
the human aging process. The poetic voice of fragment 104a conducts this reversal, or “gather[s] a child
to its mother,” in an instance of prosopopeia. “Evening” acts lovingly in the fragment, gathering “all that
dazzling dawn …put asunder,” 22 reversing the growth process of the child. This is to imagine time as
a reversal, or cycle, rather than a teleological process which constrains human life.

Among some of the fragments, as Lyn Hatherly Wilson suggests, “time is frequently tele-
scoped so that past joins with present or present with future, and a moment- the space of a song – is ren-
dered timeless, part of a continuous sequence.”23 A moment such as this occurs in fragment 94. Here the
speaker takes the perspective from the subject position “I” in the act of remembering. The “I” subject
reminds another subject, a “her” or “you” (because some of the fragment takes the mode of direct

16 Sappho, 193.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Sappho, 5.
20 Anne Carson. “The Justice of Aphrodite in Sappho 1.” Reading Sappho. ed. Ellen Greene, Berkeley: California UP, 1996. 232
21 Ibid. 232
22 Sappho, 213.
23 Lyn Hatherly Wilson. Sappho’s Sweet Bitter Songs. New York: Routledge, 1996, 132
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speech) of past shared experiences. As the fragment progresses, the effect is to move the speaker from
the single recollecting subjectivity, to a unified remembrance subjectivity “we”, in which both subjects
share the experiences of the “beautiful times”, of the “the crown of violets”, of “the soft throat”,24 as a
memory in the past, or as they happened at one point in the present.

This unity is indicated by the transcendent conclusion to the fragment, in which the speaker
reports that “nor was there from which we were absent/…no groove/…no dance/…no sound.”25 The un-
usual syntax in Carson’s translation of this line emphasizes the subjects’ transcendence, since no noun
exists to define where they were not. The subjects, in their passionate experience, seem to transcend
space and time, “as an absolute reality.”26 The effect of this shift is that the speaker maneuvers between
all modes of time, and finally transcends time through a specifically powerful moment, a moment that
perpetuates itself even through memory. This representation of manipulated time through memory is
quite different than the traditional representation of time seen in fragment 1, or the cyclical metaphor-
ical time in fragment 104a. It is clear there can be no strict definition for the workings of time in Sap-
pho’s fragments.

Following certain threads in the Sappho’s fragments, such as subjectivity or figures of time,
yields patterns in the poetry which then may be examined and explicated, leading to critical work.
Many of the fragments, however, stand outside these patterns. This is mainly due to extreme disinte-
gration, since these fragments exist as only one sentence, or even at times as only one word. This par-
tial state of the evidence makes it impossible for these pieces to comment on or refute patterns followed
throughout fragments with complete stanzas surviving. As a result, these leftover fragments are often
left critically untouched and unnoticed. Readers may ask “with what eyes”27 shall we look at these half
thoughts, bare expressions and stunted invocations?

Page DuBois suggests a “relation of intertextuality” between the Sappho fragments, one that
may help to reinstate the most damaged sites of poetry back into an operating position in the body of
work as a whole. 28 These fragments of fragments, such as “honeyvoiced”, “downrushing”, “lyre lyre
lyre”, “transparent dress”, “I would lead”, “lady Dawn”, “Aiga”, and “paingiver,”29 situate the larger
pieces by giving a sense of the larger body, as which Sappho’s poetry once existed. These pieces are
like slivers of glass or metal that lie at the bottom of a body of water, periodically glinting in the sun
or moonlight, since they are traces of a more complete past. These pieces hint at meaning in their sin-
gularity, but also create meaning through multiple permutations available in relation to one another. To
read them is to apply pressure to language—whether in its original form, or in the language of trans-
lation—and to produce fluid, mutable, intangible implications, and inscrutable beauty. Willis Barn-
stone, in his study “The Poetics of Translation” wrote:

Untranslatable lines are natural meadows of translation and yield
the best wild herbs. What has never been done in the adopted lan-
guage will expand its thematic and formal boundaries and its litera-
ture. Traditions of theme and form are altered by the infusion of
poems from other languages, especially the impossible ones.30

24 Sappho, 185.
25 Ibid. 187.
26 B. Gentili. Poetry and its Public in Ancient Greece. Trans. A.T. Cole. Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1988, 84.
27 Sappho, 327.
28 DuBois, 39.
29 Sappho, 317, 347 – 353.
30 Willis Barnestone. The Poetics of Translation. New Haven: Yale UP, 1993, 269.
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The fragments of Sappho are an example of the powerful effects that impossibility have on language
and literature.

Sappho fragment 168c reads “spangled is/ the earth with her crowns”31 – spangled, too, is the
memory contained in the fragments of Sappho. This Memory is polyphonic, highly wrought, sensual,
subtle, ambiguous, absurdist, colourful, and enduring. The fragments create tradition, and then break
through it; they reflect themselves and expand their own significance. In their whole aspect, the frag-
ments offer a new interpretation of literature, literature that operates as a memory.

31 Sappho, 345.
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The Indigenous Role in the Romanization of

Hispania Following the Augustan Conquests

Solomon Klein

Hispania, the term given by the Romans to the area of the Iberian Peninsula, has received a
great deal of scholarly attention in the past seventy years due to the fact that its Romanization is uniquely
traceable among Roman provinces. While opinions on specific aspects have changed, the standard view
of the process has remained largely the same. It is generally accepted that Hispanic Romanization was,
as C. H. V. Sutherland described in an early scholarly work on Roman Hispania, “the result of a rigor-
ous central government directed by the enlightened policy and the unquestioned power of one supreme
statesman – the Princeps.”1 This strongly top-down view has remained popular among some scholars
since Sutherland was published in 1939. As a result, the effect of the indigenous Hispanics in the ac-
culturation to the increasingly Roman socioeconomic climate has been generally ignored. While it is true
that the Principate did make an active policy of culturally assimilating Hispania during and following
the Augustan conquests,2 the indigenous population played a much larger role than previously thought
in the process of Hispanic political Romanization. The process was in fact more characteristic of a na-
tive culture adapting itself to Roman ways than of Roman customs actively superseding those of the in-
digenous Hispanics.

The Augustan conquests of Hispania followed a long tradition of Roman conflict with the
peninsula. In the late third century BCE, Rome fought fierce battles against Hannibal’s forces made up
of Carthaginian soldiers, African mercenaries, and indigenous Iberians who were sympathetic to Han-
nibal’s cause.3 The Lusitanian and Celtiberean Wars of the latter half of the second century BCE, a se-
ries of wars of resistance between indigenous tribes and the increasingly imperialist Romans,
demonstrate that Rome exerted influence on Spain long before the major phase of Romanization began.4
However, it was not until after Augustus completed the conquest begun by Caesar that the peninsula
came fully under Roman control and the process of Hispanic Romanization truly began.5 The fact that
Augustus thought it necessary to assign his trusted second-in-command Marcus Agrippa to subjugate
the final pockets of resistance and the mention of the colonies he established in “each Spain”6 (i.e., both
Hispania Citerior and Hispania Ulterior) in the Res Gestae illustrates the high priority Hispania was

1 C. H. V. Sutherland, The Romans in Spain: 217 B.C. – A.D. 117 (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd,, 1939), 152.
2 It is important to note that the “conquest” referred to here is often instead labelled the “pacification,” “restoration,” etc. of His-
pania; there is no real difference between the terms in this context.
3 Simon Keay, Roman Spain (London: British Museum Publications, 1988), 27-29.
4 Ibid. 33-42.
5 Ibid. 46.
6 Res Gestae. 28.
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given by the Principate.7
Following Augustus’ conquest, the peninsula underwent a significant geographical reorgani-

zation. Appian of Alexandria explains that “since [the Augustan conquests] the Romans have divided
Iberia, which they now call Hispania, into three.”8 Augustus separated the peninsula into three provinces:
Baetica in the South (most of modern day Andalusia), Lusitania to the West, and Hispania Tarraconen-
sis to the Northeast. The common argument as to the purpose of the reorganization was that “it […]
served as a unifying mechanism to make people feel part of a common, great empire”9 by imposing the
same divisions that were already in place in the rest of the Empire. Once the conquered peoples began
seeing themselves as members of a province and city in the same way as the illustrious Romans or the
peoples in lands as far away as Syria and Egypt, the task of the Principate to assimilate the indigenous
populations became much easier. Here, the active policy of Hispanic Romanization can clearly be seen.

The evidence for the imposition of typically “Roman” geographic and political designs is not
as clear beyond the level of the province, however. An investigation of the urban topography of Hispanic
cities reveals that, while the political layout did in fact change to reflect the new geographical organi-
zation, many structural aspects did not become as Romanized as they did in other areas. For example,
the possible Forum square identified by Sheila Gibson10 at the recently excavated site of Celti Peñaflor
does not conform to the standard Roman layout of the Forum. The typical Roman Forum was a long,
rectangular courtyard surrounded by both civic and religious buildings as well as shops and market-
places, with a shrine to a patron god (or, later, deified emperor) at each end. This form was common both
to Rome itself and other cities such as Pompeii11 and Ostia.12 The Forum of Celti Peñaflor, on the other
hand, is a square courtyard flanked on three sides by shops, a basilica, and other standard Forum build-
ings, and on the fourth side by a road.13 The irregularity of this structural layout, particularly the use of
a local road as a boundary, is evidence that the Romanized Forum was built atop what had already been
an indigenous civic centre.

This pattern is not unique to Celti Peñaflor; the Forum at Ostia, for example, was also super-
imposed onto an existing layout, evidenced by the fact that the city’s main road runs straight through
the centre of the courtyard. However, even in Ostia the Forum conforms to the standard rectangular de-
sign, a reflection of the thoroughly Roman political hierarchy, including the religious overtones ubiq-
uitous in Roman government, of the city. Following this pattern, the Forum at Celti Peñaflor reflects the
persistence of indigenous political structure in the post-conquest Hispanic city. The construction of the
Forum is undoubtedly a sign of intense Romanization. At the same time, the apparently indigenous lay-
out of the new civic centre shows that the local elites in this instance adopted a Roman design that did
not harshly conflict with pre-existing structures or institutions. This process makes sense from a His-
panic perspective as well, since adopting Roman ways (for example converting the civic centre to a
Forum) would ingratiate the local elites to the Roman aristocracy, further cementing their elite status at
home. Thus, the Forum of Celti Peñaflor and those similarly unusually laid-out Forums at Saguntum,14

7 Keay, Roman Spain, 46.
8 Appian, Wars of the Romans in Iberia, trans. J. S. Richardson (Wiltshire: Aris & Phillips Ltd, 2000) 102.
9 Leonard A. Curchin, The Romanization of Central Spain: Complexity, Diversity and Change in Provincial Hinterland (London:
Routledge, 2004), 60.
10 Simon Keay, John Creighton and José Remesal Rodríguez, Celti Peñaflor: The Archaeology of a Hispano-Roman Town in Baet-
ica (Oxford: Oxbow, 2000), 183.
11 Charles Gates, Ancient Cities: The Archaeology of Urban Life in the Ancient Near East and Egypt, Greece, and Rome (Abing-
don: Routledge, 2003), 345.
12 Ibid. 355.
13 Keay, Creighton and Rodríguez, Celti Peñaflor, 183-187.
14 Simon Keay, “Innovation and Adaptation: The Contribution of Rome to Urbanism in Iberia,” in Social Complexity and the De-
velopment of Towns in Iberia: From the Copper Age to the Second Century AD, ed. Barry Suncliffe & Simon Keay (Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 1995): 319.
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Tarraco, and others,15 demonstrate that the existing civic authorities of pre-conquest Hispanic cities
readily adopted the cultural representation of Roman political hierarchy, but at the same time retained
some of their indigenous political structures.

The Forum of Saguntum illustrates the willingness of the local aristocracies to adapt Roman
institutions to the existing political structure. An inscription indicates that its construction had been fi-
nanced by “Cn. Baebius Geminus,” evidently a member of an important local aristocratic family.16 This
seems to have been the standard process for post-conquest Romanized construction in cities which were
not specifically founded or favoured by Augustus himself. Constructions financed by Augustus or other
ultra-elite Roman aristocrats were concentrated in the newly founded colonies and cities of Hispania.17

Though there is not a great deal of epigraphic evidence from established Hispanic cities, it seems likely
based on the lack of Imperial inscriptions that the pattern exhibited in Saguntum also took place in those
locations.18 As J. S. Richardson explains,

the resulting commitment to a newly ‘Romanized’ urban environment meant that the local
feeling of these important groups was focused on a structure which was simultaneously their
own and part of the wider Roman empire.19

It is evident that the introduction of the Forum to Hispanic cities was not solely a premeditated impo-
sition on Hispanic cities by the Principate in order to reduce the power of the local aristocrats or to de-
mean indigenous culture. Instead, the Hispanic elites readily adopted the Roman-style Forum in
admiration of and deference to Rome and Augustus while retaining their cities’ traditional topography.

Hispanic town charters documenting the careers of local Hispanic magistrates provide direct
evidence for persistent indigenous institutions in the cities. Even after the Augustan conquests a great
number of political offices at the municipal level continued to be filled by members of the existing local
ruling class rather than emigrating Romans. These local officials, over time, became deeply Romanized,
to the extent that many left their hometowns for Rome in order to hold more prestigious imperial of-
fices;20 in the latter half of the first century CE three emperors, Trajan, Hadrian, and Marcus Aurelius
would hail from Hispania. In the early years following the Augustan conquests, Romanization was al-
ready apparent as town charters reveal that magistrates generally went by the Roman-style tria nomina
(three names),21 even more significant as duo nomina (two names) was still the norm among average
Romans; tria nomina in the Augustan reign was reserved for the nobility.22

There is no reason, however, to believe that Roman naming trends were adopted out of ne-
cessity or that only those with Roman names were permitted to hold such offices.23 While tria nomina
was apparently favoured by the majority of local magistrates,24 there are nonetheless a wide variety of
naming styles attested to in the charters of the period.25 Roman names were evidently adopted based on
personal preference; perhaps a Roman aristocrat was particularly generous in his patronage or, as S. L.
Dyson has suggested, Roman names were linked to areas of especial gubernatorial activity.26 Addition-

15 Simon Keay, “Recent Archaeological Work in Roman Iberia (1990-2002),” The Journal of Roman Studies 93 (2003): 176.
16 J. S. Richardson, The Romans in Spain (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd., 1996), 144.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Leonard A. Curchin, The Local Magistrates of Roman Spain (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), 123-124.
21 Ibid. 89-90.
22 Ibid. 90.
23 Ibid. 95-96.
24 Ibid. 90.
25 Ibid. 89-99.
26 Ibid. 95, n. 15.
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ally, it seems that there would have been no opposition from Rome to local families adopting Roman
names, as the first written mention of a law forbidding such activity comes from Suetonius’ biography
of Claudius: “persons of non-citizen status [which would include early local Hispanic elites] he for-
bade to use Roman names.”27 This implies that non-citizens prior to Claudius did use Roman names, and
that they did not necessarily have any real political or familial meaning since to forbid them once they
had established sociopolitical functions would not make sound imperial sense.

These local political elites had the effect of allowing certain aspects of the indigenous polit-
ical hierarchy to persist even as it was being superseded by Roman institutions. Many political offices
found in town charters did not have equivalents in the political structure of Rome or most Roman cities.
Of these, the majority were pre-Roman political offices given Latinized names. Examples include the
elegantly simple title “magistratus,” an all-purpose name for any number of pre-Roman positions that
did not have equivalents in the Roman system.28 “Praetor” is another such title, found on coins from
Celsa and Calagurris and numerous inscriptions in the late first century BCE, during and following the
Augustan conquests. Here again the position is Roman in name only, being an indigenous office with
no close equivalent in the Roman system.29 The most notable of these positions are the principes, trans-
lated as “chieftains” or “leaders,” common in the pre-Roman period (though of course not with the
Latin name) and appearing in a number of inscriptions from the Northern peninsula following the Au-
gustan conquests and continuing in the two southern provinces through the second century CE.30 These
indigenous positions illustrate that Roman politics were not simply imposed immediately on Hispania
by Rome in order to control the populace as the Principate saw fit. Rather, the aristocratic classes of the
Hispanic cities adopted those Roman positions which did not conflict extraordinarily with the pre-ex-
isting structures, and superficially Romanized those positions which did.

The position of the principes reveals even more about the process of early Romanization in
Hispania. The common definition of “chieftan” or “leader” belies the long Hispanic history of honour-
ing individuals found to be worthy of the title, usually due to military prowess, known in the literature
as supra.31 The pre-Roman principes were the military leaders of each individual polity. Following this
tradition, the Augustan conquests introduced a new, extremely powerful, overarching princeps: Au-
gustus himself. Who else could have commanded such respect in the tradition of the supra as the man
who conquered the entire peninsula, and indeed most of the known world? This contrasts with the com-
mon view of scholarship that Augustus was required to enforce loyalty and homage to him.32 Rather than
seeing Roman rule as only being accepted due to the concerted efforts of the central government to im-
pose Imperial loyalty, it is simpler to interpret it at least partially as a progression in the existing tradi-
tion of prestige based particularly on military merit. The institution of principes found in the Latin
charters of the first century CE is the remnant of the pre-Roman tradition of honouring suprae. Augus-
tus himself, as the conqueror responsible for uniting the peninsula under the umbrella of Roman rule,
can be seen as the highest stage in this tradition. The institution of the supra also helps explain why the
Emperor was more or less accepted as divine,33 since his glory fit well with the characteristics of the po-
sition and his accomplishments undoubtedly surpassed even the most illustrious indigenous supra.

Especially in Rome, politics and religion were intimately connected in this period. Even be-
fore the popularization of the Imperial cult Roman political officials were often granted priesthoods, and

27 Suet. Claud. 25.
28 Curchin, The Local Magistrates of Local Spain, 36.
29 Ibid. 37.
30 Ibid.
31 Keay, “Innovation and Adaptation: The Contribution of Rome to Urbanism in Iberia,” 302.
32 Sutherland, The Romans in Spain, 152-155.
33 Leonard A. Curchin, Roman Spain: Conquest and Assimilation (London: Routledge, 1991), 61-66.
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Hispania exhibits this pattern as well. Religion, therefore, was an important tool in maintaining loyalty
to the ruling political class. Thus, one would expect that if Hispanic Romanization were the result only
of a central government policy, the Roman pantheon and worship of the Augustus and the Deified Julius
would appear almost immediately following the Augustan conquests and replace the existing religious
practices, as was attempted in other religiously dissenting provinces such as Judea. However, as with
Roman-financed Forums, most of the evidence for Roman pantheon or Emperor worship is found in the
new colonies. Altars dedicated to Augustus from 26 BCE are known from coins at Tarraco and Emerita
Augusta, the capital of Hispania Tarraconensis and an Augustan colony founded in 25 BCE respec-
tively. The people of Tarraco also erected a temple to Augustus and Rome in 27 BCE.34 Since these
buildings have not survived, it is not possible to know who exactly was involved in their construction,
but from their location in Augustan colonies it seems likely that Rome had much more involvement in
these cities than in others.35 The concentration of early worship of Augustus and Rome either in cities
founded by Augustus himself, or strongly associated with the Roman central government, demonstrate
that Roman religion was not immediately impressed upon the indigenous Hispanics.

However, the worship of Roman gods does appear in inscriptions dating to later than these al-
tars and temples. Many sets of inscriptions have been found from Galicia documenting sacrifices and
dedications to various gods, and the ratio of indigenous gods to Greco-Roman gods is striking. Almost
half the inscriptions are to either a clearly indigenous deity or to a Roman deity with an indigenous
“surname,”36 which can be interpreted as the stage in Romanization in which the similarities between
indigenous and Roman gods are being realized, and Roman associations are being given to traditional
Hispanic gods. These findings demonstrate two important aspects in the Romanization process of His-
pania. First, Roman religion never fully replaced indigenous cult practices. Evidence from other areas,
including extramural cave shrines found in Hispania Tarraconensis and Valencia and the worship of the
indigenous god Herotoragus which continued as late as the second century CE,37 also illustrate this fact.
Second, the persistence of local cults and the relative unimportance of Roman religion in the early pe-
riod following the Augustan conquests illustrate that there was not in fact a great effort from the Prin-
cipate to stamp out local religion and replace it with worship of either the Roman pantheon or of himself
and his father. The introduction and incorporation of Roman gods into the indigenous culture can instead
be interpreted as the gradual adoption of foreign gods into the local religious worldview. This would cer-
tainly not be a novel process, as indigenous peoples of the Iberian Peninsula had previously adopted gods
from the colonizing Phoenicians, Carthaginians, and Greeks.38 As well, it is possible that even the un-
expectedly low frequency of dedications to Roman gods is the result of biases in the evidence, as the
inscriptions that have survived are Latin. The inscribers, obviously Romanized based on their language
of choice, may simply have impressed Roman names of their own accord over indigenous deities. The
worship of the indigenous healing god Endovellicus may very well have been recorded as a dedication
to the very similar and popular Roman god Asclepius,39 as Latin writers often did. Tacitus, for exam-
ple, explains Germanic religion as follows: “Mercury is the one they principally worship. […] Hercules
and Mars they appease by animal offerings […] Part of the Suebi sacrifice to Isis as well.”40 Clearly, Tac-
itus is here projecting gods and cults familiar to himself onto foreign peoples whose gods would have
had many similarities to certain Roman deities.

34 Keay, Roman Spain, 157.
35 Ibid.
36 John Nicols, “Indigenous Culture and the Process of Romanization in Iberian Galicia,” The American Journal of Philology 108
(Spring 1987): 141.
37 Richardson, The Romans in Spain, 161.
38 Ibid. 145-152.
39 Ibid. 161.
40 Tac. Germ. 9.
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The implication of the processes of religious acculturation for political Romanization be-
comes clear when it is realized that political positions were strongly associated with religious author-
ity or duty in Hispanic political systems. Religious associations were possibly even stronger than in
Rome, as priesthoods frequently appear in town charters as the final office held by an aristocrat in the
cursus honorum.41 A directed effort to replace Hispanic political systems with Roman institutions would
have required a profound shift in the underlying Hispanic religious beliefs. If this did not occur, the
Roman political positions would not have been able to wield the authority necessary for them to hold
practical power over the population. Such a shift does not appear to have taken place. Rather, as both
political structures and religious practices were remarkably preserved following the Augustan con-
quests, the adoption of Roman religious practices was a voluntary effort by certain members of the in-
digenous populations, most likely those aristocrats with close ties or economic interests in Rome or
elsewhere in the established Empire.

The Romanization of Hispania following the Augustan conquests of the late first century BCE
was not, as has often been assumed, chiefly the result of machinations from the central Roman gov-
ernment designed and calculated to impress Roman culture upon the indigenous population in order to
facilitate the transition to Imperial rule. The process was in fact much more influenced by the efforts of
the local populations themselves. A careful examination of the evidence reveals that most of what at first
appears to be evidence for Roman cultural domination of the peninsula is in fact acculturation of pre-
existing sociopolitical institutions. The apparent imposition of Roman Forums in certain Hispanic urban
centres in fact resembles a familiar pattern of a new architectural style being superficially applied to what
was already the civic centre. The fact that Forums in organic Hispanic cities such as Saguntum appear
to have been financed by local aristocrats demonstrates this further. The persistence of political posi-
tions and hierarchy is revealed by the large number of locals who held prestigious offices, both politi-
cal and religious and often the two combined. Furthermore, Latinized names for non-Roman political
positions demonstrate that political Romanization was often only superficially realized: Latin names for
offices with no clear Roman equivalents were given though the original purpose for the office remained.
Religious acculturation demonstrates a similar pattern, with Roman gods and Imperial worship only
slowly being introduced to the indigenous populations.

In a greater historical context, these findings demonstrate that modern historical scholarship
tends to view cultural change as a necessarily “hostile” process,42 as Sutherland envisioned, motivated
by an aggressive desire for control over a population. In certain cases this model may be applicable, but
it should also be remembered that cultural change requires a degree, albeit a variable one, of coopera-
tion from the indigenous peoples. Sutherland’s view reflects an imposition of his own values, biases, and
assumptions regarding mechanisms of power and cultural spread that is dangerous in historical schol-
arship, particularly when the topic under discussion is as potentially emotional and inflammatory as
this. It is naïve to argue that the Principate did not actively intend cultural assimilation to be a means of
establishing loyalty among the populace of Hispania. However, the local elites, the groups most likely
to leave meaningful remains in the archaeological and historical records, were themselves willing to
adopt Roman culture so long as it did not excessively conflict with their pre-existing institutions. Their
motivations for this behaviour can not be known, though it is likely that by ingratiating themselves to
Rome they sought to secure their own aristocratic positions. To disregard the influence of a population
on its own cultural change, as has been done in much work on Romanization in Hispania, is to grossly
misrepresent a process of great historical importance.

41 Curchin, The Local Magistrates of Roman Spain, 43-44.
42 Sutherland, The Romans in Spain, 152.
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1 Although many of the sources are later than Tacitus himself, as is Cassius Dio, they will still be considered primary sources.
2 Martin. Tacitus, 203, 205.
3 Ibid., 203.
4 Plin. NH.11.71.

The Portrayal of Germanicus in Tacitus’ Annales and
the Historicity of the Germanicus-Tiberius Conflict

Sarah Limoges

There has been much debate about the historicity of the Germanicus/Tiberius incidence in
Tacitus’ Annales. This is due to the fact that Tiberius is portrayed in a very bad light, whilst Germani-
cus comes out whiter than snow. However, by closely looking at a number of passages, one notices that
things are not as polarized as they may seem. In fact, Tacitus criticizes Germanicus on a number of oc-
casions, mostly in Book I, while giving credit to Tiberius in his funerary oration. As many historians be-
fore him, Tacitus is not only a child of his time, but also a prisoner of his sources. This means that since
he is removed from the Germanicus/Tiberius epoch by about 100 years at the time in which he is writ-
ing the annals, he must rely on a number of early imperial sources that had their own biases about
Tiberius’ reign. In Tacitus’ time, Tiberius had already acquired the reputation of a bad and tyrannical em-
peror, and Tacitus became a victim of the same perception. This essay will have a threefold mission: first
of all, it will examine the sources that Tacitus could have possibly used for his Annales, and compare
Tacitus’ narrative to two other primary sources, mainly the Senatus Consultum de Cn. Pisone Patre and
Cassius Dio. Second, it will examine the portrayal of Germanicus in order to determine if it was cred-
ible or idealized and finally, it will try to shed some light upon the relationship between Germanicus and
Tiberius in order to determine whether there was some animosity amongst them, or if it is possible that
the tensions between the two were a later construct.

It is interesting to note that on many accounts Tacitus concords with other primary sources,1
such as Pliny the Elder, Pliny the Younger, Suetonius and Cassius Dio. Cassius Dio is writing quite
some time after Tacitus, and his account could have been discarded as relying heavily on that of Taci-
tus itself but the numerous discrepancies between both accounts rather suggest a common source rather
than a heavy reliance on Tacitus on the part of Cassius Dio.2 The same would seem to apply to Sueto-
nius for his Life of Tiberius Caesar, which coincides on a number of occasions with what Tacitus says.3

As for Pliny the Elder, there is only one instance in which he discusses something related to Tacitus’ an-
nals, namely the appearance of Germanicus’ heart after his death4 This would demonstrate that the rumor
Tacitus speaks of, that Germanicus was poisoned by Piso on the orders of Tiberius, had indeed been very
present much earlier than Tacitus’ time.

Now is the time to turn to the sources that Tacitus most likely used in order to shape his nar-

The Tiberius-Germanicus Conflict
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5Mendell. Tacitus: The Man and His Work, 211.
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diurnal and acta senatus see Benario, An Introduction to Tacitus, 84; cf. Mendell, Tacitus: The Man and His Work, 211-214, also Mar-
tin, Tacitus, 201-202 and Mellor, Tacitus, 33.
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10 Benario. An Introduction to Tacitus, 82-83; Mellor, Tacitus, 32.
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12 See n.7; for Pliny the Elder, see Martin, Tacitus, 199; Benario, An Introduction to Tacitus, 83; Mellor, Tacitus, 32; also Tac. Ann.
1.69.2.
13 Mellor. Tactius, 32.
14 Plin. Ep.6.16.
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rative of the Germanicus/Tiberius opposition. Although some scholars, such as Phillipe Fabia, believe
that Tacitus was not one to use primary sources such as inscriptions, speeches, biographies, autobi-
ographies and the senate archive5 most evidence would tend to point us in the other direction. In fact,
it is highly likely that Tacitus had access to Tiberius’ speeches, as well as a number of his letters.6 The
consensus seems to be that Tacitus was a rather diligent researcher who used sources as obscure as the
commentarii Agrippinae written by Agrippina the Younger.7

Ancient historians saw no need to footnote sources, or even name them; rather, they avoided
such superfluous details because they did not want to bore the reader with useless facts8 Unfortunately
for modern historians, that leaves no concrete proof of who was used as a source as well as their possi-
ble bias. There is reason to believe that Tacitus used a number of primary and secondary sources for the
Annals, as well as for his other monographs. For instance, it is highly likely that he used the historian
Aufidius Bassus for the Tiberius portion of the annals, as well as Servilius Nonianus,9 an orator, for the
later books of the annals. Cluvius Rufus would have been used for portions of the Histories, whilst
Fabius Rusticus was also consulted for the annals. 10 It is clear by Pliny the Younger’s letters to Tacitus
that he too was used as a source.11 Pliny the Elder was mentioned briefly in the annals as being used for
the description of Agrippina the Elder’s character, and, as mentioned above, the memoirs of Agrippina
the Younger, as well as Corbulo,12 were consulted. Tacitus would have had access to the autobiographies
of Tiberius as well as Claudius. Also, he seems to have consulted his friends Verginius Rufus and Spur-
rina for their accounts of the Civil War of 69.13 Furthermore, he consulted the acts of the senate as well
as the daily gazette for speeches. Finally, he most likely had access to the Senatus Consultum de Cn.
Pisone Patre due to the similarities between this document and his narrative in Book III of the Annals.

This shows that Tacitus was considerably thorough, as the sources are quite varied, ranging
from memoirs to speeches and histories. Pliny the Younger commends his friend for his adherence to
the truth when sending him the story of the death of Pliny the Elder and the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius:
“You ask me to describe for you the death of my uncle, to enable you to transmit a more truthful ac-
count for the benefit of posterity.”14 This demonstrates two crucial elements of Tacitus’ methodology:
he seeks to portray the events as impartially as possible (sine ira et studio)15 and this also proves that
he does thorough research by questioning eye witnesses, which would in turn suggest that he would con-
sult histories, archives, speeches and the likes in order to portray the reality as it occurred.

How does the Senatus Consultum de Cn. Pisone Patre (henceforth SCPP) fit into all this? It
is a very good test in order to determine Tacitus’ historicity because here is an event for which we have
two different narratives, from two very different perceptions. The SCPP was a decree made by the Sen-
ate under the guidance of Tiberius himself, which must be taken into account when comparing it to Tac-
itus’ narrative. There are similarities, but also discrepancies between the two, which is not surprising in
itself. Both accounts can be considered biased since it is inconceivable that Tiberius would not have in-
fluenced the decree in order to distance himself from Piso, if such was the need.
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It is interesting to note that in both accounts there is an allusion to the fact that Germanicus
had been poisoned by Piso. Tacitus states that Piso was merely following Tiberius’ orders, and the rea-
son why the SCPP does not dwell on this is evident. The fact that they both allude to this poisoning, both
without giving any credence to the rumor, suggests in fact that there was a prevailing perception that
Germanicus did not die of natural causes. Pliny the Elder agrees with this incident, and relates the ex-
amination of Germanicus’ heart in the Natural Histories in which he states that Germanicus’ heart could
not be cremated because of poisoning.16 Martin argues that although Piso’s poisoning charges failed,
there was widespread belief that he had indeed perpetrated such a crime, perhaps even under the orders
of Tiberius; on many occasions, Piso had been seen carrying what was believed to be orders from the
emperor.17 Tacitus does not give credence to this rumor, but his profound distrust of the emperors made
him especially susceptible to believing the most negative of sources, which in this case were eye wit-
nesses.18

Mellor believes that Tacitus hints at Tiberius’ responsibility in Germanicus’ death, although
the ancient historian has no evidence to support this claim, and this is exactly why he does not elabo-
rate on the event. However, it would seem that Tacitus might be projecting the characteristics of the
Tiberius of the later reign onto that of the earlier period, a time in which there was little reason to hate
the sovereign.19 Suetonius also speaks of this common belief, stating that the people held Tiberius re-
sponsible for Germanicus’ death through the agency of Piso.20

In light of this, it is easily understood why Tiberius would not want the Senate to dwell on Ger-
manicus’ death, even though most people seemed to have believed that he did not die of natural causes.
Therefore, the difference between the SCPP and Tacitus’ narrative can hardly be attributed to Tacitus’
bias since he would seem to have took what he believed was unbiased from the sources he used in order
to recount the event.

Another instance in which we can test Tacitus’ accuracy is when we put his narration of the
events of 34-35 against that of Cassius Dio.21 For instance Tacitus: “The bird called the phoenix, after
a long succession of ages, appeared in Egypt and furnished the most learned men of that country and
of Greece with abundant matter for the discussion of the marvelous phenomenon,”22 and Dio “And if
Egyptian affairs touch Roman interests at all, it may be mentioned that the phoenix was seen that year.
All these events were thought to foreshadow the death of Tiberius.”23 These excerpts seem to coincide
quite accurately, but it is important to point out that Tacitus’ version goes on to take all of chapter 28,
whilst that of Dio takes but one line, that cited above. This would indicate a common source rather than
Dio relying strictly on Tacitus, which could have accounted for the similarities. Another such instance
is when Tacitus recounts that: “Pomponius Labeo, who was, as I have related, governor of Moesia, sev-
ered his veins and let his life ebb from him. His wife, Paxaea, emulated her husband,”24 whilst Dio
states that:
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Among the various persons who perished either at the hands of the executioners
or by their own act was Pomponius Labeo. This man, who had once governed
Moesia for eight years after his praetorship,was indicted, together with his wife,
for taking bribes, and voluntarily perished along wit her.25

Here again is an instance in which it is obvious that both authors are relying on the same source, whilst
taking what they thought was important from this other historian. This can be seen by Tacitus’ choice
of including the name of Pomponius Labeo’s wife, whilst Dio chose to include the number of years
during which Pomponius Labeo had been governor of Moesia. These two instances in which both nar-
ratives coincide reinforce the belief in Tacitus’ accuracy.

Tacitus’ accuracy and loyalty to his sources having been established, now is the time to turn
to Germanicus himself in order to determine if Tacitus was exceedingly kind in his depiction of the
general. At first glance, it would indeed seem that Tacitus was biased in his portrayal of Germanicus,
and it has been suggested that this was because Germanicus was Tacitus’ hero.26 After a thorough read-
ing however, this cannot be seen as being the case simply because Tacitus criticizes Germanicus quite
harshly on numerous occasions, and these must be discussed.

On a few occasions, Germanicus seems particularly inept in his functions of general and it is
curious that, if indeed his intent was Germanicus’ glorification, Tacitus would include these in his nar-
rative. Yet very early on he presents a rather unsure man who does not quite know how to deal with his
legions, or control his camp. Indeed, Agrippina seems more apt than her husband on some of these oc-
casions.27

In 1.35, Tacitus depicts Germanicus in a much more pejorative light than one would expect
if Germanicus had indeed been his hero.28 After suppressing the mutiny of soldiers in Germany, he tried
to bring out the old values in his troops by speaking of obedience and ancient discipline. The soldiers
would hear none of it as they felt that they were underpaid and overworked; they would rather have Ger-
manicus as emperor. Although Germanicus’ devotion to the emperor seems to pervade the passage,
there is a much more prominent message that Tacitus is trying to demonstrate. Germanicus, being un-
able to control his troops and to ensure their loyalty to the emperor, was threatened by his own soldiers
to remain in the camp. Only after they seemingly turned against him did he opt for a grandiose gesture
of loyalty, claiming that he would rather give up his life than his devotion to the sovereign. And indeed
many seem to have encouraged the suicide attempt, indicating that Germanicus did not have control over
his troops: “The remotest and most densely crowded part of the throng […] urged him to strike the
blow, and a soldier, by name Calusidius, offered him a drawn sword, saying that it was sharper than his
own.”29 This is hardly the portrayal of a capable man, hardly the image of a hero opposing the evils of
the emperor! And indeed Pelling states that “if Tacitus was trying to do his best for Germanicus, he
would have done a lot better than this.”30
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Another such questionable act on the part of Germanicus was his fake letter to the troops
from Tiberius in 1.36:

They [Germanicus and his friends] decided that a letter should be written in the
prince’s name, to the effect that full discharge was granted to those who had served
in twenty campaigns; that there was a conditional release for those who had served
sixteen, and that they were to be retained under a standard with immunity from
everything except actually keeping off the enemy; that the legacies which they
had asked, were to be paid and doubled.31

The letter was to have been written some time previously, and suspiciously Tiberius’ offerings coincided
strangely with the very recent demands the soldiers had made. The men, not being so easily duped, saw
right through Germanicus’ ploy and pressed even more for their demands.32 Once more, Germanicus is
hardly seen as a capable general and his handling of the crisis is hardly commendable; indeed, his let-
ter infuriated the soldiers and he accomplished exactly the opposite of what he had set out to do, which
was to stop the mutiny from spreading. It seems obvious in this case that Tacitus did not set out to cre-
ate an idealized hero, but rather tried to portray a great individual as accurately as possible, no matter
how he felt about him.

Finally, in 1.44, Germanicus seems to have lost complete control of his legions, as he lets the
soldiers sit on the judgment of their own centurions! Tacitus states explicitly that: “nor did Caesar [Ger-
manicus] check them, seeing that without order from himself, the same men were responsible for all the
cruelty and all the odium of the deed” indicating that Germanicus knew that the very soldiers judging
the chief mutineers were as guilty of the crime of mutiny as their ringleaders. This is but one aspect of
the incident in which Germanicus seemed inept in his task of leader. Continuing in the same passage,
it is clear that his camp had degenerating and Roman soldiers were pitted against other Romans, often
their superiors in rank. This completely undermined the carefully constructed Roman military hierar-
chy that had given the Roman army its predominance in the Mediterranean. Germanicus was under-
mining the whole military system with his mock-trial and Tacitus felt that this was too important a detail
to be left out.

[they] dragged the chief mutineers in chains to Caius Caetronius, commander of
the first legion, who tried and punished them one by one in the following fash-
ion. In front of the throng stood the legions with drawn swords. Each accused
man was on a raised platform and was pointed out by a tribune, if they shouted
out that he was guilty, he was thrown headlong and cut to pieces. The soldiers
gloated over the bloodshed as though it gave them absolution.33

Such mob justice was hardly in accord with the Roman judicial system, and it is remarkable that Ger-
manicus was not punished by Tiberius for such blatant lack of judgment in such an affair. The soldiers
were given too much power and clearly it went to their heads, as is made evident in the passage where
it describes their bloodlust. His lack of judgment is further emphasized a few lines down when Tacitus
states that: “if the tribunes and the legion commended his [the centurion’s] good behavior, he retained
his rank; where they unanimously charged him with rapacity or cruelty, he was dismissed service.”34

Such questionable behavior would not have been tolerated from any other general, and it would seem
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35 Suet.Cal.4-5.
36 Tac.Ann.2.5.
37 Tac.Ann.2.26.

that Tiberius endured Germanicus because he was his adopted son rather than an exemplary general at
this point in his career.

This last passage exemplifies Germanicus’ inaptitude to control the legions under his com-
mand, as well as his questionable judgment when dealing with mutinies and conflicts within his troops.
It would seem counterfactual for Tacitus to include these three incidents, only a selection of many such
instances in the Annales, if his main aim was to glorify the general in order to contrast his moral stand-
ings to the depravity of Tiberius. This would indicate that Tacitus was accurate when depicting Ger-
manicus rather than what has been suggested, mainly that because Germanicus was Tacitus’ hero, he was
extremely generous in his portrayal. It is not the purpose of this essay to suggest that Germanicus was
only portrayed badly in the Annales, but rather that the portrayal of Germanicus was well balanced and
suggests veracity rather than exaggeration. Indeed, Suetonius glorifies Germanicus much more than
Tacitus does in his Life of Caligula.

He was so much loved by the people that […] on the day he died temples were
attacked with stones, the altars of the gods were overturned, the household gods
of some families were cast out into the street, and others exposed their wives’
new babies. Indeed, they say that even the barbarians, some of whom were en-
gaged in a civil war while others were at war with us, agreed to a truce, as if they
themselves had suffered a common loss.35

Tacitus’ Germanicus would hardly warrant such a display of affection after his death. It would indeed
seem that Tacitus depicted Germanicus as much more human than Suetonius did, and that would sug-
gest, as mentioned previously, a stricter adherence to the true character of Germanicus.

Finally, it is essential to look at the relationship between Germanicus and Tiberius in order to
determine the veracity of their conflict. So far, it has been established that Tacitus adhered quite accu-
rately to his sources, and that his portrayal of Germanicus was much more impartial than some would
tend to suggest. Now it is time to examine Tiberius’ actions towards Germanicus.

Tacitus is highly critical of Tiberius’ recall of Germanicus from Germany in order to place him
in the East.

Meanwhile, the commotion in the East was rather pleasing to Tiberius, as it was
a pretext for withdrawing Germanicus from the legions which knew him well,
and placing him over new provinces where he would be exposed both to treach-
ery and disasters.36

However, as Tacitus was prisoner of his sources, it cannot be affirmed that his admiration for German-
icus was the reasoning behind his dreadful portrayal of Tiberius’ motives. In fact, later in book 2 Taci-
tus mentions that: “He, Tiberius, had himself been sent nine times by Augustus into Germany, and had
done more by policy than by arms. By this means the submission of the Sugambri had been secured, and
the Suevi with their king Maroboduus had been forced into peace.”37 By joining these two passages,
Tiberius’ motives become much more obvious; he had not recalled Germanicus out of spite, but rather
because he himself had been a veteran many times of the German wars and knew very well how to deal
with those people. Indeed he had brought into submission two major tribes by diplomacy, and denied
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Germanicus’ demand for another year of fighting because he knew, by experience, that the Germans re-
acted much better to diplomacy than force. Therefore, Tacitus’ demonstration of Tiberius’ bitterness,
greed, and jealousy towards Germanicus is actually, when taken in context, a very wise decision taken
by a very experienced man in order to prevent any harm from befalling his legions as well as to his
adopted son.38

In the incident at Teutoburg forest in which Germanicus buries the fallen Varan legions, Tac-
itus agrees with what Tiberius believed, although felt the need to include some cynicism into the nar-
rative.

This [the burying of the dead] Tiberius did not approve, either interpreting unfa-
vorably every act of Germanicus, or because he thought that the spectacle of the
slain and unburied made the army slow to fight and more afraid of the enemy, and
that a general invested with the augurate and its very ancient ceremonies ought
not to have polluted himself with funeral rites.39

Tiberius would at first glance seem unwelcoming of anything that Germanicus did; however,
after further scrutiny, he was correct in his disapproval. The Roman troops were terrified of Arminius
and came close to replaying the Varus disaster,40 and therefore seeing a large number of fallen soldiers
could not have helped their moral at all. Furthermore, as an augur, Germanicus was strictly forbidden
by religious law to be in contact with funerals or the dead,41 a law he unscrupulously broke when he
went, contrary to the wishes of the emperor, at the site of the Teutoburg battle.

Finally, the list of honors bestowed upon Germanicus is much too impressive to have been
possible had the emperor profoundly distrusted and loathed him. First of all, Tiberius gave Germanicus
proconsular imperium over Germany, powers which were not bestowed upon Tiberius’ real son Drusus:
“But for Germanicus Caesar he asked pro-consular powers, and envoys were dispatched to confer them
onto him, and also to express sympathy with his grief at the death of Augustus. The same request was
not made for Drusus.”42

Next came the membership to the new priesthood of the Augustales, to which, unlike other
prominent members of the aristocracy, he was appointed by Tiberius along with the emperor himself and
his son Drusus: “The same year witnessed the establishment of religious ceremonies in a new priesthood
of the brotherhood of the Augustales […] twenty-one were chosen by lot from the chief men of the
state; Tiberius, Drusus, Claudius, and Germanicus were added to the number.”43 Rather than suggest-
ing a profound dislike for Germanicus, this passage would indicate that Tiberius was trying to solidify
his succession mechanism by conferring an enormous amount of titles onto the most likely candidate
to the emperorship, Germanicus (Germanicus received many more honors than Drusus, the birth-son of
Tiberius).

Finally, the most telling of all honors perhaps, was that Tiberius permitted Germanicus to take
on the title of Imperator suggesting that he had been singled out as a successor to the Principate rather
than his adoptive brother Drusus: “He [Germanicus] then led back the army and received on the pro-
posal of Tiberius the title Imperator.” 44

38 Martin. Tacitus, 117.
39 Tac.Ann.1.62.
40 Pelling. “Tacitus and Germanicus,” 76-77.
41 Mierow. “Germanicus Caesar Imperator,” 143.
42 Tac.Ann.1.14.
43 Tac.Ann.1.54. Emphasis mine.
44 Tac.Ann.1.58. Emphasis mine.
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Germanicus was also awarded a triumph, gladiatorial shows were given in his honor, an arch
was erected in his honor at Rome, donatives were given to the populace in his name, an ovation was voted
to him by the Senate and another arch was erected in order to celebrate his victories in the Orient.45

These honors can hardly be seen as bestowed by a hostile emperor upon a man he detested. Furthermore,
the list of posthumous honors is as impressive, and only the most ludicrous ones were vetoed by the em-
peror, most pertaining to the glorification of the imperial family for having avenged Germanicus as well
as to the destruction of the Piso family.46

In conclusion, Tacitus was quite faithful to his sources, but was indeed prisoner of their biases
and opinions. Furthermore, by his time the reputation of the Julio-Claudians had been profoundly imbed-
ded in Roman society and he could not help but portray Tiberius in a bad light. However, his portrayal
of Germanicus, as proven previously, is quite accurate since it presents a balanced view of Germanicus’
character. For the purpose of this essay, only the instances in which Germanicus is critiqued were pre-
sented because the inclusion of all those in which he is glorified would have been too lengthy. Indeed,
it was not the purpose to prove that Tacitus viewed Germanicus unfavorably, but simply that he cri-
tiqued him when necessary. Finally, the conflict between Germanicus and Tiberius was clearly present
before the Tacitean tradition, as Cassius Dio and Suetonius also speak of these tensions, and it is there-
fore not a Tacitean creation. For this portion especially Tacitus was subject to the bias of his sources and
therin lies the reason why he inaccurately portrays the relation between Tiberius and Germanicus. How-
ever, after a thorough examination it is obvious that the relationship was not spiteful, quite the contrary;
it was Tacitus’ portrayal that led famed scholar Theodor Mommsen to declare that Tiberius was the most
capable of emperors.47 Therefore, the Germanicus/Tiberius conflict as portrayed by Tacitus, although he
did remain very loyal to his sources, was not historical, as Tacitus had to deal with one hundred years
of scholarship between himself and the events, and there was no way to escape the bias of his sources.
However he did, possibly unconsciously, demonstrate the good relations between Tiberius and Ger-
manicus on a number of occasions and that seems much more historical than the more obvious message
of the historian.

45 Mierow, “Germanicus Caesar Imperator,” 151.
46 Tac.Ann.3.17-18; cf. Mierow, “Germanicus Caesar Imperator,” 151.
47 Mellor, Tacitus, 43.
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Agricola 21 and the Flavian
Romanization of Britain

Carl Mazurek

In the second century AD, the Roman writer Aelius Aristides asserted that the Roman Em-
pire was the first that rested on consent rather than on force.1 While this was obviously an exaggera-
tion, it was nevertheless based upon a fundamental truth, namely that the Romans were able to
control many areas by winning the consent of the ruling class. A fundamental aspect of this was Ro-
manization, or the adoption of Roman culture by other peoples. In his Agricola, Tacitus himself
writes of his father-in-law actively encouraging the process.2 Recently, however, the trend has been to
dismiss this passage as an effort to magnify the achievements of Agricola, and to see Romanization
not as a state-sponsored program, but rather as a process initiated largely by the locals themselves.
This paper will argue that the active Romanization depicted in Agricola 21 was in fact typical of the
Flavian period, even if its character and Agricola’s role in its development are overstated.

The passage in question, Agricola 21, shows Agricola encouraging Roman-style building,
as well as the adoption of marks of Roman civilization such as the toga and the Latin language. Fa-
mously, however, it is the only passage in all of ancient literature that explicitly ascribes such an ac-
tive role to the Romans. This has led many scholars to suppose that “if under [Roman] rule a
common culture spread over an area extending from the Euphrates to the Tyne, this was not due to
the conscious efforts of the government.”3 Rather, the movement was a spontaneous one. David
Braund comes to a similar conclusion, maintaining that it was the necessity of locals to engage in
Roman law and administration that prompted their desire to integrate themselves culturally.4 Like
Stevenson, he rejects the notion of Roman encouragement as a significant factor in the development
in the provinces.

These arguments, however, ignore the significant amount of evidence that contradicts them,
especially from the archaeological record. A number of towns with Roman grid layouts have been
found in Britain from the late Julio-Claudian and Flavian period. Some of these were founded from
scratch, others were built on the foundations of Roman forts, while still others were located on the
sites of previous local settlements.5 These acted as instruments of Romanization in two ways. Firstly,

1 Arist. 26.22.
2 Tac. Agr. 21.
3 G.H. Stevenson. Roman Provincial Administration Till the Age of the Antonines, (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1975), 121.
4 David Braund. Ruling Roman Britain: Kings, Queens, Governors and Emperors from Julius Caesar to Agricola, (New York:
Routledge, 1996), 162; A.H.M. Jones, A History of Rome Through the Fifth Century Vol. 2., (New York: Walker and Company,
1966), 184.
5 John Wacher. The Towns of Roman Britain, Berkeley: University of California Press 1975, 17-35.
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they served as models for a non-urbanized province such as Britain to imitate. Thus we find mentions
of the presence at Colchester of such hallmarks of Roman culture as a theatre and a temple to the em-
peror, in addition to basic elements such as a forum.6 These buildings provided locals not only with
physical models of construction, but also with edifices essential to Roman life. Thus Tacitus describes
the locals not only building Roman buildings, but soon partaking of the activities, such as bathing, for
which these had been constructed. As such, the towns provided examples not only of architecture, but
also of lifestyle and culture. They also served as centers of Roman provincial government. The
provinces of Britain and Gaul were divided into areas referred as civitates, each of which required an
administrative centre.7 Moreover, even those towns that were not civitas capitals still acted as judicial
centres, as it was there that the governor heard cases and enforced Roman law, itself an “education in
civilized principles.”8 That the Romans themselves were aware of the role of towns in the process of
Romanization is well illustrated by Tacitus, who claims that one of the reasons for the Roman found-
ing of Colchester was to provide an example of Roman law for the natives to follow.9

R.F.J. Jones has pointed out that many of the Roman buildings of these sites were not con-
structed until significantly after the period of the Claudian conquest, and that only one colony (Colch-
ester) was founded in the pre-Flavian period.10 He uses this fact to argue that the urbanization was
accomplished later by already-Romanized local elites, and thus was a product of Romanization rather
than an instrument of it. This conclusion, however, is unwarranted, and the temporal discrepancy be-
tween invasion and development can be readily explained by looking at Tacitus’ narrative of Britain
in the late Julio-Claudian period. The province is consistently described as turbulent and troubled by
revolt. Thus he describes the revolt of the Iceni ca. 50 AD, the resistance of Venutius in the 50s, and
again in the late 60s, and the massive uprising under Boudicca in the early 60s.11 Even the governor-
ship of Trebellius, during which the Britons are said to have been pacified, was not free of unrest,
being marked by a mutiny of the army.12 Given these problems, it is hardly surprising we should find
little evidence of civic building from this period. As Jones himself admits, it was a process that did
not emerge in the first stage of conquest, but rather after the province had been consolidated.

The archaeology of British towns accords well with Tacitus’ narrative.13 His theory of
buildings as an instrument of intentional Romanization finds support in the building of a temple to
the Divine Claudius at Colchester in the early part of Nero’s reign. Religion and state were for Rome
very closely linked, and acceptance of Roman religion was a key indicator of goodwill toward the
Roman state. This can be seen in the measures taken by Pliny the Younger against Christians in the
early second century AD: the test of their loyalty to Rome consisted of an invocation to the gods and
an offer of wine and incense to the statue of the emperor.14 Indeed, if sacrifice to the Roman gods rep-
resented an acceptance of Romanism, the Imperial Cult represented an “empire-wide expression of

6 Tac. Ann. 14.31-14.32.
7 W.S. Hanson. Agricola and the Conquest of the North. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1987. 74.
8 Fergus Millar. The Roman Empire and its Neighbours, (London: Widenfield and Nicolson, 1968), 64-66; “education in civilized
principles”: Sheppard Frere, Brtitannia: A History of Roman Britain, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), 314. From this
example, it will be evident that these two functions of the town (model of Romanism and centre of Roman government) were not
distinct form each other, but rather overlapped.
9 Tac. Ann. 12.32.
10 R.F.J. Jones. ‘A False Start? The Roman Urbanization of Western Europe’, World Archaeology 19, 1987, 49.
11 Iceni: Tac. Ann. 12.31; Venutius: Tac. Ann. 12.40, Hist. 3.45; Boudicca: Tac. Ann. 14.34-37.
12 Tac. Agr. 16; Hist. 1.60. During this period there may also have been remaining economic repercussions from the revolt of
Boudicca; see: Wacher, 206.
13 The slight discrepancies between the two will be discussed below.
14 Plin. Ep. 10.96.
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spiritual loyalty to the state.”15 The building of a temple to the Divine Claudius at the Colchester
around the beginning of Nero’s reign thus appears to show an early attempt to bring Roman religious
practice, with all of its implications, to Britain. This interpretation is borne out by Tacitus’ Annals, in
which he describes the members of the Boudiccan uprising seeing the temple as the symbol of
Roman rule, a “citadel of everlasting despotism.”16 In this light, the temple-building that Tacitus de-
scribes taking place under Agricola must be seen as plausible, and in keeping with Roman actions in
that province.

If there is evidence of construction under Nero, it is contradicted by the archaeological
finds that indicate a concerted building program only under the Flavians. The forum at Verulamium,
for example, has been dated by several scholars to the early- to mid-Flavian period, as has that of
Cirenchester.17 Indeed there appears to have been a construction boom under the Flavians, which is
further evidenced by the construction of civitas capitals at Dorchester, Exeter, Leicester and Wrox-
eter.18 Forums at both Silchester and Winchester have similarly been dated to in the Flavian period,
although slightly after Agricola’s time.19 While archaeological dating is subject to error, these finds
support the notion of a building program around the time of Agricola. The dating is confirmed by an
inscription from Verulanium, which records the dedication of the basilica under Agricola.20 This in-
scription also reinforces the notion of the active role of the governor in the urbanization process.21

This inscription, however, is also indicative of the problems with Tacitus’ narrative. Several
scholars have pointed out the time frame required for the completion of such a project, and as a result
have suggested that, while it may have been completed by Agricola, it was begun by his predecessor
Frontinus.22 Significant building programs, however, are not recorded by Tacitus, and he seems to
imply that Agricola was the first to take such an initiative. It seems, then, that Tacitus is downplaying
the achievements of previous governors in favour of his father-in-law. This notion is reinforced by the
parallel provided in his treatment Bolanus’ military campaigns: Tacitus notes Bolanus’ “lack of activ-
ity with regard to the enemy”, and depicts his time in Britain as generally unremarkable.23 We learn
from Statius, however, that he advanced as far as Caledonia, and that his performance of his duty was
apparently noteworthy enough for Vespasian to grant him patrician rank and the position of proconsul
of Asia.24

From this we can see that Tacitus was not averse to downplaying others’ achievements in
favour of Agricola’s, and can infer that he may well have been doing this in the case of the building
programs. This, however, need not discredit the narrative as a whole. The facts of Bolanus’ cam-
paigns in Scotland do not disprove Tacitus’ account of Agricola’s later ventures in that area, even if it
renders the latter somewhat less novel and impressive.25 Similarly, the fact that previous (and subse-
quent) governors engaged in building campaigns does not disprove similar actions on the part of

15 Martin Henig. Religion in Roman Britain, (London: B T Bratsford Ltd. 1984), 71.
16 Tac. Ann. 14.31.
17 Forum of Verulamium: Wacher 206, Jones, 49; forum of Cirenchester: Jones 49.
18 Wacher, 289.
19 Silchester: Wacher, 260; Winchester: Wacher, 280.
20 A.R. Burn. The Romans in Britain: An Anthology of Inscriptions, (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,1969), 39-40.
21 Active Roman involvement in the process of town-building is also argued by Frere, who claims that they contributed loans and
practical assistance; Frere, 203.
22 Hanson, 75.
23 Tac. Agr. 16.
24 Stat. Silv. 5.2
25 Agricola campaigning in Scotland: Tac. Agr. 20.2. For identification of these campaigns with Scotland, see: Anthony R. Birley.
The Government of Roman Britain. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005. 80.
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Agricola, but merely illustrates that these were not as extraordinary as Tacitus implies. However, if
the archaeological and epigraphic record reveals some inaccuracies, it has been shown that it equally
confirms the overall picture painted by Tacitus, namely of an active program of Roman urbanization
during the late Julio-Claudian and Flavian period.

To recapitulate, then, the towns played an essential role in the Romanizing process, a role
of which the Romans themselves were aware. They promoted the urbanization of Britain as a part of
the Romanization of the province, a fact supported by the archaeological evidence. If we return to
Agricola 21, however, we find that Agricola’s building program constituted only a part of his Roman-
izing efforts. He also offered the sons of “leading men” what amounted to a Roman education, and
encouraged a Roman lifestyle, symbolized by the adoption of the Latin language.26

Scholars have suggested that this linguistic adaptation was not the product of Roman initia-
tive, but rather a measure adopted by the local elite as a way to better interact with Roman traders and
governors. Braund, for example, points out that “membership in the Roman imperial elite […] was a
goal that was desirable and attainable,” but for which a basic prerequisite was a knowledge of Latin.27

Brunt, meanwhile, indicates that “knowledge of Latin must have made it easier for them to influence
Roman officials, and to take part in trade beyond their own region.” Provincials, in his view, Roman-
ized themselves.28 Seeing the advantages of adopting Roman culture would have for many been in-
centive enough to do so. The Romans as a rule did not replace existing elites, but rather kept them in
power. Even those living outside the direct sphere of Roman rule often relied on Roman support in
the maintenance of their position. Thus we find Tacitus telling us that the Marcomani and Quadi
kings depended on Roman support, which took the form of both money and armed forces.29 In terms
of trade, it need hardly be explained the advantages that fluency in Roman language and culture
would bring.

The conclusion that the process was an independent local one, however, is not justified, as
there is much evidence to indicate the active role that the Romans played. Tacitus himself hints some
such process during Trebellius’ governorship, when he says that under him the Britons “learnt to con-
done many alluring vices”, surely an echo of the Romanization that he later describes under
Agricola.30 In a similar vein, Pliny the Elder talks of Rome being “chosen by the power of the gods
[…] to bring together scattered realms, to soften customs, to bring to talk together the discordant and
wild tongues of so many peoples by the exchange of conversation, and to give civilization to
mankind.”31 This sounds very much like Tacitus’ description of Agricola’s activities, and we can infer
from it that Agricola was likely not alone in pursuing such a policy. This is supported by Sherwin-
White, who has shown that it was in fact a general Flavian policy to encourage education by subsidiz-
ing schools.32 Moreover, there is evidence of the presence of the Greek schoolmaster Demetrius of
Tarsus in Britain at this time, surely a sign of Roman effort to provide education to the provincials.33

In this respect again, then, the position that this process came about more or less independently of
Roman agency flies in the face of the evidence of our sources. It appears that state-sponsored educa-
tion of the kind described by Tacitus did in fact take place.

One element of this cultural Romanization of Britain was the adoption of the toga, and this

26 Tac. Agr. 21.
27 Braund, 162.
28 P.A. Brunt. Roman Imperial Themes. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990. 268.
29 Tac. Germ. 42.
30 Tac. Agr. 16.
31 Pliny, Hist. Nat. 3.39.
32 A.N. Serwin-White. The Letters of Pliny: A Historical and Social Commentary. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1966. 287-
288.
33 His presence is attested by his dedication of two plaques at York. Hanson, 82; Frere, 305.
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is itself worthy of discussion. The toga was a sign of Roman citizenship, and the mention of its ap-
pearance among the Britons seems to represent a significant effort by the Romans to further their in-
tegration into Roman culture.34 Indeed, the Flavian period witnessed a significant expansion of the
citizenship, much more so than the Julio-Claudian era.35 Tacitus’ statement, then, is indicative of a
broader theme of provincial incorporation into the citizenry under the Flavians.

The processes described in Agricola 21, then, were not simply idle boasts by Tacitus on be-
half of his father-in-law, but rather described actual Flavian policies attested by other sources. Still,
the passage has its shortcomings, which must be addressed as well. As has been shown above, the ar-
chaeological evidence indicates that Tacitus has attributed greater agency to Agricola in the building
program than was actually the case. This program was not limited to Agricola, but appears to have
been part of a general Flavian policy in Britain. The same can be said for his promotion of education:
we have no indication that the policy was limited to him, and in any case Suetonius indicates that the
initiative was Vespasian’s rather than the governor’s.36 The extension of the citizenship was likewise
an imperial policy and, while it picked up under the Flavians, it was already an issue under the Julio-
Claudians. Seneca shows this in his Apocolocyntosis where he speaks of Claudius’ desire to extend
citizenship to all the peoples of the world.37

Tacitus similarly downplays the role of the locals in the Romanization of the province. It
has been shown above that the Romans did actively encourage the process largely in the manner de-
scribed by Tacitus. This, however, need not mean, as Tacitus claims, that the local population’s eager-
ness to adopt Roman culture was no more than a misidentification of their own slavery. It has been
shown above that for many natives there were great incentives to embrace the new civilization, and
the fact that the initiative came from the Romans does not indicate that the natives were being tricked
into servitude.

Contrary to what Agricola 21 might have us believe, native culture actually continued into
the Roman period. In Tacitus, the Romanized Britons show no signs of retaining their own culture,
and in fact appear to have become completely and thoroughly Roman. This is a misrepresentation of
the character of Romanization. While local elites did adopt many aspects of Roman culture, native
customs were by no means completely done away with, and indeed continued to exist alongside, or in
combination with, Roman ones. This is illustrated by the case of religion. While Rome insisted on the
observance of Roman religious rituals, this by no means excluded the continuing worship of local
gods. Thus we find the continuation of Celtic deities into Roman times, and while some of these be-
came conflated with Roman gods (we find, for example, a relief showing the goddess Brigantia
dressed as Minerva), others continue to exist in their own right, like the water nymph Coventina and
the river god Verbeia. This continuation of native religion alongside Roman culture finds parallels
elsewhere in the empire. Josephus, for example, describes the demands of Petronius upon the Jewish
people: he nowhere demands that they relinquish their native religion, but requests only that they ac-
cept the imperial cult as well.38 Archaeology similarly indicates a certain degree of local variation.
There was an appreciable variation in town plans among the different civitas capitals, for example,
indicating that locals were allowed a certain amount of freedom to pursue their own course.39

34 Toga as a sign of Roman citizenship: Suet. Claud. 15, in which it is said to be a crime for a non-citizen to wear the garment. It is
important to note that these grants of citizenship would have been made to individuals who were already fairly Romanized, and as
such represent a method of furthering Romanization, rather than introducing it.
35 A.N. Sherwin-White. The Roman Citizenship. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973. 258.
36 Suet. Vesp. 17-18.
37 Sen. Apoc. 3.
38 Joseph. BJ. 2.10.
39 Wacher, 21.
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These, then, are the shortcomings of Tacitus’ account of Romanization. However, while his
account may be misleading in some of its details, the overall picture that it presents of an active cam-
paign of state-sponsored Romanization in Flavian Britain is supported by other sources from the pe-
riod, both archaeological and literary. The policies that Tacitus describes him instituting may have
been the emperor’s, rather than his own, but his institution of them should not be doubted. The result
is that, while Agricola’s governorship of the province may appear somewhat less spectacular as a re-
sult of this other evidence, it also appears more credible.
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The tribunate of Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus has long been perceived by historians to have
been the beginning of the end of the Roman Republic. Gracchus, a scion of one of Rome’s noblest fam-
ilies, had distinguished himself at the siege of Carthage in 146 BC, but by 134 had been humiliated
after having to negotiate an unfavourable treaty with the Numantines during his quaestorship, only to
see it rejected by the Senate upon his return to Rome. In the next year, the ambitious young politician
was elected to the Tribunate of the Plebs, where, with the support of several leading politicians, he pro-
posed a radical agrarian law (called the lex agraria or the Lex Sempronia) designed to remedy the per-
ceived social and military crises then facing the Republic. Faced with significant opposition, however,
he broke with established tradition by refusing to present his law to the Senate, and by removing from
office, by vote of the popular assembly, a fellow tribune who sought to veto the measure. Emboldened
by his success, Tiberius embarked on an even more radical agenda, stopping the business of the state
and seizing control of the wealth of the kingdom of Påergamum from the Senate, and furthermore using
it to finance the implementation of his law. Since he had opposed himself to the greater part of the
Roman political establishment, he sought an unusual second Tribunate. In the electoral contest, how-
ever, his opponents brought him close to defeat, mob violence broke out, and a large group of senior Sen-
ators, believing that he intended to set up some form of tyranny, attacked and killed him.

Tiberius Gracchus, by virtue of the radical measures which he proposed, the approach he used
to implement them, and the manner of his death, thus provided a precedent for a new and alarming
trend in Roman politics which had until then been a relatively stable forum for competition between the
members of aristocracy. The underlying social developments which he attempted to address, such as the
agrarian crisis, the shortage of military manpower, and the role of the Italians in the Roman constitu-
tional order, were also of paramount importance and would continue to plague future generations of po-
litical leaders until the end of the Republic, including Tiberius’ younger brother, Gaius, who too became
tribune and used his powers controversially. This paper will discuss the historiography of the Gracchan
Tribunate, with a particular emphasis upon the justifications for his legislation, and the constitutional
precedents for his actions.

The Ancient Sources

The surviving literary sources for the Gracchan era, and for the generation that immediately
preceded it, are sparse and often problematic. Livy’s full narrative breaks off after 167, and Polybius’,
already highly fragmentary, ends with the destruction of Carthage in 146. We must therefore turn to less
reliable authors, who wrote in less detail, and who are separated by two centuries from their subject mat-
ter.

Only fragments exist of the accounts written by contemporaries of the Gracchi, and they are
small and mostly related secondhand, by later authors. Fuller references appear in the period after the
first civil war, almost half a century after the deaths of the Gracchi, but only as minor digressions. Fuller
histories of the period were written in the early Imperial era, but they either survive only as summaries
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of larger works (Livy’s Periochae) or else are so brief as to be of little use to historians (Veilleius, Va-
lerius Maximus). The two principal sources upon which we must rely for any understanding of the
years between 133 and 123 are the biographies of the Gracchi written by Plutarch most likely towards
the end of the first century AD and the history of the civil wars written by Appian in the mid second cen-
tury. Both were Greeks with an imperfect understanding of Republican Roman government, and both
wrote over 200 years after the events they describe, basing their accounts on existing literary records.
They thus can not be considered, in any real sense, to be primary sources for the period. Although the
tendency among ancient historians is often to discuss the ancient sources for any event by beginning with
the fullest accounts and moving on to those which are more fragmentary or of lesser quality, it will per-
haps be more profitable in this case to proceed in chronological order and thus discern the diverging his-
toriographic traditions concerning the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus.

We know of at least five historians who lived in or close to the period of the Gracchi and
could have written about it firsthand or with the help of eyewitness accounts. These are Cnaeus Gellius,
Sempronius Asellio, Gaius Fannius, Gaius Gracchus and Publius Rutilius Rufus.1 Gellius, about whom
little is known, wrote a history of Rome from its foundation to his own time in 97 books, and organized
his account by the Consular years, being perhaps one of the first to do so.2 Lucius Calpurnius Piso Frugi,
Consul in 133, also wrote a history, of which no fragment dealing with Gracchan era survives. He was
principally interested in that perennial theme amongst Roman historians, moral virtue, and considered
his own time to be one of decline.3

The origins of the competing historical traditions surrounding the Gracchi began, however,
in the two decades immediately following his death, with the accounts of Caius Fannius, Sempronius
Asellio, and Rutilius Rufus. All three have been identified as members of the Scipionic faction and
members of the intellectual circle of Scipio Aemilianus. Although too little material survives to clearly
indicate what positions they took on the actions of Tiberius Gracchus, it is generally assumed that they
were hostile towards the Tribune and to some degree responsible for some of the negative interpreta-
tions evident in later works.4 Fannius had known, and perhaps been close to both of the Gracchi. He had
scaled the walls of Carthage with Tiberius in the Third Punic War, giving him credit for his achievement
in one of the few surviving fragments of his work. He was later elected to the consulship in 122 with
the support of Gaius Gracchus, but then turned against him and played a notable role in his defeat and
death.5 The History he wrote was a non-annalistic and partly autobiographical account of his own times,
which has been considered to be a likely source for much of the accounts of Plutarch and Diodorus. The
most notable fragments of his work include a speech by Metellus Macedonicus attacking Tiberius, a pos-
sible basis for similar such statements in Plutarch,6 and an assertion that men grow wiser with old age
which has been interpreted as a defence of his betrayal of Gaius.7

Sempronius Asellio was a military tribune at Numantia and a Scipionic supporter who sought
to write a history of his own times in the style of Polybius and with the same desire to understand the
long term causes of events. The style of his work, however, was considered so poor that it was seldom
read,8 and the only relevant fragment which survives, in Aulus Gellius’ writings, simply states that
Tiberius Gracchus went about with a bodyguard of 3,000 to 4,000 men.9 Rutilius Rufus, another mili-
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tary tribune at Numantia, who was later convicted by the knights of the Gracchan extortion court, does
not discuss the Gracchi in the surviving fragments of his history, but he may have dealt with them.10

The reputation of Tiberius Gracchus and his more favourable treatment by later authors such
as Plutarch and Appian may to a great extent have been shaped by the writings of Gaius Gracchus, who
seems to have written some form of biography of Tiberius, perhaps initially as a political pamphlet
seeking to link his own legislative activities to those of his brother. Plutarch read it, and used it as a prin-
cipal source for his life of Tiberius, mentioning it in particular as the origin of the belief that Tiberius
had decided upon his political programme after journeying through Etruria and observing the replace-
ment of small farms with vast, slave-run estates.11 It may well be, as has been suggested, that the em-
phasis of both Plutarch and Appian on the use of the original Lex Sempronia to aid the Italian Allies was
the result of the propaganda of Gaius, who may have seen an advantage in making it appear that his own
policy of enfranchisement had originated with his popular brother.12 This is corroborated by the fact
that both Plutarch and Appian refer to only citizens receiving land allotments, and cite the Italians pri-
marily as opponents of the measure.13 It has however been suggested, by Cuff and Stockton among oth-
ers, that Italians were indeed included in the plan to a limited degree and that it would have been
impossible for Appian to so easily confuse the definitions of “Roman” and “Italian” when these divi-
sions were such an important theme of his work.14

It is in the letters and speeches of Cicero that we find the first significant surviving treatment
of the Gracchi, although he does not provide a narrative account of their actions. He is largely reflec-
tive of the hostile tradition towards the Gracchi already in existence in the decade after the death of
Gaius. He ascribes to Tiberius the motive of seeking some form of vengeance against the Senatorial es-
tablishment for rejecting his treaty with the Numantines, 15 claims that his land reforms were harmful
to the interests of the Italian and Latin Allies,16 and finally suggests that Tiberius not only sought reg-
num but actually achieved it for a few months before his death.17

Sallust, a popularis and a supporter of Julius Caesar, also refers briefly to Tiberius Gracchus
in his history of the Jugurthine War. His reference, however, is a laudatory one, as he recognizes the
Gracchi as “vindicators of the liberty of the people” who were brought down by a guilty aristocracy that
accused Tiberius falsely of seeking the Kingship.18 Already, it seems, the alternative tradition in which
the Gracchi were seen as lonely crusaders against the injustices of the wealthy, rather than more tradi-
tional participants in factional politics, had taken shape.

Several minor accounts of the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus survive from the 1st century AD.
That of Livy, which was undoubtedly larger and more comprehensive in full form survives only as a brief
summary, which is notable mainly because he disagrees with Appian and Plutarch as to the legal limit
on holdings of public land (he places it at 1000 iugera instead of 500) and because he describes Tiberius
Gracchus in distinctly hostile terms.19 Veilleius Paterculus, a Roman knight living in the Principate of
Tiberius, is also hostile, accusing Gracchus of endangering the state. His account, however, seems par-
ticularly confusing and unreliable due to its reference to a plan on Tiberius’ part to give Roman citi-
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zenship to all of Italy, which even Gaius Gracchus did not proposed to do.20

Our principal source for the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus is the biography of him written
by the Greek author Plutarch of Chaeronnea, who wrote from 70 to 119 AD. Plutarch was not by his own
admission a historian; rather he sought to use the lives of famous Greeks and Romans as moral exam-
ples, and as a basis for discussion of his own views concerning philosophy and human nature. As a re-
sult, his lives adopt a moralizing tone, are not organized according to a fixed chronological scheme, and
are often divided into sets of anecdotes revealing the moral characteristics of the individual in question
(the legend of the self sacrificing death of the father of Tiberius being an excellent example).21 Plutarch
is, however, in many respects, among the most reliable of the ancient sources we possess. Unlike Ap-
pian, he frequently cites his sources and appears to have read a large number of primary accounts of the
tribunate of Gracchus, both hostile (such as that of Fannius)22 and favourable (as that of Gaius Grac-
chus).23 He also preserves important details, such as the prominence of the leading senators Appius
Claudius and Mucius Scaevola in the development of the lex agraria.24 Overall, he presents a favourable
picture of Gracchus as an enlightened social reformer fighting for a cause which was “just and hon-
ourable in itself.”25 It is important, however, to take his account with a grain of salt. Plutarch’s distance
from Republican politics ensures a less than certain understanding of the motivations that underlay
them. More importantly, his cultural experience was primarily Greek and as such, he was likely to see
the Gracchi as figures similar to the Greek social reformers, democrats, and anti-oligarchic revolution-
aries that had been present throughout the classical period. It is also important to note that his lives of
the Gracchi were structured as comparative with the lives of two Spartan Kings who had sought social
revolution and the redistribution of all private property, Agis and Cleomenes.

Appian of Alexandria was a second century Greek scholar and magistrate. Unlike Plutarch,
his account of the Gracchan era is loosely structured as a chronological narrative, though he passes over
extended periods (most of the 120’s) that seemed to him of little concern. He wrote a series of histories
of the wars fought by the Romans. The events of 133 form the starting point for his account of the civil
wars that brought an end to the Republic. As his remains the sole fully surviving narrative account of
the period between 133 and the civil wars of Octavian, modern historians are in a sense trapped within
his narrative scheme. Because Appian chooses the career and death of Tiberius Gracchus as the start-
ing point for the fall of the Republic, scholars have generally been pushed into doing so as well.

If he had, like Sallust, chosen a later date as the beginning of the Republican decline, the
Gracchi might never have received quite the same degree of attention. His belief that the Republican
state was ultimately a corrupt and inefficient one that needed to be destroyed in order to make way for
“harmony and monarchy” also imposes a particular structure upon his account.26 In Appian’s history,
Tiberius Gracchus emerges, essentially out of nowhere, to address the popular assembly at Rome con-
cerning the destruction of the Italian people at the hands of the wealthy landowners, and the need to re-
distribute land to prevent a military crisis, as increasingly fewer men now met the property requirements
necessary for service in the legions.27 In Appian’s judgement (and here he differs from Plutarch), the lex
agraria was intended as a pragmatic measure aimed at restoring military manpower, rather than a ro-
mantic attempt to aid the poor.28 In Appian, Tiberius’ conduct and dealings with the rival tribune Oc-
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tavius take an increasingly dramatic tone, as Gracchus somewhat implausibly rushes from the popular
assembly to the Senate and then back again, before making the fateful decision to depose his colleague.
Gracchus’ death receives similar treatment. Like Plutarch, though, Appian also takes a favourable view
of Tiberius Gracchus, who died “while in office for an excellent scheme, which he pushed forward by
violent means.” Having discussed the nature of the ancient sources, we will now turn to a broader dis-
cussion of the aims of Tiberius Gracchus and the nature of the political support he enjoyed.

Revolution, Ideology, Factio or all Three

The place of Tiberius Gracchus in the broader Roman political scene, both during his own time
and in the century after his death, when various political groups sought to either appropriate his legacy
for themselves or to condemn his revolutionary actions when opposing other perceived radicals, has been
a particularly contentious subject for historians. Some have seen him as a social and political revolu-
tionary who tried to radically alter a deeply flawed system, a figure in many ways similar to the politi-
cal radicals of the 19th and 20th centuries. Others have seen him as an idealistic social reformer, who
sought a pragmatic solution to the social and economic crises of his time. Still others have seen him as
a traditional figure within the context of Republican aristocratic political competition, a man who en-
joyed the backing of other prominent members of the nobility and pursued an agenda designed to ad-
vance his and their political ambitions, and who broke with tradition only because of the threat of failure
to his own career. A smaller school of thought has adopted the view of many of his Republican oppo-
nents; namely, that he genuinely aimed at revolution and some form of tyranny.

As we have seen, all four of these views are presented in the ancient sources. Sallust, a pop-
ularis and a supporter of Caesar, viewed the Gracchi as politicians who had stood alone against the col-
lective forces of the nobility, the equestrians and the suborned loyalty of the Italian Allies by seeking
“to vindicate the liberty of the people and expose the misconduct of the few,” and who were killed as a
result.29 This sentiment seems evident in the account of Plutarch, who viewed the Lex Sempronia as a
measure “which was honourable and just in itself,” who attributes to Gracchus a speech emphasizing
the suffering of the Italian people,30 and who maintains that his principal motivation for advocating the
measure was sympathy for the peasant farmers of Italy.31 Even the otherwise highly negative Cicero ad-
mits that “devoted his efforts to the interests of the citizens.” 32

There is much in the ancient sources to support the view that Tiberius’ actions, like those of
any typical Roman aristocrat, were to a great degree motivated by personal political ambition and ex-
isting rivalries. Cicero ascribes his actions to personal ambition and frustration over the rejection of his
treaty with the Numantines.33 Plutarch allows for both the desire of his mother Cornelia to see him sur-
pass his grandfather Scipio Africanus34 and a personal rivalry with another young aristocrat, Spurius Pos-
tumius.35 Cassius Dio, uniquely among the surviving ancient sources, but no doubt based on some
previous account, holds that the behaviour of Gracchus and the deposed tribune Octavius was inflamed
by a longstanding family feud.36
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There is also much to support the notion that Tiberius had pragmatic objectives, and acted as
part of a larger political faction. Cicero identifies the prominent aristocrats Publius Scaevola and Pub-
lius Crassus as the genuine authors of the Lex Sempronia, thus implying that Tiberius at least began as
a representative of a political faction made up of men of greater stature.37 In this he is echoed by Plutarch,
who also adds the involvement of the princeps senatus, Appius Claudius.38 The view of Tiberius Grac-
chus as a pragmatic reformer is probably most evident in the account of Appian for whom the aim of
Tiberius was not to aid the poor, but to maintain a large population of potential soldiers so that the Re-
public might not risk losing its overseas possessions. Where Plutarch puts moral and emotional argu-
ments into mouth of Tiberius Gracchus, Appian stresses his moderation in allowing the rich to keep a
large share of their possessions, and claims that his supporters were mainly swayed by reason.39

But a final tradition, more prominent among the distinctly Roman sources than the Greek au-
thors, holds that Tiberius either always aspired to, or eventually came to desire some form of personal
rule, of regnum or dominatio over the Roman state. Cicero bluntly states that “he tried to obtain regal
power—or rather he actually did reign for a few months.”40 Sallust maintains that the opponents of
Gracchus had argued that he aspired to be King.41 The less reliable epitome of Florus holds that he
aimed, from the beginning, to attain regal power, and that the agrarian laws were merely intended to help
him achieve it.42 Plutarch, though obviously not in agreement with this point of view, preserves the ac-
cusation leveled at Gracchus by Pompeius of receiving a royal diadem from a representative of the
Pergamines and planning to make himself King of Rome.43

Modern historians have dealt with the political ambitions of Tiberius Gracchus and his sup-
porters in a variety of ways, in some cases influenced by a distinctly modern and ideological view of
his legislative programme. The notion of a “class struggle” and the belief among 18th and 19th century
intellectuals in the need to redistribute wealth and property to end social inequalities seemed to find res-
onance in the land reforms of Tiberius Gracchus and the struggle against “the rich” which Plutarch and
Appian ascribe to him. It also raised the ire of more conservative authors, such as Niccolo Machiavelli,
who falsely concluded that the lex sempronia and the Sexto-Licinian laws upon which it was based lim-
ited all property-ownership, rather than just the occupation of public land, to 500 iuegera.44 Historians
of the 18th and 19th centuries, often with politically liberal views, sometimes made, or came close to mak-
ing, the same mistake.45

It was equally common for the political philosophers of the Enlightenment to look upon the
constitutions of the Athenians, the Spartans and the Roman Republic as models to be imitated. “The
Founders of the Ancient Republics,” Montesquieu wrote approvingly, “had divided out the land equally.
That alone made a people powerful, that is to say a well regulated society, it also made for a good army,
each man having an equal interest, and a great one, in defending his fatherland.” 46 The Abbé Mably, an
18th century essayist who called for land redistributions to address social iniquities in his native France,
cited the Sexto-Licinian laws and the reforms of the Gracchi as precedents for his own proposals.
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Rousseau, in his proposed Corsican constitution actually included limits on the amount of property an
individual could hold. These ideas show that the generation of intellectuals and politicians who came
to dominate Revolutionary France possessed a significant degree of awareness that ownership was
sometimes limited and that property was occasionally redistributed in antiquity, and that the individu-
als responsible for such measures, such as Lycurgus and the Gracchi, were worthy role models for fu-
ture statesmen. Some, such as the politician and publisher Francois Babeuf, a supporter of Robespierre
who changed his surname to Gracchus in 1794 and founded a journal named “Le Tribun du Peuple”,
would openly attempt to have them implemented. 47

It is therefore not surprising that subsequent generations of historians would adopt a similar,
ideological interpretation of the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus. Theodor Mommsen, the dean of clas-
sical historians, who did more than any single individual to shape the present day understanding of the
Roman Republic and coined the term “Roman Revolution” wrote a highly sympathetic account of
Tiberius Gracchus in his Römische Geschichte. His interpretation of the Gracchan reforms is to a great
degree reflective of his own beliefs and his career as a liberal politician and staunch German national-
ist and monarchist in the late 19th century. In his account, written less than a decade after the abortive
revolutions of 1848, the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus is not a unique political event, but one part of
a social and economic revolution that was taking place during the late second century and which, be-
cause of the rigid inflexibility of the Roman state could not be dealt with in time to prevent the full
breakdown of a system which was “in a constantly accelerating progression from reform to revolution,
from revolution to anarchy and from anarchy to war against property.”48

The Gracchi were thus “revolutionaries“, the period that followed them a “restoration”49 and
their role was to serve as a catalyst for a “class war” between landholders and the “farmer class,“ a
“conflict between labour and capital”. Mommsen also imposed upon Roman politics the anachronistic
division between two rival parties of “conservative”50 optimates and progressive-democratic popu-
lares.51 Although familial alliances, like that which existed between Gracchus and Appius Claudius, are
held by Mommsen to be significant, for him ideological party determined whether one supported or
opposed the lex agraria.52 Mommsen’s final judgment is that Tiberius was a genuine “conservative pa-
triot“53 whose reforms were based on a sincere desire to help the poor and seek “the deliverance of
Italy.“54 His methods, however, violated the traditional constitutional forms of the Republic and brought
it closer to the danger of mob rule, without making the full move towards monarchy or democracy that
might have prevented the crises of the century that followed.55

The greatest (and largely successful) challenge to the view of Mommsen came from the school
of twemtieth century classical historians who followed the course set by Mathias Gelzer in his Nobil-
ität (1912) and which was followed most notably by Munzer (1920) and Syme (1939) in holding that
the political divisions in the Roman Republic lay not between ideological political parties but in the ri-
valries between leading aristocratic families or factiones and their dependents. Each factio would seek
to dominate the largest number of political offices in the Republic, forge marital alliances with other
groupings, and promote the careers of promising young politicians who did not belong to the top tier of
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the aristocracy, as in the case of Cicero and Cato the Elder. Each factio would continually seek to ex-
pand in size and gain new dependents or clientela among constituencies (like the rural plebs to whom
Tiberius appealed), who would be grateful to them for promoting their interests when in office. Within
this factional paradigm Tiberius Gracchus ceases to be the lone figure of opposition to the aristocracy,
as he is presented as by Appian.

Instead he becomes the more traditional Roman politician to whom Cicero, and on occasion
Plutarch, alludes: the scion of a noble family who sought by his activities as Tribune to advance the po-
litical interests of his political faction, which was led by his father in law Appius Claudius the princeps
senatus and included such prominent politicians and consulars as Publius Mucius Scaevola, Publius
Licinius Crassus Mucianus (then the Pontifex Maximus), several of the Fulvii Flacii and to a lesser ex-
tent the Calpurnii Pisones.56 Thus factio element and personal motivations can be seen as motivations
for the lex agraria,57 which would in large part be a bid for the support of members of the rural and
urban plebs, who would benefit from the measure and could be expected to join the clientelae of the
Claudians.58 The law itself can be interpreted as a measure devised for Tiberius by the senior members
of his party,59 who, having used him to front their own proposals, turned upon him when he began to
act without constitutional precedent.60

The factional and prosopographical approach to the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus was ar-
ticulated in its most comprehensive form in the study of Donald Earl, Tiberius Gracchus: A study in Pol-
itics.61 Earl emphasized above all the position of Tiberius as a subordinate member of the Claudian
factio with his measures being supported and often directed to the very end by Appius Claudius Pulcher.
He argues that together, the Claudian faction were attempting, through the use of the newfound clien-
tela that would come with the law to ensure the Claudian dominance of the Tribunate, the land com-
mission and at least one of the consulships. This would, in theory if not in fact, amount to the regnum
as envisioned by Cicero.62

The factional interpretation and prosopographical approach to Roman politics in general and
the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus in particular, tends at points towards excess—as when Earl, for ex-
ample, cites the election in the year 240 of both a Claudius and a Sempronius to the Consulship and the
appointment of a Claudius by a Sempronius to the dictatorship in 213 (exclusively to hold elections) as
evidence of a long term alliance between the two families. But on the whole its merits are too great for
it to be denied. It is doubtful that Tiberius, an inexperienced young aristocrat with a negative reputation
stemming from his activities in Spain, could have single handedly mustered the support needed to suc-
ceed in both passing his legislation through the popular assembly and removing another tribune with the
support of the people. It is unlikely that he would have received no opposition from other members of
the tribunician college for the deposition of Octavius, unless he enjoyed the support of stronger politi-
cal allies.

The presence of these prominent individuals in the account of Plutarch, who unambiguously
indentifies them as playing a critical role in the drafting of the law, is decisive.63 So is the presence of
Appius Claudius as the senior figure on the land commission along with Quintus Fulvius Flaccus,
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Gnaeus Papirius Carbo and the later election of Publius Licinius Crassus, a relative of Gracchus, to take
his place in the 120s.64 Whether or not they constituted a firm and cohesive faction, however, is in doubt.
By the end of 133, Publius Mucius Scaevola, the Consul whom Plutarch identifies as having helped draft
the Lex Sempronia, had effectively abandoned Gracchus and his supporters to the violent measures of
Nasica.65

A more significant argument in favour of the factional interpretation is perhaps not the pres-
ence of family ties, but the absence of ideological ones. As has previously been mentioned, Scipio Ae-
milianus, the dominant political figure of the period between 148 and his death in the 120s, along with
the men who supported him (most notably the other Scipiones and the Consular Gaius Laelius), had been
viewed until the time of Gracchus as a sort of popular party. It was the Scipionic faction which had ob-
tained consulships and military commands contrary to the traditional constitutional order in the 140s and
the 130s. The Scipiones were also likely supporters of the Gabinian and Cassian laws that allowed for
secret ballots, and the initiators of the first major attempt at land reform.66 Yet it was they who provided
the most significant opposition to the Lex Sempronia, and they who suffered the political consequences.
So, in 131 Scipio, the former favourite of the masses and Rome’s most successful living military com-
mander, lost his bid to have the popular assembly vote him command against the Asian rebel Aristoni-
cus to the Gracchan supporter Crassus Mucianus, by a vote of 33 tribes to 2.67 The Scipiones cannot have
opposed Gracchus out of ideological disagreement, as the programme of Gracchus was in most respects
a more aggressive version of their own. The answer must therefore be a factional one, wherein Scipio
and his adherents feared the popularity of Tiberius and his allies that the success of the legislation might
engender, and decided to oppose it as a result.68

In recent decades, however, the theory of Factio and the absolute primacy of family ties in pol-
itics has increasingly been challenged, and replaced with a more moderate interpretation which seeks a
balance between the importance of family alliances, individual ambitions and genuine political beliefs.
In his landmark study of the period, Roman Politics and the Criminal Courts, Erich Gruen sought a
middle ground between both arguments, accepting that political factions were typically determined by
family ties, but insisting that these political groupings were more fluid and subject to external pressures
than is generally acknowledged. The Gracchi are particular significant in his study. Having begun as tra-
ditional political figures, operating along the model of previous tribunes, they succeed by virtue of leg-
islative controversy in breaking the traditional structure of Roman politics by bringing the interests of
new participants, such as the Italians and the urban plebs, into the political process and by creating di-
visions on issues such as land reform which cut across factional lines.69

This approach has generally been followed in the two most recent major biographies of
Tiberius Gracchus, those of Bernstein (1978) and Stockton (1979), both of whom accept the impor-
tance of factional divisions, often determined by family connections, to the Gracchan crisis but also
allow for the significance of his personal ambitions. Bernstein thus concludes that the desperation of
Tiberius to salvage his political career after the already humiliating defeat at Numantia prevented him
from backing down,70 and Stockton writes that Gracchus genuinely desired to address serious perceived
socio-economic problems which he saw as threatening the very fabric of Roman society.71 This bal-
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ance, between the demands of faction and those of personal ambition and ideology, seems the most
credible solution.

Legality and Precedent

The ancient sources and modern authors have continually emphasized the unprecedented na-
ture of the Gracchan Tribunate. But were his actions without precedent? Were the methods of Tiberius
Gracchus, his use of the assembly to pass a measure the Senate had voted against and his infringement
on senatorial jurisdiction completely without precedent? It was not the first instance in which the Trib-
unes and popular assemblies had infringed upon the traditional prerogatives of the Senate and the cu-
rule magistrates in that period of Roman history. The harsh burden of the military conscription, the need
to keep troops on campaign for multiple campaigning seasons, overseas, and a series of defeats inflicted
upon the Roman legions in Spain had created significant tension within the Roman political system and
division within the ranks of the aristocracy. In 151, the tribunes of the plebs had thrown the two con-
suls of the year into prison for refusing to exempt their friends from military service.72 The conduct of
the annual levy had long been a prerogative of the Consuls, and those in question had carried out their
duty strictly and fairly. The interference of the Tribunes with the levy, apparently without consequence,
was therefore an unprecedented act. It was to be repeated in 138, when the tribunes again imprisoned
the Consuls after they were refused the right to exempt ten men each from service. Only the displeas-
ure of the public prevented them from also imposing a substantial fine on the consuls.73

In 140 a tribune of the plebs had attempted to go even further, using his veto to try to prevent
the Consul Caepio Servilianus from taking up his province in further Spain, and was deterred only by
personal threats and physical intimidation.74 Because these events might seem small and unimportant
when compared with the vast scope of the Gracchan legislation it should be recalled that in the period
stretching from the late 150’s to the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus, it was not the Italian agrarian cri-
sis, whether real or imagined, that most occupied the attention of the Roman public, but the military dif-
ficulties of the Roman State in Spain and the refusal of so many members of the aristocracy and the
public at large to serve as officers or soldiers in the legions.75 The interference of the Tribunes would
therefore have been, in constitutional and political terms, an act of equal importance to the obstruc-
tionist tactics and unconstitutional methods of Tiberius Gracchus.76

It should also be recalled that the principal opponents of Tiberius Gracchus and his support-
ers, the so-called faction of Scipio Aemilianus, had virtually pioneered, at least in the second century,
the use of the assemblies to override the will of the Senate and longstanding legal traditions. When in
December of 148, Scipio had stood for the Aedileship, the people, in what must have been a carefully
crafted political move, chose to elect him consul, despite his young age and failure to proceed through
the normal cursus honorum. When the Consuls presiding over the election refused to allow what was
obviously a constitutionally controversial act, the tribunes of the plebs threatened to take the responsi-
bility of conducting elections away from the consuls for good (it had always been theirs) and declare
Scipio to be consul on their own authority. The Senate agreed to the compromise of allowing the trib-
unes to repeal the laws governing consular elections to permit the election of Scipio, but forced the trib-
unes to reintroduce them the following year. The Tribunes then overrode another senatorial prerogative,
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by awarding Scipio the province of Africa and command in the war against Carthage.77 This pattern
was to be repeated again in 134, when according to Appian, the Tribunes, with the cooperation of the
senate, suspended the normal electoral laws by granting Scipio Aemilianus a second consulship and
command against the Numantines.78

Thus we find that in the two decades which preceded the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus, it
had been amply demonstrated that Tribunes of the Plebs could successfully exceed their traditional ju-
risdiction in order to intervene on a large scale in matters typically governed by the Senate and the cu-
rule magistrates when supported by the public. Furthermore, the Senate itself had demonstrated its own
institutional flexibility in dealing with the political crises that might result from unconstitutional ac-
tions. In 148, they had retained control of the allotment of provinces, and the consuls had retained the
power to conduct elections, because they were prepared to effectively suspend the electoral laws to
make way for the election of Aemilianus. In 134 they had gone even further in this direction, given that,
as is mentioned by Appian, the initiative to suspend the electoral laws to allow Scipio a second consul-
ship came from the Senate itself rather than the Tribunes. At the same time, the traditional oligarchy’s
control over the voting public was weakening, as successive measures were passed that provided for a
secret ballot in elections and thus it became more difficult to use bribery and intimidation to gain sup-
port.79 Tiberius, looking back upon both incidents, would have had reason to believe that they might
do the same for popular legislation, which he considered to be of equal importance.

Before this legislation can be properly assessed, it is important to determine whether it, and
the tactics used to secure its implementation, had any precedent in Roman constitutional history. Upon
doing so, it seems clear that Tiberius Gracchus had multiple precedents and constitutional justifications
for his actions, while very few existed to support those taken by the Senate and by the Tribune Octavius
to impede him.

The agrarian law of Tiberius Gracchus was neither the first measure of its kind, nor was it the
first tribunician measure that aimed to harm the livelihood of wealthy Senators and to intervene sub-
stantially in the Roman economy. The tribunes had long been involved in the process of colonization
in Italy, and were able to, just as easily as the Senate or Consuls, decide where new colonies might be
situated and to whom they would be assigned.80 Nor was the Gracchan legislation the first occasion in
which land taken by the state was distributed amongst Roman citizens. In 232, the Tribune Gaius
Flaminius, in many ways a forerunner of the radical politicians of the second and first centuries, di-
vided the conquered lands on the border of Gallic territory in Northern Italy among Roman citizens, an
act which Polybius considered the first of its kind. Although previous colonial foundations had given
land to urban citizens, Flaminius’ measure may have indeed been the first to do so for a social, rather
than an explicitly military reason.81

Flaminius and his adherents had also been able to successfully infringe upon the economic
prerogatives of the senatorial aristocracy, without any legal or political retribution. In 217 the Tribune
Gaius Claudius passed a law which prohibited senators and the sons of senators from possessing ves-
sels capable of bearing a cargo of more than 300 amphorae, a measure which would have severely re-
stricted the ability of senatorial landowners to bring their goods to market, whether in Italy or overseas,
and forced much of their trade and profits into the hands of (most likely equestrian) middlemen. Ac-
cording to Livy, the Senate opposed the law, but the public supported it sufficiently to allow Flaminius,
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virtually the only member of the Senate to support it, to be easily elected to a second consulship.82 Al-
though it may have been noted that Tiberius Gracchus had gone against custom in putting his law be-
fore the people and passing it without the support of the Senate, it is important to note that the legislation
of Claudius and Flaminius did not have had Senatorial support either, but did not seem to lack legiti-
macy as a result.

It should also be noted that the Lex Sempronia, far from being unprecedented and revolu-
tionary in its attempt to confiscate land and possessions, was primarily based upon the enforcement of
existing laws. The political opponents of the measure were thus, in preventing its passage and failing
to propose an alternative, effectively endorsing illegal exploitation on a large scale. The 500 iugera limit
on land holdings had been in place since the laws of Sextius and Licinius in 367,83 and on three further
occasions (in 298,84 196, and 193)85 the Aediles had prosecuted land owners for grazing their cattle on
public land in excess of the legal limit. A fragment of Cato’s speech for the Rhodians, delivered in 167
also alludes to a 500 iugera limit, arguing that it was not illegal to covet more land than that.86 The most
recent prosecution had occurred recently enough for the precedent to be well known. The proceeds from
the fines imposed upon the landowners had been used to benefit the public, financing the erection of two
gilded shields on the temple of Jupiter and the construction of two new porticoes. Perhaps most im-
portantly, one of the Aediles responsible for the action was Lucius Aemilius Paulus, the most politically
prominent conservative aristocrat of the generation preceding the Gracchan era and the birth father of
Scipio Aemilianus. Indeed, prior to the Gracchan era, it had been the Scipiones, with their use of pop-
ular assemblies to circumvent established procedure, who if anything had deserved to be regarded as the
popular party. It was they who through the agency of the Consul Laelius in 140 had attempted to pass
a measure to prevent excess holdings of land, a very similar proposal to that of Tiberius Gracchus, only
to withdraw it in the face of Senatorial opposition.87

But fault is seldom taken with the measures of Tiberius Gracchus themselves. He is instead
criticized for the unconstitutionality of his methods, primarily the deposition of a fellow tribune in order
to override his veto, and for the subsequent decisions to appropriate the sums obtained from the an-
nexation of Pergamum and to run for a second term as tribune.88 But were these actions unconstitu-
tional? Again the evidence is ambiguous. There were certainly precedents for his actions. In 395, the
public had essentially censured the tribunes of the day by fining them for exercising their veto on pop-
ular legislation.89 The political battles of 151, 140 and 138, had also witnessed attempts to weaken the
veto power, as most of the Consuls involved must have ultimately defied the rulings of the tribunes and
risked fines and temporary imprisonment rather than submit.

Moreover, the actions of Octavius in refusing to lift his veto were equally unprecedented in
Roman constitutional history. Polybius, who lived into the time of the Gracchi, and adopted much of his
view of Roman Politics from conversations with his Scipionic patrons, recognized that tribune essen-
tially served as a delegate of the plebs, “always obliged to act as the people decree and to pay attention
to their wishes.”90 There is indeed, a few examples of Tribunes having acted against the will of the Plebs
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(in 138, public reaction had led them to back down from fining the consul) and plenty to suggest that
doing so, if not an outright illegality at least violated the spirit and traditions of Roman law.91 Tiberius’
defence of his tactics, preserved by Plutarch, makes just such a link:92 The position of Tribune was not
sacrosanct. Since it had been conferred by the people with the expectation that it would properly exe-
cuted, it could also be taken away if the Tribune, like the early kings of Rome, behaved badly. Just as
a tribune could expect to put a defiant consul in prison, so too could the plebs deal with their own re-
calcitrant magistrate.

The same argument may be made in dealing with the question of Tiberius’ appropriation of
the Pergamine treasury, and his decision to run for a second term as Tribune. As with the implacable veto
of Octavius, there was simply no precedent for the Senate’s denial of funds to a land commission. And
while Tiberius’ decision to seek a second term was also an untraditional one, it did have antecedents,
most notably the continued elections of Sextus and Licinius to the Tribunate in the 360s, which ended
only when the Senate agreed to pass their agenda.93 Moreover, as has been previously mentioned, it is
difficult, in a system as complex and as fluid as that of the Roman Republic, possessed as it was of an
unwritten constitution, to determine what was and was not illegal, particularly since, in recent years the
suspension of laws for the benefit of figures such as Scipio Aemilianus had been common. Rather than
describing the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus as a long descent into illegality and revolution, it would
perhaps be best to instead describe it as a move into uncharted waters, on the part of both the tribune
and his political opponents.

Involvement of the Italians

It is difficult to determine the extent to which the Italian and Latin Allies played a role in the
land redistribution programme. Appian suggests that the purpose of the measure was to increase “the
Italian Race” so that Rome might have a plentiful supply of allies.94 In this he is contradicted by Plutarch,
who claims that the redistributed plots of land were to be intended for citizens alone, as well as by a com-
ment of Cicero’s, who claims that Tiberius’ measures had violated the rights of the allies.95 The entire
situation is further complicated by Plutarch’s use of Gaius Gracchus writings as a source. Gaius, unlike
his brother, had come forward with a strong proposal to expand Roman citizenship to the Latin allies
and the Latin status to the Allies in Italy. It would thus have been to his advantage to cite a similar in-
tention, however fictitious, on the part of his martyred elder brother. Moreover, Plutarch also includes,
at the end of the life of Tiberius, a suggestion that shortly before his fatal attempt at re-election, he had
proposed an ambitious agenda including proposals to reduce the time of service required by the armies,
to allow for jury verdicts to be appealed in the popular assembly, and to admit knights to juries.96 How-
ever, because these measures are so close in substance to those eventually proposed by Gaius, they have
frequently been considered to be the product of an error on the part of Plutarch.97

Modern scholars have found the rival accounts to be particularly confusing. Theodor Momm-
sen held that land allotments of around 30 iugera were to be given to both Romans and Italians.98 Earl
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saw the policy as aimed exclusively at citizens, aiming to increase the military manpower of the Re-
public—since the land allotments were inalienable, even a failed small farmer who had abandoned his
land would technically be eligible for conscription—a view also accepted by Astin.99 The argument
against intentional involvement of the Allies is a persuasive one, though not simply because the ac-
counts of Plutarch and Appian are contaminated by Gracchan propaganda. The events of the decades
following the death of Tiberius amply demonstrated the massive unpopularity of virtually any measure
aimed at securing land, rights or citizenship for the Italians and Latin Allies.100 It is therefore doubtful
that Tiberius would have proposed a measure which would have, besides handing off public land to
non-Romans, implied a degree of equality between citizens and allies. If he had, it is unlikely that he
still would have enjoyed the support necessary to proceed with his campaign to overturn the opposition
of the Senate and the veto of a fellow tribune.

More recent scholarship has sought a solution to the question of Italian involvement. Bern-
stein, whose study sought in large part to reconcile the often conflicting accounts of Plutarch and Ap-
pian, argued that while Tiberius’ initial proposal would have granted land to the Italians, he subsequently
modified it to exclude them in the face of popular pressure.101 Stockton accepts that land allotments
were assigned to the Italians, arguing that the comments of Cicero were largely a product of Scipionic
propaganda (they are put in the mouth of Gaius Laelius) and that a distinction must be made between
the Italian poor and small farmers, some of whom were themselves occupying the ager publicus102 and
who would mostly not have been removed from the land they were already occupying, and wealthier
Italian landowners who, like their Roman counterparts were holding land in excess of the legal limit.
Stockton’s argument is too a great degree persuasive.

The lands of the ager publicus had largely been confiscated or conquered during the wars in
which the Romans had conquered the Italian peninsula, and more recently in the war with Hannibal.
There is no evidence, however, that the Romans actively sought to expel the existing Italian residents
of this territory. Indeed, Appian clearly states that the ager publicus was too large to be entirely colo-
nized and exploited by the Roman state and that as a result “anyone”, presumably Roman or Italian,
could cultivate it for a rent. Moreover, the suggestion that this had been done to “increase the Italian
race” who might then fight alongside with them, is a plausible one, as allowing Italians to cultivate va-
cant land effectively cost the Roman state nothing but could insure both local goodwill and a reliable
supply of troops.103 The result was that by the 120s many of the inhabitants of the ager publicus would
have held their land for decades, even centuries, and that the line between Roman and Italian territory
had become severely blurred. It is for this reason that Scipio Aemilianus was able in 129 to complain
of the troubles inflicted by the land commission on the Italians.104 It is quite conceivable that Tiberius
would to some degree have anticipated this difficulty in 133, and that the mention of the Italians in his
speeches defending the lex agraria were merely an acknowledgement that it would not be practicable
or justifiable to dispossess existing Italian homesteads which were already situated on public land.

Lex Agraria and Agrarian Crisis

The ancient sources, in this case Appian and Plutarch, are unambiguous. The years following
the conclusion of the Hannibalic war witnessed the beginning of a profound social and economic crisis
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in rural Italy. Refugees, dispossessed by the war, had taken refuge in the cities, establishing themselves
there and abandoning their ancestral lands. The property owners who remained were placed under
mounting pressure. Because of the need of the Republic to conscript large numbers of troops to fight in
its foreign wars, small farmers were continually pulled away from their homes to fight, causing a sig-
nificant loss of economic livelihood and opening the door to debt. Moreover, since so many of these wars
were now being fought across the Mediterranean, and required the maintenance of large garrisons in re-
bellious territories like northern Spain, soldiers were kept away from their homes for considerably
longer periods than had been the case in the Early Republic, when legionnaires could, theoretically,
have returned from campaign season to conduct the harvest. As a result, small farmers went under, the
countryside declined in population and Roman citizens increasingly moved to the city where, without
significant property, they ceased to be eligible for military service. Adding to these economic hardships
were the depredations of the wealthy, who increasingly sought to buy off or force small farmers off
their lands, replacing their farms with vast, slave run estates geared towards commercial rather than
subsistence farming.105

Tiberius Gracchus’ lex agraria sought to remedy this crisis by confiscating the public land held
in excess of the legal limit, stated to be at 500 iugera, and distributing it among the plebeians in smaller
allotments. The size of these theoretical allotments, however, is not explicitly stated in the ancient
sources. Theodor Mommsen estimated it at roughly 30 iugera.106 Donald Earl, though committing to no
explicit figure, argued that the typical allotments of 8, 6 and even 5 iugera stated for colonial founda-
tions in the earlier part of the century would have been a more appropriate number. In any case, there
cannot have been enough available to satisfy all of the needs of the urban and rural poor, even if we
accept as Earl does that the increase of approximately 75,000 in the census figures of 125 comes almost
entirely from the individuals settled by the land commission.107 The ancient sources do not describe how
those given land allotments would have been chosen. As a measure designed to appease aristocratic op-
position, Tiberius included in his lex agraria a provision that all individuals holding 500 iugera of land
might receive full title to these lands, with their children each being able to possess another 250 iugera
for a maximum of 1000.108 A final provision of the law, and a particularly unusual one, stipulated that
the land allotments would thereafter be inalienable.109 This could have been intended either as a meas-
ure to prevent the wealthy landowners from trying to buy back or seize the land or as a method of in-
suring that, even if a citizen were to abandon his plot, he would still possess the property qualifications
to be conscripted into service.110

The image of an agrarian crisis, or at least a dangerous decline in military manpower is sup-
ported by two pieces of corroborating evidence. First, as we have seen, it had become enormously dif-
ficult to levy sufficient troops to fight in the Spanish Wars. Secondly, the Senate had, in the decade prior
to the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus significantly reduced the property requirements necessary to serve
in the legions.111 This view of the situation has largely been accepted by modern historians.112

Only recently has it met with any serious challenge. Nathan Rosenstein, employing a com-
plex statistical model based upon the nutritional requirements and potential labour of farm families, has
sought to demonstrate that farm families could continue to support themselves and avoid starvation,
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even with one or more male members away from home.113 More convincingly he has shown the two most
serious flaws in the traditional interpretation of Roman military life. Firstly, the notion that Roman le-
gionaries of the Early Republic could return after campaign season to conduct the harvest is disproved,
given that the accounts of military campaigns provided by Livy clearly show that troops were kept in
the field at times of the year that would have made it next to impossible for combatants to simultane-
ously insure the smooth operation of their farms.114 Secondly, the demands of conscription were struc-
tured so that the majority of soldiers were young, unmarried men between the ages of 17 and 25 who
might not own their own farms and would not have begun raising a family until several years after-
wards. Moreover, the demands placed upon men in their 30’s were far lighter, and even when employed
in battle they were kept in the position of least danger.115

Under Rosenstein’s model there would have been no agrarian crisis, at least not as Appian and
Plutarch would have understood it. Instead, the perverse effect of the Hannibalic war would have been
to ensure, by virtue of the casualties inflicted, the existence of a generation of young men with secure
title to their land, given a lack of siblings to share it with, and the potential or marrying earlier (secure
ownership would have made this possible, as would the postwar disparity in numbers between women
and men). The result was a veritable “baby boom” which the census figures for the second century
demonstrate. By the time of Tiberius Gracchus the demographic trends of the previous decades had cre-
ated a situation of overpopulation in some areas of rural Italy, as in a society lacking primogeniture, land
was increasingly subdivided between siblings, who were then forced to make do with less and, even-
tually, fell below the property requirements.116 How then, could the Gracchi and the ancient authors
who wrote about them have been so wrong?

When we consider the extent to which Tiberius Gracchus, his colleagues and his audience
were truly aware of an agricultural crisis and a manpower shortage, it is important to consider just what
evidence for such events would have been at their disposal. The Roman Republic did not possess the
same administrative mechanisms as a modern state. The Roman civil service was made up of a small
number of free men and slaves, was based in the city of Rome, and was directed by senatorial aristo-
crats who worked, without formal training, on a temporary and voluntary basis. The census, which was
the only concrete method of measuring the population which would have been at Gracchus’ disposal,
was conducted intermittently and required citizens to present themselves for registration. Although
penalties existed for failing to register, the censorial staff did not go from house to house, and could thus
have been easily evaded.117

Outside of the census figures, which are preserved haphazardly in the ancient sources, there
is little evidence of how the Roman state acquired information on the nature of the citizen population
of Italy. One particularly revealing event preserved by Livy may give us a sense of just how limited that
information was. In the year 194, a colony of Roman citizens was established at Sipontum, on the south
Adriatic coast, on lands which had previously belonged to the Arpi.118 At the end of the year 183, how-
ever, it was reported by the consul Spurius Postumius “that in the course of his journeys along both
coasts of Italy in connection with the commission of enquiry”, he had found the colony at Sipontum to
be abandoned. A senatorial commission was then established to enroll new colonists.119 Postumius’ com-
mission of enquiry had been charged with stamping out the Bacchanalian cult; it had nothing to do with
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monitoring the state of Roman colonies along the Adriatic.120 Thus, it had only become possible for the
Senate to know of the abandonment of a colony founded 11 years before, in territory that was closer to
Rome than the Etrurian hinterland through which Tiberius Gracchus later passed through on his jour-
ney to Spain, because one of the Consuls had accidentally discovered it while on unrelated business. Al-
though it is impossible to know when exactly the colony was abandoned, a census had been taken in
189-188.121 If the abandonment of Sipontum, or a significant decline in population had occurred before
then, the census either did not inform the authorities in Rome of it, or else whatever information gath-
ered was not put to use.

It is in this light that we must consider the census figures for the decades immediately prior
to the Tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus. The decline in population observable in the census figures taken
in the decades immediately prior to the Tribunate of the Gracchi was a small one, going from 337,022
in 164/3 to 317,933 in 136/5. A decline in population of less than 20,000 over a thirty year period does
not suggest a demographic crisis of the kind described by Appian and Plutarch and accepted by so many
modern scholars. Given that we have no accurate figures for military losses including those caused by
disease and starvation122 during the period, and we know that military manpower had become scarce by
the time of Scipio’s subjugation of Numantia.123 The decline could thus have been a product of military
casualties alone. More likely it was, as Rosenstein has suggested,124 in large part caused by the refusal
of citizens to register themselves, when doing so could increase their chances of being conscripted into
service.125

The wars in Spain were unpopular, and had resulted in more defeats than victories before the
coming of Scipio. It would therefore not be surprising to hear of large numbers of able bodied male cit-
izens who had “dodged the draft” by failing to register in the census, and thus led to lower census fig-
ures. It is notable that the examples of open evasion offered by Polybius and Livy are primarily those
of young aristocrats refusing legateships or military tribunates.126 It would have been easy for the sen-
atorial aristocrats to learn of any avoidance of duty on the part of members of their own class, and nec-
essary for recalcitrant young aristocrats to try to come up with excuses or obtain exemptions like those
demanded by the Tribunes in 151 and 138. But for Roman citizens of the lower orders, particularly
those living in the countryside, avoidance might simply mean avoiding giving one’s name to the cen-
sorial staff and refusing to show up for the levy.

It is thus entirely likely that the supposed decrease in population alluded to by the Gracchi,
and decried in equally forceful terms by the more conservative Metellus Macedonicus was a statistical
illusion, supported only by unreliable personal observation of declining communities in the countryside
and eroding family structures within the city. The most convincing evidence that this was the case can
be found in the census figures of 125, in which the number of registered citizens had grown to 394,736
an increase so large and disproportionate to previous patterns of growth that it could not have been the
result of natural causes. The individuals who had failed to register when liable for the draft might no
longer fear to do so.127 In what was perhaps a development of equal importance, as the Gracchan land
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commission operated during the 120s and allowed the opportunity for at least some poorer peasants
and labourers to acquire their own land, there was now an actual incentive for individuals otherwise in-
different to the census to register, and thus increase their chances of receiving redistributed allotments.128

But what then led Tiberius Gracchus to propose his radical program, and what caused such a
large segment of the public to support it? We may here again turn to the arguments of Rosenstein. As
both Appian and Plutarch record, the strongest support for the Gracchan programme came, not from the
urban proletarii, but from rural peasants, who when the harvest was being conducted, could not spare
the time to go to Rome in support of his bid for a second tribunate.129 It is likely that these individuals
may have been the small farmers suffering from economic difficulties posited by Rosenstein, and that
they saw in the law of Tiberius Gracchus the possibility of obtaining secure title to larger and better lands
than they currently possessed.

Conclusions

As we have seen, the methods of Tiberius Gracchus were, although certainly controversial,
not without precedent. An analysis of recent scholarship has also contributed to a new understanding of
the nature of the agrarian crisis of the second century, and the steps taken to address it. Having discussed
the nature of the proposals and political support for the programme of Tiberius Gracchus, as well as the
relative legality of his methods, it is now necessary to examine why his proposals met with such sig-
nificant opposition and why he himself was assassinated. Traditional factional politics certainly played
a part. Tiberius and his faction sought to outbid their principal aristocratic rivals by bringing forward a
plan which would have when executed provided them with a potential clientela of tens of thousands of
rural voters (who tended to dominate in the tribal assemblies because they were divided into a larger
number of tribes), as well as the gratitude of a sympathetic urban populace. But the lex agraria went
further than that. The effort involved in resettling thousands on land that would have to be systemati-
cally measured and repossessed from its previous occupants would have been massive. In the earlier part
of the second century, colonial foundations had been made on a significantly smaller basis. Generally,
a commission of three men, usually including one of the senior curule magistrates and other senior sen-
ators, would be assigned to establish settlements of only a few hundred men and their families, and at
most of a few thousand.130 These men do not seem to have possessed significant factional or familial ties.
The land commission of the Gracchi, however, was dominated at the outset by three members of a sin-
gle family: Tiberius, the young Gaius Gracchus who had yet to hold a significant magistracy prior to
his appointment, and Appius Claudius, Tiberius’ father in law and one of the most powerful men in the
Senate.

Their mandate was enormous and, in the absence of a stated method for selecting individu-
als who would receive land, or a stipulated size for the allotments in the lex agraria, would have per-
mitted them to decide who received land, and how much they would receive (given an upward limit of
500 iugera, they could have theoretically moved some individuals into sufficiently high property class
for their votes to have real weight in the centuriate assembly which elected men to the consulship).
Given the murky distinctions between public and private land, the commission would have, as Appian
clearly states, been able to re-survey lands, arbitrarily decide which were public and private, and po-
tentially dispossess the rightful owners.131 The commissioners thus would have enjoyed unprecedented
power to endow citizens with wealth and property, or deprive them of that which they already pos-
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sessed. They could have, if so motivated, used such powers to reward supporters and punish political
opponents. The nature of the appointments to the commission, and the significant number of lawsuits
and complaints brought against it, strongly suggest that this was the case.132 It would have been even
more effective at this once Tiberius had gotten hold of the vast wealth of Pergamum to finance the ac-
tivities of the commission, supply newly settled farmers with implements, and potentially reward those
individuals who had not received allotments.133 It is notable that after the death of Tiberius Gracchus,
the Senate rapidly moved to take the power to adjudicate on land disputes arising from the commission,
and placed it instead in the hands of the consuls to restore balance, because the litigants regarded the
commissioners as “prejudiced”.134 Although there was undoubtedly some factional obstruction involved
in the subsequent slowing of the commissions’ activities, there could hardly have been otherwise. Had
Tiberius remained alive and still, quite likely continuing to serve as Tribune, the efforts of the Senate
would undoubtedly have been prevented, either through an outright veto, or through other obstruction-
ist methods. It was this unprecedented power, vested in him and his kinsmen, which ensured that much
of the established aristocracy would come to regard Tiberius Gracchus as a revolutionary, and come to
believe, not only that he had aspired to regnum, but that he had in some sense actually reigned.
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Pattern of Continuity in Geto-Dacian Foreign Policy
Under Burebista

Paul Vădan

Following the death of Alexander the Great, the ancient world was affected by prolonged po-
litical turmoil as many states emerging after 323 BC, both within and without Alexander’s former Em-
pire, sought to impose their regional hegemony at each other’s expense in an attempt to restore stability.
In the context of such discourse in power politics, the Geto-Dacian state emerged and sought to assert
itself in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic region under the rule of Burebista in the 1st century BC. De-
spite modern claims that Burebista’s achievements were without precedent in the history of Geto-Dacia,1
this paper will attempt to place the rule of Burebista in the context of a long tradition of Geto-Dacian
foreign policy of assertion and interaction with the Hellenistic οιкоυµένη (oikoumene the perceived
Greek world as opposed to barbarian lands).

In order to do this, we will need to analyze Burebista’s political and economic goals in order
to determine whether his rule conformed to an established pattern. Unfortunately, such a project is ir-
reparably flawed because no Geto-Dacian written accounts (if there were any) have survived; all that
has been passed on to us in terms of literary “evidence” are approximately four hundred Geto-Dacian
words that are still in use in the Romanian language. As a result, scholars are forced to appeal exclu-
sively (and with caution) to Greek and Roman written sources if they are to construct a generally co-
herent history of the Geto-Dacians. Archeological evidence, on the other hand, is more available,
providing a priceless parallel account, especially for the earlier centuries.

Before discussing Burebista’s foreign policy, it must first be determined how the Greco-
Roman world perceived the people living north of the Danube. The first literary attestation of the Getae
comes from Herodotus, who writes in his ’Iστoρίης Απóδειξις (Histories Apodeixis literally Display of
inquiry):“the Getae […] are the most courageous and upright Thracian tribe.”2 This passage is critical
because, while identifying the Getae as socio-culturally interrelated with the Thracians, it also singles
them out as a distinct cultural entity. Centuries later, Strabo also identifies the Getae as “a tribe with the
same tongue as the Thracians.”3 However, Herodotus does not make any reference to the Dacians, a term
which only appears for the first time in Julius Caesar’s account of the Gallic War. He identifies as “Da-
cians” the peoples living in the intra-Carpathian space when he writes that “the breadth of the Hercyn-
ian forest […] begins at the frontiers of the Helvetii, Nemetes and Rauraci, and extends in a right line
along the river Danube to the territories of the Dacians.”4 This distinction has raised questions con-

1 Crişan, 7 and Tudor, 93.
2 Hdt. 4. 93.
3 Strab. 7.3.10.
4 Caes. Bel. Gal. 6.25.
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cerning the perceived differences between the Getae and the Dacians as later authors tried to make sense
of Caesar’s claim. From Strabo’s point of view they were culturally inter-related, since “the language
of the Dacians is the same as that of the Getae;”5 an opinion supported by Justin’s Epitome of the Philip-
pic History of Trogus Pompeius where the Dacians are identified as “descendants of the Getae.”6

Unfortunately, other ancient sources do not provide more clarity on this topic. For example,
the accounts of the retaliation campaigns of Licinius Crassus north of the Danube in 29-28 BC present
the difficulty ancient authors themselves had to deal with when discussing potential similarities be-
tween the Getae and the Dacians. Cassius Dio, writing sometime between the end of the second cen-
tury and the beginning of the third century AD, mentions the Getae as the allies of the Bastarnae invading
Roman lands south of the Danube.7 Yet Suetonius argues that Augustus put a stop to the incursions of
the Dacian forces,”8 a version corroborated by Augustus himself who proudly declares in his Res Ges-
tae that “when an army of Dacians crossed to this side of the Danube, it was defeated and routed under
my auspices.”9 Granted, Cassius Dio wrote more than a century after both Suetonius and Augustus, but
the distinguished first century AD politician Silius Italicus says of Hannibal in his Punica that he “shot
from his bow arrows soaked with viper venom […] which he constantly [took] out from his perfidious
quiver, as a Dacian does from the war-torn lands of the Getae.”10 For the purposes of this paper it is suf-
ficient to point out that the distinction between the Getae and the Dacians was hopelessly unclear even
in the eyes of ancient writers, although they perceived a certain level of uniformity.

The only clearer explanation of Caesar’s claim is provided by Strabo, writing between 63 BC
and 21 AD. He writes that in the 20s BC “Augustus Caesar sent an expedition against [the Getae].”
However, he specifies that “there is also another division of the country which has endured from early
times, for some people are called Dacians, whereas others are called Getae,” explaining that any dif-
ference is merely geographical; the Getae being “those who incline towards the Pontus and the east”,
while the Dacians “those who incline in the opposite direction towards Germany and the sources of the
Ister.”11 To provide clarity, this paper will refer to the peoples living in the Carpathian-Danubian-
Pontic space as Geto-Dacians.

The main literary source for the reign of Burebista is Strabo’s qptGeographikar. Strabo came
from a prominent family which had held high office at the courts of the Pontic kings Mithradates V Eu-
ergetes and VI Eupator, and who later transferred its allegiance to Rome when its victory over Pontus
seemed very probable; for their services they were later offered Roman citizenship by Pompey.12 This
leads us to believe that Strabo had access to detailed information about the events taking place during
his lifetime (64 BC - 24 AD) or a little earlier. He received and promoted an encyclopedic education,
was surrounded by the most enlightened minds of the day, such as Boethius, Aristodemus, Diodotus and
Xenarchus, and was fortunate enough to travel to the most prominent centers of knowledge of that time:
Alexandria and Rome.13 The fact that he was surrounded by a highly academic environment and that his
family’s history was intimately connected to some of the events presented in his work makes Strabo a
generally reliable source for Burebista’s reign and for other accounts as well, although the familial con-
nection might create biases at some points in his narrative.
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Judging from his actions, Strabo presents Burebista as a determined leader whose campaigns
and rule was so successful that he felt obliged to place emphasis on the importance of his reign by writ-
ing:

On setting himself in authority over the tribe, [Burebista] restored the people, who
had been reduced to an evil plight by numerous wars, and raised them to such a
height through training, sobriety, and obedience to his commands that within only
a few years he had established a great empire and subordinated to the Getae most
of the neighboring peoples.14

Unfortunately, none of the extant sources specify the date of Burebista’s ascendancy to the throne, with
the exception of Jordanes who identifies him as a contemporary of Sulla, placing the beginning of his
reign at around 82 BC.15 Eager historians from the 50s and 60s such as Rădulescu and Crişan accept this
date in light of no other clear information.16 However, the simple fact that Jordanes wrote in the sixth
century AD must at least raise suspicion with regard to the accuracy of his text. In fact, Jordanes’ work
has been recently catalogued by historians as nothing more than “the result of the Goths’ growing aware-
ness or creation of themselves as a people”17 in the context of late antiquity. Just to show Josephus’ con-
fusion concerning Geto-Dacian history, it is enough to quote him that “when Burebista was king of the
Goths, Deceneos came to Gothia at the time when Sulla ruled the Romans.”18 Even if we overlook his
awkward identification of the Getae and the Goths as the same people, it suffices to point out that ear-
lier in his work he claims that “[the Goths/Getae?] had a learned man Zeutha, and after him Deceneos;
and the third was Zalmoxis.”19 This chronology is completely wrong, since all other ancient sources men-
tioning both Deceneos and Zalmoxis, whom we will discuss in detail later in the paper, agree that they
lived centuries apart. Also, Zeutha is not mentioned by any other ancient author; Jordanes might have
used a source now lost to us.

While sources (again) do not offer enough information about the position of the territory orig-
inally controlled by Burebista, historians are nevertheless relatively certain that Burebista exercised his
power from the Orăştie Mountains in south-western Transylvania. Ion Crisan, for example, points to the
most impressive fortifications on the Geto-Dacian territory present in this area at that time, as being a
center which continued to dominate Dacian politics long after Burebista’s demise.20 Also, Radulescu,
Glodariu and Vulpe believe this position demanded that Burebista’s initial campaigns be undertaken in
north–western Transylvania in preparation for future campaigns in the East.

Indeed, military might has played a crucial role in the political consolidation of all of Geto-
Dacia. The name ‘Burebista’ itself denotes military prowess, with definitions ranging from “the brilliant
one” to “powerful” and even to “well-known.”21 Strabo suggests that Burebista “could send forth an ex-
pedition of two hundred thousand men.”22 Even if we dismiss this number as exaggerated, it does indi-
cate that his army was a formidable fighting force. In fact, Burebista’s first mentioned campaign,
undertaken against the Celtic tribes situated in the west of Transylvania, was so successful that “[he] ac-
tually caused the complete disappearance of the Boii […] and also of the Taurisci.”23
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Burebista’s consolidation of his Geto-Dacian conquests was also facilitated by his strong af-
filiation with Deceneos, the religious leader of the Geto-Dacians as successor of the semi-legendary
Zalmoxis, who controlled the sacred mountain Cogaeonum in the Orăştie Mountains in south-western
Transylvania. The location of this important religious center has also been interpreted by historians as
further evidence for Burebista’s Transylvanian origin.24 Deceneos accordingly played a significant role
“to help [Burebista] secure the complete obedience of his tribe,”25 an achievement not described in de-
tail but which resulted in “the Getae and Dacians [attaining] very great power.” Trogus Pompeius also
mentions “the progress made by the Dacians because of sqβασιλεύς (basileus) Burobostes,” a name in-
terpreted by scholars such as Vladimir Iliescu to be an equivalent of Burebista.26 Strabo describes his
rule as an ’áρχη (�~�arche�), a term whose meaning was generally used since the time of Homer to describe
sovereignty, power and authority. Burebista’s undisputed control led Strabo to also call him a basileus;
according to the Dictionaire Etymologique, at the time of Homer the word had meant “high-born leader”,
sometimes even “king”.27 However, by the fourth century, following historical developments during
the Classical period and the Greeks’ contacts with monarchs such as Amyntas in Macedon, Amasis in
Egypt and Cyrus in Persia, sqbasileus came to possess very strong regal connotations.28 Thus, by the time
of Burebista, the term came to denote monarchy, kingship and sole rule according to the model of
Alexander and his Diadochoi (Successors).29

Archeological evidence presents a sharp contrast between western Transylvania, containing
Celtic ware dating from the third to the second centuries BC, and the typically Dacian culture present
in the central area at that time.30 If we believe Trogus Pompeius that “after having subdued the Pan-
nonians, [the Celts] carried on various wars with their neighbors for many years,”31 then we have a
clearer picture concerning the relations between the Geto-Dacians and the Celts in Transylvania. As
part of Brennus’ formidable force which had invaded and terrorized the Greek Peninsula and Asia Minor
in the third to second centuries BC,32 the Celts must have been a serious threat whose advance was
eventually stopped by the local authorities, of whom we know regrettably little.

According to Strabo, Burebista’s advance in Transylvania was so successful that he conquered
all the territory east of the Tisza River, the perceived border between the Celtic and Dacian lands, and
advanced even beyond this point. According to the Greek author, “this country was laid waste by the
Dacians when they subdued the Boii and Taurisci, Celtic tribes under the rule of Critasirus. [The Da-
cians] alleged that the country was theirs, although it was separated from theirs by the River Parisus.”33

Thus, no other force remained in western Transylvania, at least not for the moment, which could threaten
Burebista’s regional authority or distract him from future campaigns in the East. Some historians such
as Macrea and Jullian have even suggested, based on geographical analogies, a possible alliance between
Burebista and the Suebian leader Ariovistus,34 but there simply is not enough evidence to corroborate
this theory.
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Therefore, Burebista’s campaign in north-western Transylvania must be regarded as a counter-
offensive against an invading force. Buried Celtic jewelry and other expensive objects and remains of
destruction in Celtic settlements have allowed historians to date Burebista’s campaign to the 60s BC;
after this date Celtic presence and influence seems to have ceased.35 Because of his military success,
1970s and 1980s communist historiography hailed Burebista as “unquestionably one of the leading fig-
ures and heroes of the first half of the first century BC” and as “one of the greatest men of genius that
Antiquity had ever produced.”36 While such claims with nationalistic undertones must be rejected, we
can nevertheless agree with contemporary historians such as Vulpe, Glodariu and Rădulescu that Bu-
rebista’s initial campaigns were the first stage of a policy of consolidation in order to secure his posi-
tion in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic space.37

Gheorghe Tudor sees Burebista’s actions as a unique effort whose success led to the creation
of “the first centralized and independent state in the multi-millenary history of the Romanian people.”38

Omitting again the nationalistic flavor of such comments, it must be pointed out that Burebista’s actions
are not without precedent. The first detailed literary attestation of a centralized Geto-Dacian polity on
the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic political stage appears in the context of a major revolt of the poleis on
the western bank of the Pontus Euxinus against Lysimachus, the self-proclaimed “king of Thrace”. Ac-
cording to Diodorus Siculus the uprising took place in 313 BC, ten years after the death of Alexander
the Great and two hundred and fifty years before Burebista. He gives us an account of how Odessos,
Istros, Tomis and Dionysopolis expelled the Macedonian garrisons at the instigation of Callatis39 and
claimed qαυτονοµίαq(autonomia, independence, self-governing), taking advantage of the distraction
caused by the Third War of the Diadochoi (315-311 BC) in which Lysimachus also participated. The
Greeks were supposedly assisted by “the Thracians and Scythians whose lands bordered upon their
own.”40 The conclusion of the conflict in 311 BC between Antigonos and Kassander, Ptolemy and Lysi-
machus obliged them all to agree, among other things, “that the Greeks be autonomous.” However,
“they did not abide by these agreements.”41 Whether the revolt was successful or not is less relevant than
the fact pointed out by A. Vulpe that this event created a precedent regarding Geto-Greek diplomatic re-
lations. His argument is based on the claim that the Thracians assisting the Greeks were actually Getae.
He admits that Diodorus’ text does not mention the Getae anywhere with regard to this episode, but he
appeals to the cultural closeness between the Getae and the Thracians to prove his point, given that the
dominant population living both east and west of the Danube River crossing the Dobrogea region was
Getic.42 Helen Lund, who presents more recent conclusions based on excavation of Getic sites in Do-
brogea, corroborates Vulpe’s theory.43 Furthermore, Diodorus Siculus makes a clear distinction between
the Thracians assisting the Greeks living north of the Haemus Mountains and the Odrysian Kingdom
of Seuthes the Thracian to the south of the mountain range.44

Later events suggest that the revolt led by Callatis did not succeed in bringing stability to the
Black Sea region. Twenty years after the Greek revolt and subsequent peace agreement, sources attest
a punitive expedition of Lysimachus to the north of Thrace against Dromichaetes, whom Diodorus Sicu-
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lus identifies as the basileus of “the Thracians [who had] captured Agathocles, the king’s son, but [who
then] sent him home with gifts;”45 in the next paragraph he specifies that the ‘Thracians’ are actually
Getae.46 This event is also attested by Strabo, who argues that Lysimachus “not only ran the risk but ac-
tually was captured alive.”47 Pausanias offers an integrated version of the events surrounding
Dromichaetes. While he initially agrees with Diodorus that “Agathocles […] was taken prisoner by the
Getae,” he also accepts Strabo’s suggestion that these events took place during a single campaign, since
“[Agathocles] was serving with [Lysimachus] then for the first time,” not excluding the possibility, on
the other hand, that the expedition might have ended instead with the capture of Lysimachus.48

However, for the purposes of this paper, it is important to point out that all accounts of the con-
flict between Lysimachus and Dromichaetes agree that it was in fact the Macedonian monarch who ini-
tiated the hostilities.49 Even Diodorus agrees that the hostility of the Getae came “in the hope of
recovering […] that part of their territory which Lysimachus had seized.”50 Accepting Diodorus’ more
detailed version makes sense in the historical context of the expedition. Although none of the sources
give details concerning the capture of Agathocles, Diodorus does say that his release resulted from the
Getae’s loss of hope for victory against Lysimachus, “since almost all the most powerful kings were now
in agreement, and were in military alliance one with another.”51 The reference here is aimed at the end
of the Fourth War of the Diadochoi, placing the campaign of Lysimachus after the battle of Ipsos in 301
BC,52 a generally accepted inference since he was in Asia Minor before that time; the Loeb translation
of Diodorus dates these events between 294 and 292 BC.53

Dromichaetes must have responded to Lysimachus’ aggressive policy in the area over the
decades, which likely had disruptive consequences for commercial relations between the Getae and the
Greeks, leading Helen Lund to conclude that “the [Greek] cities found themselves the object of com-
petition between Macedonian and Getic ‘protectors’.”54 Archeological data is indeed able to demon-
strate the importance of commerce in Dromichaetes’ time by providing a model of the nature and
development of trade in the region. The extensive character of trade goods is evidence that the close-
ness between the Getae and the Greek colonies facilitated communication and exchange between the two
civilizations as early as the seventh century, soon after the Milesian colonies were founded. Archeolo-
gists have revealed that Greek pottery was the most sought-after product. Its popularity among the na-
tives encouraged imports from many locations in the Greek world, as is attested by many examples of
amphorae from Chios, Lesbos, Heraclea and especially Thasos.

That Dobrogea was a critical node of interaction is showed by the process of distribution of
Greek products, first appearing (obviously) in Dobrogea, then in Moldova and then even across the
Carpathians.55 One of the most important outcomes of extensive trade between the Getae and the Greeks
was the introduction of the potter’s wheel on the territory of the Geto-Dacians around the sixth century
BC. It was initially believed that this was a consequence of the Celtic invasions of Transylvania during
the fourth century BC, but many earlier examples of Getic imitations of Greek pottery disprove this
hypothesis.56 As a matter of fact, by the time of Dromichaetes wheel-made Geto-Dacian pottery imitating
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Greek styles such as the kantharos, lekythos, amphora and krater replaced earlier hand-made lower-qual-
ity pottery as the dominant style.57

Based on this evidence it may be inferred that Dromichaetes took advantage of Lysimachus’
departure from Thrace and sought to consolidate his position in the area, most importantly to re-estab-
lish direct commercial contact with the Greek poleis at the expense of the belligerent Macedonian
monarch.58 This leads one to the conclusion that the Getae were fully aware of and involved in events
taking place in Thrace at that time. P. Delev goes so far as to suggest that Dromichaetes’ actions were
partly encouraged by Antigonid agents working against Lysimachus who later retracted their support
once peace was concluded in 301 BC.59 Although the analogy is tempting, it remains improbable given
the lack of clear evidence.

After ambushing Lysimachus somewhere north of the Danube, Diodorus continues,
“Dromichaetes […] kissed him and even called him ‘father’,” and then, while at dinner, he “obtained
the return of the districts that Lysimachus had seized, placed a diadem on his head, and sent him on his
way.”60 This fragment has led historians to believe that “Lysimachus [had to] abandon the West Pontic
cities to Getic control.61 The term pater (father) is used in Diodorus’ text as denoting kinship and sug-
gesting “exceptionally kind address to those who had previously been unfortunate, [revealing] the kind-
ness which was about to befall them.”62 Dromichaetes is presented as a shrewd politician who, realizing
the opportunity at hand, sought an understanding which would bring regional stability, lest “other kings,
possibly more to be feared than their predecessor, would assume the authority of Lysimachus.”63 This
has led Lund to conclude that Dromichaetes was well aware that eliminating Lysimachus would have
destabilized relations among the Diadochoi, making Demetrius, Lysimachus’ rival, “undesirably
strong.”64 This presumed alliance was sealed by the symbolic placing of a diadem on Lysimachus’ head
and his swearing that “for the future he would endeavor to aid [Dromichaetes] as a friend and not to fall
short in returning kindness for kindness,” then giving his own daughter in marriage to Dromichaetes.65

Memnon mentions that prisoners were nevertheless kept by the Getae as a precaution, suggesting real-
ist diplomatic behavior.66

The same kinship relationship is mentioned by Strabo who writes that the two kings con-
cluded peace “and made a compact of friendship, and then [Dromichaetes] released [Lysimachus].”67

The use here of φιλοĩς (philois) denotes friendship between states while showing affectionate regard be-
tween equals.68 Therefore, whether one gives credence to Diodorus’ description of Lysimachus’ capture
or judges it as being too moralistic, what is significant is the fact that Dromichaetes is portrayed by
Greek literary sources as acting in accordance with the Hellenistic model of a monarch. He also appears
to have detailed knowledge of the subtleties of Hellenistic diplomacy, being considered by ancient
sources as an active participant in events taking place in Thrace around 300 BC. Finally, the descrip-
tion of Dromichaetes as sqbasileus — a term already explained in detail — by both Diodorus and Strabo
has been interpreted as evidence for the first mention of a centralized political force of the Getae.69
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Unfortunately, due to the lack of crucial evidence we are left in the dark about the fate of
Dromichaetes or of his political organization after the 290’s BC. This silence raises the supposition that
he was ultimately unsuccessful in decisively imposing his authority over the Western Black Sea region.
Whatever the case, A. Vulpe has argued that it is improbable that Dromichaetes was a victim of the
Celts in the context of their invasion of the Greek mainland in the 280’s and 270’s, given that there is
no evidence that the invaders ever advanced north of the Odrysian kingdom.70 Despite this, there is ev-
idence of continuity of interaction between the Greek poleis and the Getae along the same lines of
Dromichaetes’ “protectorate” of the latter over the former. Two invaluable inscriptions have been found
among the ruins of Istros. The first inscription (ISM I 8), from the third century BC, was dedicated in
honour of Diodoros of Thrasycles, Proclitos of Pherecles and Clearchos of Aristomachos who “on being
sent to Zalmodegikos, concerning the soldiers, […] managed to bring back the hostages, sixty in all, by
convincing Zalmodegikos to hand back her proceeds.”71 Judging from the etymology of the name, it is
generally accepted that Zalmodegikos was a Getic leader. Also, judging from the fact that he had such
influence over Istros suggests that he belonged to a powerful military formation situated somewhere in
west or north-west Dobrogea;72 of course this also suggests that the Greeks did not dispose of a pow-
erful military.

The second inscription (ISM I 15) dates from around the second century BC, and it too praises
the success of Agathokles in trying to ‘convince’ – a euphemistic term used in Hellenistic decrees to de-
scribe a bribe – a certain Thracian called Zoltes to abstain from plundering the Istrian hinterlands with
his army.73 The inscription further tells us that “later, the Thracians breaking the oaths and the agreement
and plundering the hinterland of the polis, […] he convinced basileus Rhemaxos to send one hundred
horsemen for the defense of the polis.” After they did not prove enough, Agathokles convinced Rhe-
maxos “to [further] send six hundred horsemen to the polis, who, being victorious in battle, defeated
Zoltes.”74 The description of Rhemaxos as basileus,75 a title awarded neither to Zalmodegikos nor to
Zoltes despite Pippidi’s suppositions,76 suggests that the Greeks were clearly able to discern between re-
gional warlords and more powerful and better organized Getic Hellenistic-like polities in the Western
Black Sea region under the leadership of basilei such as Rhemaxos and Dromichaetes. Therefore, there
is evidence for Geto-Dacian continuity of a “Pontic policy” with the Greek poleis having a decisive
factor in asserting regional hegemony; efforts which would be hampered in the first half of the 1st cen-
tury with the arrivals of Mithridates VI Eupator and of Rome in Dobrogea.

That commercial and financial interest continued to influence politics in the Dobrogea region
during the third and second centuries is proven by the seminal work of Ioan Glodariu. Trade continued
to grow in the Black Sea region, especially the wine and oil markets, which were dominated in turn by
Sinope, Rhodes and then Thasos. Pottery, however, experienced a sharp decline because of competition
from Geto-Dacian potters whose skill almost rivaled that of the Greeks.77 Exports on the other hand, dealt
generally with raw materials such as wood, leather, honey, silver from the Apuseni Mountains, and
above all salt, a resource which was in high demand in the Balkan Peninsula, as its own reserves were
insignificant.78 After Roman involvement in the East, there seems to have been considerable demand for
salt in Italy as well, eventually turning the Geto-Dacian salt mines into the northern counterpart of the
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Egyptian granaries supplying Rome.79

According to archeological evidence, actual trade took place through strategically-positioned
trade posts throughout the Geto-Dacian territory. For example, we have Brad and Poiana, the most im-
portant settlement in Moldova, situated on the Siret River which pours in the Danube Delta, allowing
for a direct trade route east of the Carpathians.80 Another settlement on the Danube was Zimnicea, an
intermediary between the southern and northern regions. Other sites worth mentioning are Popeşti, in
the area of modern-day Bucharest, and those in the Bran Pass at Cetăţeni connecting Transylvania to the
extra-Carpathian territories.81

This trade network was very effective and very profitable, if we believe extensive numis-
matic evidence, but it relied on the volatile political situation in the Dobrogea region. We have thousands
of Greek and Macedonian coins which penetrated Dobrogea and then spread both south and north of the
Carpathians, especially in the above-mentioned settlements of Poiana, Zimnicea, Popeşti and Cetăţeni
and more particularly at the salt mines;82 about 2900 tetradrachms were issued by Thasos alone.83 As a
matter of fact, Greek influence was so significant that Geto-Dacians used the model of Greek and Mace-
donian coins to launch their own issues on the market, with regional variations, as early as the fourth
century BC. Dies found at Tilişca, the most important numismatic center situated in the Orăştie Moun-
tains, attest this.84 The most famous example is that of a Getic leader of the 3rd century BC from north-
ern Dobrogea who actually inscribed on his coins “��ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΟΣΚΩΝΟΣ.” Some historians have
been persuaded that this shows superior political conscience from the Getae,85 and although the sug-
gestion is tempting, there is not enough information to be able to know for sure whether this Moskon
actually understood the full significance of the word sqbasileus. It does suggest, however, an active Geto-
Dacian interest in maintaining both cultural and economic relations with the Greeks. Therefore, one
may argue that, seeing the opportunities of adopting the most popular coin in the Balkan region, the
Geto-Dacians took this decision for pragmatic economic reasons in light of the great reach of the Greek
coin.86

Therefore, Burebista’s subsequent interest in the Western Pontic poleis was fueled by their
economic and strategic potential, which had attracted the attention of the Geto-Dacians for centuries and
which proved to be an essential element in the consolidation of a state. Writing in the 1960s, T.
Blavatskaia saw Burebista’s re-orientation towards the east as proof of an attempt to create a powerful
anti-Roman front. However, there is no clear evidence to support such a claim. On the other hand, we
must agree with Pippidi, who sees Burebista’s actions towards the Greek poleis on the western bank of
the Pontus Euxinus as a continuation of the centuries-old aspirations of previous Getic regional rulers
to control the economic and strategic aspects of these cities.87

By the time Burebista made his appearance in Mikra Skythia, as Strabo calls Dobrogea, the
region was the scene of endemic conflict between the advancing power of Rome and Mithridates VI Eu-
pator. The expansive policies of a reformed Pontic Kingdom led Marius to warn Mithridates “either to
be greater than the Romans or to obey them,”88 following the integration of the Western Pontic Greek
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colonies into the Pontic system of alliances. As in the case of Geto-Dacian perception of these poleis,
the Pontic Kingdom deemed them as critical in its successful expansion and assertion in Thrace due to
their commercial and economic potential and to their strategic position.89 Inevitably, war broke out be-
tween the two states by 89 BC. The Romans moved against the Pontic monarch in a series of cam-
paigns, first led by Sulla (87-85 BC) and then by Terentius Varro Lucullus (74-67 BC), with a clear
plan to drive Mithridates out of Europe across the Bosporus straights. To do this, Lucullus followed a
plan of seizing Mithridates’ Pontic possessions. It appears that Apollonia was the first polis to fall under
Roman authority after putting up steadfast resistance. Following Apollonia’s conquest and subsequent
destruction as punishment, Mesambria, Odessos, Dionysopolis, Callatis, Tomis and Istros yielded one
by one to Roman power.90

An inscription unearthed at Callatis describes a treaty between the Greek colony and Rome.
The presented clauses of neutrality, mutual help and the possibility of amending the treaty only with mu-
tual consent led scholars to conclude that the submission of the Pontic cities was ratified through a foe-
dus treaty;91 the fact that it was concluded on a basis of equality suggests that Rome recognized the
economic and strategic importance of the conquered cities and sought to conciliate them. Despite this,
in 62-61 BC a massive revolt of the Western Pontic cities against Roman authority took place. This was
probably caused by the governor of Macedonia Antonius Hybrida, who, Cassius Dio reports,

“had inflicted many injuries upon the subject territory as well as upon that which
was in alliance with Rome, and had suffered many disasters in return [after] taking
away their plunder from them. When he tried the same tactics on the allies in Moe-
sia, he was defeated near the city of the Istrians by the Bastarnian Scythians who
came to their aid; and thereupon he ran away.”92

We later find out from the same author that it was the Getae who actually led the revolt, seizing the bat-
tle standards of Hybrida and placing them in a strong fortress called Genucla.93 Vasile Pârvan suggested
that Burebista himself might have commanded the Greco-Getic-Scythian force against the Romans,
given that his western campaign was by then supposedly finished.94 However, his name is not specifi-
cally mentioned by any literary source, a detail which has prompted some historians to disbelieve this
claim, and further argue that he might have needed more time to re-organize his army after the campaign
in Transylvania. The military historian Colonel Gheorghe Tudor supports Blavatskaia’s claim of an anti-
Roman front by arguing that support for the Greek cause from Burebista was actually possible if we be-
lieve Strabo’s affirmation that he could muster a considerable fighting force. Tudor claims that even if
he did not personally lead the attack, Burebista could send the troops dislocated south of the Carpathi-
ans who were already preparing for the eastern campaign.95 Although it is an attractive theory, it rests
solely on the supposition that such eastern assistance was meant as no more than a reconnaissance force
in Dobrogea after 61 BC.96 But since the actual eastern campaign would take place only six years later,
this is very unlikely.

Returning to Burebista, the incorporation of the Pontic colonies into the Dacian Kingdom
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suggests that he was fully aware of the socio-political conditions affecting Dobrogea, while taking ad-
vantage of the retreat of Mithridates and of the setbacks suffered by Rome after the Greek revolt, in order
to impose his authority over the Greeks.97 Recalling a visit to Mikra Skythia� in 96 AD, Dion Chrysos-
tomos describes Burebista’s conquest when writing that “[Olbia] does not have a size fitting to its for-
mer glory because of the many barbarian conquests […] No more than one hundred and fifty years ago,
the Getae took both [Olbia] and other poleis situated on the left shore of the Pontus Euxinus, up to
Apollonia.”98 This has helped historians date Burebista’s campaign to somewhere around the 50s BC.

Further information provided by fragmentary decrees has not only confirmed this date, but has
also given some details about the Greeks’ wars supposedly against Burebista. For example, a fragmen-
tary inscription (IGB I 323) from Mesambria mentions three στρατεγοί (strategoi, generals) who took
part in the war against Burebista, without naming other disasters.99 Furthermore, a decree dating from
around 50 BC was found at Istros in honour of Aristagoras of Apaturios for his services to the commu-
nity “following the disaster afflicting the city, when the polis was without walls and its people were
again in danger along with their wives and children.” Aristagoras is portrayed “negotiating with skill
with the βαρβάροι (barbaroi, meaning “foreigners” but also the derogatory term “barbarians”) who
ruled the land, and in other occasions giving citizens the necessary amount for ransom;”100 the hostility
of the Greeks towards their conquerors may explain the use of sqbarbaroi in this context. Therefore, his-
torians have conjectured that, while some poleis such as Olbia, Istros and Mesambria initially resisted
Burebista and ended up partially destroyed, the others, namely Tomis, Callatis, Odessos, Dionysopolis
and Apollonia submitted to his will without a fight.101 Due to lack of precise evidence, archeologists un-
fortunately can not tell for certain in what order the Greek cities fell under Burebista’s control.102

The campaign of incorporation undertaken by Burebista on the Pontic left shore must have
ended by 48 BC, the accepted date for the issuing of the Decree in honour of Acornion of Dionysopo-
lis (IGB I2 13); it informs us that “Burebista had recently become the greatest king of Thrace, ruling over
the whole territory on this side of the [Danube] and on the other.”103 This inscription found on the ter-
ritory of present-day Bulgaria is the most important source for the policy of Burebista as King of Dacia,
presenting an unprecedented level of political discourse. The text itself speaks of the great deeds of
Acornion who, on being sent to Burebista, “went to him, became his best friend, talking to him and ad-
vising him with respect to the most important questions, winning the king’s goodwill for the benefit of
the city.”104 It is possible to connect the ‘goodwill’ of Burebista towards the Dionysopolitans with their
voluntary submission to his authority. In this case, one may argue that the citizens of Dionysopolis had
plans of their own and took advantage of the coming of Burebista in their own efforts “to contribute to
the good of the country in all possible ways.”105 Such policy seems to have been dictated by the real-
ization of the complicated position Dionysopolis was in, being caught in the middle of a power strug-
gle between the major powers in the region at the time: Dacia and Rome.

The fact that prior to the acclamation of Acornion, Dionysos the eponymous god of the city
“had no priest at all,” has been interpreted by Pippidi as evidence for a precarious economic situation
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in Dionysopolis. This might have originated from long years spent under costly foreign domination.106

As the treaty itself shows, a prominent figure such as Acornion was needed to finance excessive expenses
under the administration of Hybrida: “while [Caius] Antonius was spending the winter there, he (again)
took the crown of the god (becoming a priest), beautifully and magnificently carried out processions and
sacrifices and gave the people plenty of meat.”107 Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that by approach-
ing Burebista the Dionysopolitans sought to gain a better economic deal.

It does not follow, however, that Burebista was not aware of or that he did not understand
such diplomatic discourse. To provide clarity, we must look at the epigraphic evidence provided by the
decree. The term basileus having already been discussed, the next striking element is the construction
’εν τή µεγίστη φιλίαq. Crişan translates this as “best friend;” the literal translation would actually be “into
the greatest friendship.” However, the connotations of this construction are much more encompassing.
Taking the dative case, its more precise meaning has been translated as “being accepted in the family
circle as a sign of the highest regard by superiors towards their dependents.”108 As a result, it may be
safely argued that the Greeks perceived Burebista as being familiar with the subtleties of Hellenistic
diplomatic language, since such a title was often used at the Hellenistic courts.109

The prominence of Dionysopolis is worth looking into in detail because it reveals more about
diplomatic relations between Burebista and the city than we might expect at first glance. Representa-
tions either of Dionysos or of figures prominent in his cult found on jewelry, pottery, coins, or other dec-
orative material such as bone unearthed in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic space suggest the
prominence of the god in Thracian religion. Furthermore, Herodotus tells us that “the only deities [the
Thracians] worship are Ares, Dionysos and Artemis.”110 This has been interpreted as mutual recognition
of the Greek and Geto-Dacian pantheons through association; Artemis, for example, was equated with
Bendis.111 Therefore, it may be inferred that Dionysos provided the channel for a privileged kinship re-
lationship between Acornion, as priest of Dionysos, and Burebista, given the prominence of Dionysos
in both Greek and Geto-Dacian religion. This is not unusual since such a relationship was characteris-
tic of the interaction between poleis and monarchs during the Hellenistic period.112

Based on this information, we can only infer why Burebista chose Acornion as his diplomat,
since the decree does not disclose his reasons for such a decision. What the inscription does tell us,
however, is that “on being sent by King Burebista as ambassador to Cnaeius Pompeius, son of Cnaeius,
emperor of the Romans and meeting him in Macedonia near Heraclea Lyncestis, [Acornion] fulfilled
the tasks assigned to him by the king, winning for [Burebista] the Romans’ goodwill and conducting ne-
gotiations for his homeland.”113 Obviously, the decree serves to glorify Acornion, but the fact that Bu-
rebista nevertheless appointed him as his intermediary suggests that the fact that Acornion was Greek
and that he was from a town which had rebelled against Rome influenced the King’s decision. In that
case, one may argue that Acornion’s Greek pedigree was probably meant to smooth relations between
Burebista, a relatively unknown yet powerful individual from the Roman perspective, and Pompey.

The aims of this diplomatic mission must be studied as a result of Burebista’s Pontic cam-
paign. It is not so much the fact that he sought international recognition of his conquests114 – which was
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clearly welcome – as much as an attempt to conciliate the Romans. The right of conquest was a gener-
ally accepted concept throughout the Hellenistic world, but when Burebista decided to incorporate into
his Dacian Kingdom poleis which were tied to Rome through a foedus treaty, he automatically declared
war on Rome; a foedus agreement once enacted was valid in perpetuity, no matter what the political cir-
cumstances.115 From the point of view of Dionysopolis, it also sought conciliation with Rome, since it
had revolted against its authority. Numismatic evidence further attests the idea that Burebista’s expan-
sion was not favourably regarded. The number of coins entering the Dacian Kingdom dramatically de-
creased to about 33% of its initial number during the 60s and especially in the 50s BC.116

In theory, however, Pompey did not have the authority to grant such a pardon. Yet the desig-
nation of Pompey as qαυτοκράτορα (autokratora) in the Decree to Acornion suggests that, both in Bu-
rebista’s and in the Dionysopolitans’ eyes, he indeed could. The term was used to identify an absolute
ruler, authors using it as a synonym for ‘dictator’ and ‘imperator’. Most importantly, Plutarch, writing
the life of Pompey, used qαυτοκράτωρ (autokrator) to present him specifically as “the Emperor.”117 We
also know for a fact that, following his short-lived victory over Caesar at Dyrrhachium on the 7th of June,
his soldiers hailed him as “imperator,” which was later translated into Greek as autokrator.118 This is fur-
ther corroborated by Caesar and Appian who mockingly observed that “Pompey sent letters to all the
kings and cities magnifying his victory” before the battle at Pharsalus took place “and he expected that
Caesar’s army would come over to him directly.”119

Unfortunately, the decree does not specifically mention what Burebista offered Pompey in
exchange for “the Romans’ goodwill.” Appian reproduces one of Pompey’s speeches to his troops in
which he proudly says that “we may say that all the nations of the East and around the Euxine Sea, both
Greek and Barbarian, stand with us; and kings, who are friends of the Roman people or of myself, are
supplying us soldiers, arms, provisions, and other implements of war.”120 Therefore, it may be argued
that Burebista offered Pompey military assistance against Caesar in the Civil War, since by that time Bu-
rebista’s kingdom had reached its maximum limits, reaching and controlling the western bank of the
Pontus Euxinus.

Cooperation between Pompey and Burebista is further suggested by the discovery of coins
representing Juba, a Numidian king in friendly terms with Pompey, in four hoards of Republican denarii
on the territory of the Dacian Kingdom.121 It must be pointed out, however, that Burebista had no choice
but to attempt an alliance with Pompey. Beside his recent victory over Caesar, Pompey controlled the
territories next to Dacia and also the trade routes into the Black Sea which he made safe from pirates.
An alliance with the victorious Roman general would have contributed to the development of trade be-
tween Dacia and the Greco-Roman world,122 given that an eventual increase of the number of denarii
entering into Dacia depended, as mentioned earlier, on the diplomatic relations with Rome; the Re-
publican denarius replaced Greek money as the dominant currency throughout the entire Geto-Dacian
territory by the 1st century BC.123

For a short period of time it looked as though Burebista’s gamble would pay off and his diplo-
matic schemes come to fruition. Unfortunately for him, Pompey was defeated by Caesar on the 9th of
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August 48 BC at Pharsalus. We do not know whether Burebista’s supposed help actually reached Pom-
pey or not, just as we are left in the dark concerning whether Burebista participated in the battle itself
or not. However, with Pompey out of the way, a confrontation between Burebista and Caesar was in-
evitable since the former had become the latter’s personal enemy by supporting Pompey. On this note,
Appian writes that Caesar “conceived the idea of a long campaign against the Getae and the Parthians.
The Getae, a hardy, warlike, and neighboring nation, were to be attacked first,” a claim supported by
both Suetonius and Strabo.124 Caesar, Appian continues, also “sent across the Adriatic in advance six-
teen legions of foot and ten thousand horsemen.” We later learn from the same Appian that this contin-
gent was appropriated after 44 BC by Marcus Antonius for his personal aims against Octavian on the
pretext that “the Getae, learning of Caesar’s death, had made an incursion into Macedonia and were rav-
aging it.”125

As a matter of fact, the death of Burebista corresponded with the death of Caesar, following
a coup d’état which reduced his kingdom into four, then five parts. Strabo adds that “such divisions, to
be sure, are only temporary and vary with the times.”126 Due to Burebista’s keen understanding of the
subtleties of Hellenistic diplomatic language, the Geto-Dacians continued to play an active role on the
international political scene. However, the fragmentation of his kingdom has led some scholars to sug-
gest that Burebista’s model was not viable, as the regional character of the Geto-Dacian territory was
too powerful.127 The implication of such a conclusion is that the suggested policy of consolidation and
assertion was nothing but an isolated and individual effort, not a segment of an entire process defining
centuries of Geto-Dacian policy in the Carpathian-Danubian-Pontic space. Later events, however, prove
the opposite.

We learn from Suetonius that during the Civil War between Octavian and Marcus Antonius
which had erupted soon after Caesar’s death, “Marcus Antonius writes that Augustus first betrothed
Julia to his own son Antony, and later to Cotiso, king of the Getae, at the same time requesting in turn
the hand of the king’s daughter for himself.”128 Even if this was just one of many ways in which Mar-
cus Antonius sought to taint the image of Octavian, it is significant that the Geto-Dacians still play a role
in the political discourse of the time. Furthermore, Plutarch writes in the biography of Marcus Antonius
that on the eve of the battle of Actium a commander by the name of Canidius “advised Antony to send
Cleopatra away, to withdraw into Thrace or Macedonia, and there to decide the issue by a land battle.
For Dicomes the king of the Getae promised to come to their aid with a large force.”129 Based on nu-
mismatic evidence, there is reason to give credence to Plutarch’s claim given that out of a total of 1260
denarii dated between 39 and 31 BC no less than one thousand of them have been identified as actual
part of Marcus Antonius’ own coin issues for the legions.130

Strabo further argues that even after fragmentation, the Getae “are capable, even today, of
sending forth an army of forty thousand men.”131 Although the expression “even today” has been in-
terpreted by Susan Pothecary to mark the beginning of Pompey’s reorganization after Mithridates’ de-
feat,132 in this case it definitely marks the death of Burebista, since he died much later than Pompey.
Therefore, disintegration of the Dacian Kingdom does not seem to have affected the pattern of active
implication in Greco-Roman affairs as a way to gain regional stability. On the contrary, it shows conti-
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nuity as Geto-Dacian regional kings sought alliances with prominent figures such as Octavian and Mar-
cus Antonius, who could in turn provide security and privileges.

Cassius Dio provides more information about the Geto-Dacians in the aftermath of Octavian’s
victory in the Civil War. While discussing the retaliation campaign of Licinius Crassus against a sup-
posedly invading army of Dacians and Bastarnae, he points out that “the Bastarnae [urged] him not to
pursue them, since they had done the Romans no harm.”133 This incident may suggest that the “barbar-
ian” invaders consciously tried to avoid a confrontation with Rome, being fully aware of the diplomatic
implications of such an act. On that note, it may be argued that Crassus’ campaigns were actually aimed
at avenging the shameful defeat of Antonius Hybrida and to recover his lost standards. Cassius Dio re-
lates that “after this success he gave no respite to the rest of the Getae […], he advanced against Genu-
cla […] because he heard that the lost standards […] were kept there.”134 This episode is mentioned
neither by Suetonius nor Augustus, who actually writes in his Res Gestae that “when an army of Da-
cians crossed to this side of the Danube, it was defeated and routed under my auspices [and I] forced
the Dacian peoples to submit to the orders of the Roman people.”135 This omission has been interpreted
as a check on the growing prestige and influence of Crassus, given that he had gained spolia opima
while in Thrace,136 in an attempt by Octavian to avoid another Civil War with Crassus as contender to
the title of Princeps.137 Most importantly, however, Cassius Dio specifically mentions that “[Crassus]
completed [the enemy’s] destruction with the help of Roles, the king of a tribe of the Getae.” As a re-
ward for his assistance, “Roles visited Octavian, [being] treated as a friend and ally.”138 This last ob-
servation offers clear insight into what a king of a small polity could hope for on the international
political stage in the aftermath of the transition from the Hellenistic Age to the Roman Empire. At the
same time, it also shows how such regional kings could be manipulated and drawn into the political
games of those aspiring to or possessing the supreme office of Princeps. Roles is an example of such a
leader who adapted quickly to the new diplomatic language, which depended on personal loyalty to the
Emperor, thus assuring his continued existence within the Roman κόσµος (kosmos, world, universe)�.

In conclusion, Burebista’s foreign policy operated on a grander scale than earlier Geto-Dacian
leaders, but nevertheless adhered to the same patterns of consolidation within the Hellenistic oikoumeneu
defined through economic and diplomatic interaction with the western Pontic Greek cities. However,
this tradition did not end with Burebista’s demise, but continued under later Geo-Dacian rulers, providing
them with the premises needed to adapt to the changing political environment in the Mediterranean
world after the rise of Augustus as Princeps.
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War in the Amphitheatre

Troy Vettese

The gladiatorial games are intrinsically linked to our perception of Roman history and culture
as they are a microcosm of Roman society. This quintessential Roman past-time strikingly encapsu-
lates the key facets of Roman civilization: hierarchy, nepotism and the experience of war. Given its
“Romanness” it is not surprising that munera were ubiquitous in Roman society. They were present in
literature, art, graffiti, letters, household objects and children’s games.1 As the gladiatorial games were
such an important institution in Roman society, they are inevitably a well-studied topic but, as a review
of the contemporary and ancient literature will demonstrate, several significant aspects of the games re-
main unsatisfactorily addressed. Why did the Roman elite burden themselves with importing exotic an-
imals and foreign captives to the amphitheatres of the empire, only to have them destroyed? Why did
professional gladiators mimic the costumes and fighting styles of Rome’s enemies? What was the link
between the games and war? This paper postulates that the Roman elite sought to recreate the atmos-
phere and experience of imperialism within the amphitheatres in Rome and across the empire. In a
time of poor communication and transportation, the gladiatorial games allowed the state to demonstrate
its power and to stimulate excitement for war and imperialism.

The interpretation of a phenomenon as complex and ingrained as the munera has vexed mod-
ern and ancient historians alike. It should be noted that it is possible for several authors to be correct since
such a large and important social institution undoubtedly performed more than one function. One the-
ory, that the gladiatorial games represented a form of human sacrifice, should be discounted immedi-
ately. The proponent of this idea was Tertullian, a prolific Christian writer in the late second century BCE
He argued that the gladiatorial games were of Etruscan provenance and a form of idolatrous human
sacrifice, as the gladiators were killed to appease the soul of the dead.2 No other author did more than
Tertullian to distort our understanding of the games. Historians, as late as the 1930’s, relied upon Ter-
tullian in an uncritical fashion and were misled.3 Recent scholarship has shown that the games most
likely originated from Campania, not Etruria, and were not a variant of human sacrifice.4 However, Ter-
tullian’s influence has not been entirely effaced. Donald G. Kyle believes that the games were a form
of expiation for what he calls a “criminal and blasphemous miasma” in Roman society.5 Kyle’s expla-
nation seems to imply that the munera were a form of human sacrifice, which may represent a step
backwards in the historiography.

The ancient authors did provide some insights into the nature of the games that continue to
inspire present-day historians. Juvenal’s explanation was one of the earliest and most famous: “now

1 Thomas Wiedemann, Emperors and Gladiators, (New York: Routledge, 1992), 23.
2 Tert. De spect. 12.2
3 J. B. Poynton, “The Public Games of the Romans,” Greece & Rome 7, no. 20 (1938): 81.
4 Wiedemann., 33.
5 Donald G. Kyle, Spectacles of Death in Ancient Rome (New York: Routledge, 1998), 5.
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two things only do [the people] ardently desire: bread and games.”6 He suggests that the games helped
keep the populace docile and apolitical; the modern historian Vera Olivová echoes this sentiment in her
interpretation. She believes that the emperors used the games to mollify the underemployed urban poor.7
Fronto articulates a more nuanced interpretation: the munera were not simply a way to distract the peo-
ple from their political impotence, instead, the games helped “conciliate…the whole population.”8 How
exactly did the spectacles fulfill this unifying and stabilizing function? Keith Hopkins believes the
games allowed the spectators to experience communal violence and tragedy, but “whatever happened
in the arena, the spectators were always on the winning side.”9

Other authors argue that the spectators were not passively being manipulated by the emper-
ors, but used the games as a stage for political action. The last popular assemblies and meaningful elec-
tions had been discontinued by Tiberius’ time, and so the amphitheatre became an important conduit of
communication between the emperor and ordinary people. At the games, the crowd enjoyed what an-
cient authors called the theatralis licentia (“permission of the theatre”) and could speak more freely
than elsewhere in society.10 Alison Futrell and Thomas Wiedemann develop this idea, and note that the
amphitheatre was one of the few places where people could voice approval or disapproval of the em-
peror, make petitions to the emperor and in turn expect the emperor to respond or face isolation and un-
popularity.11 The theme of power could be applied on an empire-wide basis. The provincial cities held
gladiatorial games –the quintessential Roman pastime—to show that they accepted Romanization. Louis
Robert was perhaps the first to articulate this idea six decades ago12 and Leonard L. Thompson has done
so more recently. 13

In Emperor and Gladiators, Wiedemann expounds upon another thesis to explain the pur-
pose of the games. He notes that usually (the Coliseum is the exception) amphitheatres were placed at
the town’s edge, which is symbolic of its function housing the confrontations between civilization and
disorder forces.14 The three events that took place in the arena, beast fights in the morning, executions
at mid-day and gladiatorial combat in the afternoon demonstrated Rome’s dominance over nature, dis-
order and foreign enemies.

Many other historians, in addition to Wiedemann, emphasize the munera as a tool of control
used the Rome’s elite. Michael B. Poliakoff compares the Greek games, which were an institution “for
competition and self-express[ion],” with the gladiatorial games where the populace was inculcated with
“the power and control” of the editor (the holder of the games), since he was an “arbiter of life and
death.”15 Michael Hornum links the munera with the cult of the goddess Nemesis, a symbol of the
state’s ability to inflict punishment.16 According to Roland Auget, the games turned the gladiators, who
were criminals, slaves or prisoners of war, into objects, and their destruction demonstrated the state’s
ability to maintain order.17

One of the most unique insights into gladiatorial combat comes from Carlin A. Barton; she
juxtaposes the dual roles of the gladiator, as despised criminal or slave, and a brave soldier who has con-
quered his fear of death. This dichotomy fits neatly within the cherished Roman theme of redemption

6 Juv. 10.80-81
7 Věra Olivová, Sports and Games in the Ancient World (London: Orbis, 1984), 173.
8 Fronto Ep. 17
9 Keith Hopkins, Death and Renewal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 30.
10 Alison Futrell, The Roman Games (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 38.
11 Futrell, 38, Wiedemann, 14.
12 Wiedemann, 43.
13 Leonard L. Thompson, “The Martyrdom of Polycarp: Death in the Roman Games,” The Journal of Religion 82, no. 1
(2002): 31.
14 Wiedemann, 46.
15 Michael B. Poliakoff, Combat Sports in the Ancient World: Competition, Violence and Culture (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1987), 108-9.
16 Michael B. Hornum, Nemesis, the Roman State and the Games (Leiden: Brill, 1993).
17 Roland Auguet, Cruelty and Civilization: the Roman Games (London: Routlege, 1994), 15.
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through self-destruction.18

Recent scholarship has done much to revise the antiqued notions of gladiators, by drawing the
link between gladiators and the themes of power, control, contempt and veneration. Although the role
of the games as entertainment cannot be overlooked, current interpretations stress the games’ symbolic
and metaphorical value. This paper’s argument relies upon a similar armature and argues that the games
were an attempt to recreate the atmosphere of war and imperialism so that civilian population could share
the experience with the conquering general. This does not necessarily contradict previous authors, as
the munera fulfilled various roles, and not all of the games were associated with the military. For ex-
ample, if it is true that killing people in the amphitheatre demonstrated the power of the state, why were
criminals were simply executed (unless enrolled as professional gladiators) while prisoners of war were
forced to fight? Some authors have stressed that the destruction of wild animals was important to re-
assure a predominantly rural society, as carnivores competed with humans.19 That does not explain the
need to display and kill exotic animals that did not compete with Italian farmers. Was it coincidence
that professional gladiators imitated the fighting styles and armaments of foreign soldiers? Previous au-
thors have not linked these three phenomena as an effort by the emperor, or powerful Republican aris-
tocrats, to bring war from the battlefield into the cities, so civilians could also participate.

The creation of the illusion of war is an important aspect of the games, unaccounted for by
most of the aforementioned theories. If the state wanted to awe the audience, it hardly mattered if the
gladiators fought bravely as pseudo-soldiers, or cravenly as animal fodder. In a letter lambasting the
munera, Seneca mocks the audience’s ardent desire for heroics:

In the morning they cried “Kill him! Lash him! Burn him; why does he meet the
sword in so cowardly a way? Why does he strike so feebly? Why doesn’t he die
game? Whip him to meet his wounds! Let them receive blow for blow, with chests
bare and exposed to the stroke!”20

The emperors, too, realized the importance of realism. When the gladiators refused to fight
in Claudius’s naumachia (“sea battle”), he pleaded with them to co-operate because it ruined the spec-
tacle.21 Domitian also recognized the need for the public to have some kind of evidence of the Roman
victory, even if his “victory” over the Dacians had been a fraudulent one, so that they could share in the
experience. Perhaps this explains why he had “purchased from traders people whose dress and hair
might be made to resemble those of captives” to parade in front of the Romans.22 When the illusion
failed to convince the audience, such as when a gladiator refused to die bravely and with honour, the
crowd became enraged at the gladiator for breaking the spell.23 The audience could no longer pretend
it was being transported to the battlefields along the frontiers of civilization, but was rudely awakened
to the reality that they were witnessing a massacre.

To create the illusion of war, the Romans displayed war captives, exotic animals, and created
different professional gladiator types that aped the fighting styles of Roman enemies. All three of these
factors are intertwined and related. The Romans went to great lengths to bring war captives and exotic
animals to Rome and other cities to be slaughtered in front of the public. In this regard, the destruction
of foreign fauna and men were very similar. Futrell describes how the animals were “displayed as liv-

18 Carlin A. Barton, “Savage Miracles: The Redemption of Lost Honor in Roman Society and the Sacrament of the Gladi-
ator and the Martyr,” Representations, no. 45 (1994): 46.
19 Kyle, 42.
20 Sen. (Y) Ep. 7
21 Cass. Dio 60.33
22 Tac. Agr. 39
23 Carlin A. Barton, “The Scandal of the Arena,” Representations, 27, (1989): 8.
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ing war-booty, symbols of the acquisition of distant territories, living embodiments of the far-flung
landscapes of the Roman Empire.”24 The same treatment could apply to the prisoners of war and when
captured foreign soldiers were in short supply, professional gladiators could imitate them. All three
were used to symbolize the enemy and their destruction represented their defeat at Roman hands.

A diachronic analysis of the Roman importation of foreign troops and animals for the munera
reveals that the practice throughout most of Roman history, but its size and complexity peaked in the
early Empire and remained more primitive in the early Republic and Late Empire. In early Rome, after
a triumph was celebrated, the leader of the enemy would be publicly executed in the forum.25 Rome’s
near defeat in the Punic Wars was a catalyst for the development of gladiatorial games as an institution,
and the size and frequency of the games increased at almost a geometric rate.26 The Roman elite felt the
need to stage games with captured prisoners and elephants to demonstrate to the citizens that Rome had
defeated its most dangerous foe, the Carthaginians. After the total destruction of Carthage in 146 BCE,
Pliny the Elder tells us that the elephants were brought to Rome and harassed or killed “in order to in-
crease the contempt for them.”27 Other examples affirm this trend: in 100 BCE the consul, Manius
Aquilius, defeated a Sicilian slave revolt, and instead of immediately slaughtering the survivors “he re-
leased them from immediate punishment and took them to Rome to do combat with wild beasts.”28

Even at this early date, Romans desired to witness and participate in the final public defeat of the enemy.
The beginning of the fourth century seems to mark a drastic decline in the quality of the

munera and the effort made to recreate the illusion of war within the arena. After Constantine’s war in
Germany, many of his captives were “given over to the amphitheatre for punishment.”29 Constantine’s
father did the same to the Franks, where he employed “the slaughter of enemies for the pleasure of us
all.”30 The significant difference between the Late Empire and Early Republic, compared to the Early
Empire was that in the former period, is that the captives often did not fight in the arena but instead were
merely killed by animals. These periods were less effective in recreating the experience of battle in the
arena when compared to the games of the Late Republic and Early Empire.

In the Early and Mid-Republic, the spectacle was still in embryonic form. By the Late Re-
public, Julius Caesar had rarefied the munera. After his unsuccessful anabasis into Britain, Caesar tried
to gain as much political capital for this exploit as possible. In the games he held he introduced a new
type of gladiator, the essedarius, who fought from chariots and used lassoes, cured staves and long
spears;31 this new gladiator was an imitation of the British warriors who fought in chariots. Caesar and
his “men [were] dismayed by the novelty of this mode of battle.”32 After being confronted with this un-
usual style of warfare and winning an arduous battle, Caesar wanted the people in Rome to appreciate
his travails. This is a clear example of the Roman elite creating an ersatz battlefield so that the Roman
public could experience what Roman soldiers and generals had gone through.

Instead of the simplistic and small games of the early republic, Caesar instituted
larger and more complex forms of entertainment. Appian records that after his vic-
tory over Pompey, Caesar: gave also various spectacles with horses and music, a
combat of foot-soldiers, 1000 on each side, and a cavalry fight of 200 on each side.
There was also another combat of horse and foot together. There was a combat of
elephants, twenty against twenty, and a naval engagement of 4000 oarsmen, where

24 Futrell, 7.
25 Kyle, 42.
26 Ibid., 48.
27 Plin. (E) HN 8.17.
28 Diod. Sic. 36.10
29 Pan. Lat. 6.12.3
30 Ibid. 12.23.3
31 Olivová, 180.
32 Caes. B Gall. 34
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1000 fighting men contended on each side.33

Whether or not these mock battles resembled Caesar’s own victories is unclear; nonetheless, Caesar
took steps to recreate the feel of a war to a new level, but having large numbers of men fight battles
within the arena made the gladiatorial fights an even more impressive illusion.

Augustus shared his adopted father’s predilection for grandiose gladiatorial games. In the
Res Gestae he boasts that during his reign he held numerous games in which ten thousand men and
over three thousand animals fought.34 Several of his games clearly invoked a link between his recent vic-
tories on the battlefield. After emerging as the sole ruler of the Roman Empire in 31 BCE, he returned
to Rome in 29 BCE and held a great munus to commemorate his victory. Interestingly, comporting with
his attempt to portray what was a civil war as an inter-state war, the captives and animals that he pre-
sented were non-Roman. Among the multitudes of animals killed, hippopotamuses and rhinoceroses
were featured;35 these two foreign animals likely were included to represent Egypt.36 He brought cap-
tives, Dacians and Suebi, who had supported Antony; but in actuality, they had provided minimal as-
sistance.37 Nevertheless, these prisoners were forced to fight “in crowds with one another.”38 Augustus
not only allowed many Romans to share in his victory, but he was able to portray the war the way he
wanted. The munera allowed ordinary people to safely partake in the thrill of war, but as an illusion
where the editor could be shape the outcome of the games.

The period of peace that followed Augustus’s reign meant there were fewer prisoners of war
to shed blood in the sands of the amphitheatre and so professional gladiators substituted. These fight-
ers were slaves, captives or volunteers would undergo training before fighting in the arena. Compared
to prisoners of war they were expensive, but profitable property and therefore faced a lower mortality
rate. It is no coincidence that Tiberius initiated the process of bringing the ludii (“gladiatorial schools”)
under state control; this gave the emperor a monopoly over a very powerful medium.39 Concurrently,
the ludii became increasingly specialized; gladiators were taught over fifteen distinct fighting styles.40

This process of professionalization and specialization gave the emperor the resources he needed to
maintain the illusion of war in the arena, even in its absence on the frontiers. By having men that looked
like Roman enemies fighting in the arena, the emperors could evoke earlier glories to maintain a bond
with the people based on the shared experience of imperialism and war.

Most types of gladiators were based on the equipment of Rome’s enemies, with the notable
exception of the retiarius. The thraex, or Thracian gladiator, was armed with a sica, a short curved
sword, and protected himself with a small rectangular shield, long greaves, and a closed helmet.41 The
armament of the thraex was likely typical of Thracian infantry. Another type of gladiator was the ho-
plomachus, which is Greek for “shield-fighter”. This gladiator was armed similarly to a Greek hoplite:
a round shield, a spear, a long dagger, manica (heavy linen straps to protect his left arm), long greaves
and a visored helmet.42 Other types of gladiators based on Roman enemies included the andabatae,
which was based on the Parthian cataphracti, and the aforementioned essedarius.

33 App. B Civ. 2.102
34 Res Gest. 22
35 Cass. Dio 51.22.5
36 George Jennison, Animals for Show and Pleasure in Ancient Rome (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1937),
66.
37 Cass. Dio 52.22.8
38 Cass. Dio 52.22.6
39 Wiedemann, 22.
40 Olivová, 177.
41 Futrell, 95.
42 Ibid. 96.
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The introduction of a new gladiator symbolized a new enemy for the Roman state; the
elimination of a gladiator type is also noteworthy. The samnis and gallus (Samnite and Gaul, respec-
tively) were introduced early, as they were enemies from the mid-Republic. These two gladiator types
were similarly armed and armoured. They wore a helmet (the helmet of the gallus was shaped like a
fish), a loincloth, a short greave on their left leg, a manica and carried a rectangular shield and gladius.43

The Gallic sack of Rome in 387 BCE and the Samnite Wars in the fourth and third century BCE were
traumatic for the early Roman state, and thus their destruction in the amphitheatre commemorated
Rome’s triumph over its adversaries. However, by Augustus’s time the Gauls (at least in northern Italy)
and the Samnites had been Romanized, and it was no longer politically correct to vilify them in the am-
phitheatre.44 In Roman society, there was no worse insult than to be called a gladiator. Thus, the sam-
nis and the gallus were renamed the more neutral secutor and murmillo (“chaser” and “fish”),
respectively.

The professionalization and diversification of the gladiators was a boon to the Roman elite in
times of peace, but it was no substitute for the glory of war and captured enemy soldiers were used to
make the experience authentic. After Augustus’s reign, the next major conquest was the expansion into
Britain during Claudius’ rule. Claudius brought back British captives to Rome for the games he held
after his triumph:
“In the gladiatorial combats many persons took part, not only of the foreign freedmen but also the British
captives. He used up ever so many men in this part of the spectacle and took pride in the fact.” 45 Claudius
took the expense and the time to transport the captives from Britain to Rome so that the Roman public
could share in the experience of war.

The next major example was not the result of a successful expansion, but the quelling of a
large revolt. Vespasian, through his son Titus, held massive games commemorating Rome’s triumph, per-
haps because he wanted to emphasize his victory over foreigners, instead of over fellow Romans. After
capturing Jerusalem and destroying its great Temple in 70 BCE, Titus used thousands of Jewish captives
as gladiators. What is interesting in this case is that while some of the Jewish prisoners were sent to
Rome, the rest followed Titus on some sort of gladiatorial tour throughout the Eastern Mediterranean.46

The destruction of thousands of Jews in the arenas of the East was done with an explicit goal in mind:
Titus wanted to make “use of the captive Jews as public instances of the destruction of that nation.”47

The cities he visited were Roman colonies, such as Caesarea Maritima and Beirut and thus likely to be
populated with loyal Romans.48 The war had been brutal and long, and had strained the region sur-
rounding Judea (supplying the Roman war machine, accepting refugees, etc.). Therefore, it was im-
portant for these cities to share in Rome’s triumph over the Jewish rebels. It was essential for the Roman
state to advertise its great victory to its citizens, and for them to participate—albeit vicariously—through
the games in the triumph. That is why “multitudes were presented by Titus to the various provinces, to
be destroyed in the [arena], by sword [as gladiators] or by wild beasts.”49

The only successful campaign during Domitian’s reign was Agricola’s conquest of Caledo-
nia, which was subsequently abandoned. Although the sources do not mention any large-scale gladia-
torial battles or the destruction of barbarian prisoners of war, there is some evidence that it was
commemorated within the munera. Caledonian bears were presented in the venatio (hunt) during this

43 Ibid. 96.
44 Wiedemann, 41.
45 Cass. Dio. 61.30
46 Joseph. BJ 7.96
47 Joseph. BJ 7.5.1
48 Ibid. 7.37-40
49 Ibid. 6.418
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time.50 These animals were likely used to represent Agricola’s achievement.51 The last great successful
expansion of the Romans, the conquest of Dacia by Trajan, also seems to adhere to this trend. The games
he held were the largest to be staged in Roman history: “he gave spectacles on one hundred and twenty-
three days, in the course of which some eleven thousand animals, both wild and tame, were slain, and
ten thousand gladiators fought.”52 The huge festival following his victory over Decebalus was shared
with the Roman people by way of the games. Unfortunately, we do not know if these games attempted
to reenact the battles Trajan fought, or if Dacian captives fought in the munera; the high number of
gladiators seems to suggest the latter.

The practice of using exotic troops and animals in the munera continued partially into the
Late Empire. Aurelian was a gifted commander who managed to reunite the Roman Empire by defeat-
ing Zenobia in Palmyra and Tetricus in Gaul. According to the Writers of Augustan History, Aurelian
returned to Rome so “that he might present to the gaze of the Romans a triumph…over both East and
West.”53 A menagerie of elephants, tigers, giraffes, elks and “two hundred tamed beasts of divers kinds
from Libya and Palestine” were displayed (and likely killed) to represent the territories that Aurelian had
conquered.54 In addition to the animals, there were:

… eight hundred pairs of gladiators besides the captives from the barbarian tribes.
There were Blemmyes, Axomitae, Arabs from Arabia Felix, Indians, Bactrians, Hi-
berians, Saracens and Persians, all bearing their gifts; there were Goths, Alans, Rox-
olani, Sarmatians, Franks, Suebians, Vandals and Germans — all captive, with their
hands bound fast. There also advanced among them certain men of Palmyra, who
had survived its fall, the foremost of the State, and Egyptians, too, because of their
rebellion.55

This disparate group of captives represented the different armies the Aurelian faced in his distant cam-
paigns. To ensure that the audience realized the diversity of the captives, Aurelian had them carry plac-
ards to denote their nationality.56 During the games that followed the triumph, most of the prisoners
would have perished in either the wild-beast hunts, gladiatorial fights or naval battle.

Probus, who was emperor shortly after Aurelian, continued Aurelian’s effort to restore the
empire and rebuild its frontiers. After his campaigns in the north and east, Probus held gladiatorial
games in which, “fought many of the Blemmyae, who had been led in his triumph, besides many Ger-
mans and Sarmatians also and even some Isaurian brigands.57 Like, Aurelian’s munera, this event is
also recorded by the Writers of Augustan History, and though it is a questionable source, their behav-
iour adhered to the emperor’s traditional behaviour.

From Caesar to Probus, the Roman elite willingly bore the great expense to bring war to the
amphitheatre so citizens could participate in the experience of imperialism. It is true that the munera ful-
filled many of the needs of the Roman elite, but it cannot be overlooked that the Caesars endeavored to
recreate the experience of war for the benefit of the masses. Since most people would never join the
army, or witness a battle, the gladiatorial games were the closest the people came to sharing the expe-

50 Mart. Spect. 9
51 Jennison, 73.
52 Dio 68.15
53 SHA Aurel.32
54 Ibid. 33
55 Ibid. 33
56 Ibid. 34.1
57 S.H.A. Prob.19.8
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rience of war with the Roman state. The games were an exciting, rousing exercise in patriotism. The peo-
ple could see what the enemies of Rome looked like and recognize the martial might of the Roman state
when it destroyed thousands of men and animals. The cost of the games was huge; the transportation
and training of thousands of men and beasts placed a great burden on a pre-modern state like Rome. The
Roman elite believed the benefits outweighed the cost of the munera, as it effectively cemented the
benefit was a bond between the state and the people, which was imperialism.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Welcome Prof. Gagné

In 2006-2007, the Classics Programme welcomed a new member to its faculty. Professor Re-
naud Gagné came to McGill from Harvard University, where he was awarded his PhD in Classical
Philology in June 2007. His dissertation, Genealogies of Ancestral Fault, discusses the cultural history
of generational punishment in Archaic and Classical Greece. Apart from teaching, Professor Gagné is
currently working on converting his dissertation into a book. However, Professor Gagné is already a sea-
soned instructor, having taught a number of introductory and advanced Greek and Latin courses while
completing his degree at Harvard.

No stranger to Montréal, Professor Gagné began his career in Classics as an undergraduate
student at the Université de Montréal where he later went on to complete his MA in Ancient History.
Professor Gagné specializes in early Greek poetry, religion, drama, ancient historiography and recep-
tion history, and has published numerous articles on these varied subjects. Apart from his academic in-
terests, he has travelled extensively throughout the Mediterranean, and annually returns to Greece where
he works with the American Institute of Archaeology.

The Gilded Bronzes of Cartoceto di Pergola

It was with great excitement and anticipation that students, museum patrons, professors and
members of the Classics community attended the conference held on The Gilded Bronzes of Cartoceto
di Pergola this past November at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA). The conference on the
statuary group featured several members of the Canadian scholarly community—notably Professor Jane
Francis (ConU), Professor Antonia Holden (Ottawa U), and a pantheon of Classics greats from McGill
University: Professor Hans Beck, Professor Michael Fronda and Professor Emeritus and MMFA cura-
tor, John. M. Fossey— and addressed different areas of inquiry such as cultural memory, portraiture and
the significance of hairstyles.

The exhibition of the Gilded Bronzes of Cartoceto di Pergola was indeed a very special event
since their debut at the MMFA marked their first and only stop in North America. The bronzes have sur-
vived in remarkable condition and continue to fascinate scholars who seek to identify the statuary’s
context of production, viewership and subsequent burial. As Professor Beck clearly articulated, it is im-
possible to identify with any certainty the individuals depicted, although several attempts have been
made. Nonetheless, enough evidence remains to date the statues between 50-30 BC. The statuary group
appears to depict a family of Roman elites with an important innovation: the inclusion of female fam-
ily members. However, how much emphasis should be placed on this innovation is uncertain. The Gilded
Bronzes of Cartoceto di Pergola with their stunning bronze contours remain an important site of in-
quiry to reflect on political, private and cultural motivations in the ancient world. Its presence in Mon-
treal this past year has exposed a new generation of budding scholars to its grandeur and mysteries.
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Soothsayers and Gladiators: Etruscan Cultural
Influences on Ancient Rome

“Then they set out for war with Veii,
where auxiliary forces had gathered from all parts of Etruria.

The Etruscans were spurred on, not so much by goodwill
toward the Veientines, as by their hope that Rome could

be destroyed by her internal strife.”
(Livy 2.44)

Who were the Etruscans? Livy presents them as a group that posed a viable threat to Roman
supremacy in the fourth century BC, but to what extend did Etruria actually influence the development
of Rome? Furthermore, to what extent did Rome influence Etruria? Through an intensive four-week pro-
gram in Florence, Italy, eleven students were immersed into modern ‘Etruria,’ the area stretching
throughout Italy from north of the Tiber River to the Arno River. Known for his scholastic expertise in
ancient Roman history, Professor M. Fronda led this group of students as they traveled throughout this
region retracing what remains of the illusive Etruscans.

The study of the Etruscans can be approached through the examination of ancient literature,
archaeological evidence and modern scholarship. Ancient and modern literature on the Etruscans is lim-
ited, but there is a wide range of material evidence preserved in the museums and archaeological sites
of modern Tuscany. The course’s central location in Florence allowed for much travel throughout the
region: students visited sites in Tarquinia, Cerveteri, Fiesole and Perugia – all cities that were once cen-
ters of Etruscan civilization. In each of these locations themes such as burial rituals, art, orientalization,
city-structure, religion and political leadership of Etruria were closely examined. To touch briefly on the
wide variety of sites visited would be to do this course a great injustice, as all of the sites were stunning
in their own right. The overview to follow is only meant to provide a glimpse of the breadth and depth
of this course entitled Soothsayers and Gladiators: Etruscan Cultural Influences on Ancient Rome.

The early Etruscans show a high degree of urban planning, and the remnants of their foun-
dations remain under modern Tuscan cities today. One of the most exceptional sites students visited
was Tarquinia. The well-constructed road network, water and sewage system shows a great deal of tech-
nological advancement, and perhaps information sharing with the Romans. The Tarquinia Necropolis
located slightly outside the modern city, houses over 6,000 Etruscan tombs, including the Francois
Tomb. The Francois Tomb is one of the largest tombs Etruscan tombs currently uncovered and has one
central T-shaped atrium, which is typical of the burial chambers of wealthy Etruscans. Beyond this
atrium, there is a succession of seven additional chambers. The most significant chamber, where the de-
ceased aristocrat was undoubtedly buried, is located directly across from the entrance. The tomb walls
have complex murals of hunting scenes and mythological animals, which are fairly well preserved. Be-
yond the ornate decoration there were also a number of assorted grave goods which the aristocrat would
have wanted to be associated with in the afterlife. Necropoli have been tremendously helpful for mod-
ern students and scholars as they provide exciting glimpses into Etruscan civilization by investigating
interred inscriptions, frescoes and votives. Between 600 and 500BC, fifteen major Etruscan cities
emerged, all with certain standardized features such as the Necropolis preserved in Tarquinia.

The Archaeological Museum of Fiesoli was composed of multiple outdoor sites as well as a
museum. The Roman baths, Roman amphitheater and two typical Etruscan temples allowed us to ex-
amine the daily life of the Etruscans. Perugia offered a view of one of the vast archaeological feats of
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the Etruscans, a well. The Sorbello Well, which is 35 meters deep, dates back to the second half of the
third century BC and was the most important supply of water for the town. This great feat of construc-
tion shows how advanced the Etruscans were in their city-planning.

Four days in Rome allowed for an examination of a wide-range of Etruscan artifacts. Items
as simple as fibulae (the equivalent to a modern-day safety pin) to items as complex as reconstructed
chariots charmed students as they toured the museums of Rome. The Sarcophagi di Sposi, also found
in Rome at the Villa Giulia museum, is widely recognized as one of the most remarkable cultural arti-
facts to survive from the Etruscan period. To this day, scholars are still captivated by the Oriental, Greek
and Etruscan aesthetics that come together in this 6th century work. Additionally, students explored the
vast Etruscan collection at The Vatican Museum which houses spectacular gold breastplates (mid-7th c.
BC), an extensive collection of tufo vases and many cinerary urns. Students also visited the Forum and
Forum Boarium where Etruscan sites remain.

An in depth investigation of Etruscan culture and politics was augmented by daily visits to for-
mer Etruscan cities and Necropoli. The Etruscans competed with the great power of Rome before Rome
had truly established its hegemony in Italy. In the period stretching from the eighth century BC through
to the Roman sack of Veii in 396 BC the Etruscans established themselves as a dominant, if not the
principal, civilization in Italy. Roman interaction with the Etruscan civilization is the most-studied as-
pect of the civilization preceding Roman domination in the fourth century BC, but what was the rela-
tionship between these two civilizations?

It is very difficult to draw precise conclusions when investigating the relationship between the
Romans and the Etruscans. Etruscan preeminence pre-dating Roman supremacy suggests that much of
the similarities found in Rome could be attributed to the high degree of contact between both civiliza-
tions. While the relationship between these two civilizations will never be understood completely, the
month long course that the eleven McGill students embarked upon granted them the insight needed to
draw their own conclusions about two absolutely phenomenal civilizations.

-Katharine Heus
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Ancient Recipes

Olive Relish

The olive, and its oil were mainstays in the Mediterranean diet and it is impossible to imag-
ine classical civilization without these key ingredients. The recipe for Olive Relish is reconstructed
from two references in Homer and Cato and appears to have been eaten along side other relishes and
bread.

SERVES FOUR

4 OZ (120 G) BLACK OLIVES
4 OZ (120 G) GREEN OLIVES

4 TABLESPOONS (60 ML) RED WINE VINEGAR
4 TABLESPOONS (60 ML) OLIVE OIL

1 HEAPED TEASPOON CHOPPED FENNEL LEAF OR
FINELY DICED FENNEL ROOT

2 TEASPOONS CHOPPED FRESH CORIANDER
2 TEASPOONS DRIED OR CHOPPED FRESH RUE

2 HEAPED TEASPOONS DRIED OR 3 TEASPOONS CHOPPED FRESH MINT

Chop the olives roughly and pour on the vinegar and olive oil. Prepare the herbs, chopping
them finely if fresh, and add to the mixture. Place the olive relish in a sealable container and pour a lit-
tle olive oil over the top.

Pancakes with Honey and Sesame Seeds

This tasty breakfast treat comes to us from the pages of Galen’s On the Properties of Foods,
and was most likely sold by Athenian vendors early in the morning. For a nuttier flavor, add one more
tablespoon of toasted sesame seeds.

SERVES FOUR

4 OZ (I CUP/120 G) FLOUR
8 FL OZ (I CUP/225 ML) WATER
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2 TEASPOONS (60 G) CLEAR HONEY
OIL FOR FRYING

I TABLESPOON (15 G) TOASTED SESAME SEEDS

Mix the flour, water, and I tablespoon honey together into a batter. Heat 2 tablespoons oil in
a frying-pan and pour a quarter of the mixture into the fat. When it has set, turn it two or three times
to give an even color. Cook 3 more pancakes in the same way. Serve all 4 pancakes hot with the re-
mainder of the honey poured over and sprinkled with sesame seeds.

Spiced Wine

Like the olive, wine was a staple in the Mediterranean diet. Traditionally, the Romans
enjoyed a honeyed wine known as mulsum early in the meal, whereas the more refined conditum was
likely served on special occasions.

Mulsum

4 OZ (½ CUP/120 G) CLEAR HONEY
I BOTTLE MEDIUM-DRY WHITE WINE

Add 4 oz clear honey to a bottle of medium-dry white wine: warm the honey slightly so
that it will dissolve in the wine. Chill before serving.

Conditum

I BOTTLE (70 CL) MEDIUM-DRY WHITE WINE
6 OZ (¾ CUP/170 G) CLEAR HONEY

½ TEASPOON GROUND BLACK PEPPER
I BAY LEAF

PINCH SAFFRON POWDER OR STRANDS OF SAFFRON
PINCH MASTIC (OPTINAL)

I FRESH DATE, THE STONE ROASTED FOR 10 MINUTES
AND THE FLESH SOAKED IN A LITTLE WINE

Put 5 fl oz ( 2/3 Cup/150 ml) of the wine in a saucepan with the honey and bring it to a
boil. Skim if necessary. Repeat and remove from the heat. Add the seasonings to the wine while it is
hot: this speeds up the flavouring process. When it is cold, add the rest of the wine and allow to stand
overnight. To serve, strain through a fine sieve or muslin.

“Olive Relish,” “Pancakes with Honey and Sesame Seeds,” and “Spiced Wine” have been reprinted from The Classical Cook-
book by Andrew Dalby and Sally Grainger (Los Angles: The Paul Getty Museum, 1996) with the kind permission of the authors
and publisher.
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Helpful Websites For Researching The Ancient World

American Academy in Rome
http://www.aarome.org/

American School for Classical Studies at Athens
http://www.ascsa.org/

Ancient Medicine/Medicina Antiqua
Resource for the study of Greco-Roman medicine and medical thought from Mycenaean times until
the fall of the Roman Empire.
http://www.ea.pvt.k12.pa.us/medant/

Année Philologique
Invaluable research tool.
http://www.aph.cnrs.fr/

Beazley Archive
A research unit of Oxford’s Faculty of Literae Humaniores. Includes an online display of the contents
of Sir John Beazley’s archive of ancient Greek and Roman art, which are housed in the Ashmolean
Museum.
www.beazley.ox.ac.uk/BeazleyAdmin/Script2/default.htm

Bryn Mawr Classical Review
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/bmcr/

Cambridge Classics External Gateway to Humanities Resources
Provides access to internet resources of general interest to classical scholars, including links to mate-
rials on philosophy, ancient science, linguistics, drama and art.
http://www.classics.cam.ac.uk/Faculty/links.html
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Classical Atlas Project
Overview of the project which is producing the Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World.
http://www.unc.edu/depts/cl_atlas/

Classical Myth: The Ancient Sources
Includes images, texts, and timelines for the Olympians and the ancient Greeks.
http://web.uvic.ca/grs/bowman/myth/

Classics and Mediterranean Archaeology
Links to resources of interest to classicists and Mediterranean archaeologists.
http://rome.classics.lsa.umich.edu/welcome.html

Classical Drama Sites
http://www.webcom.com/shownet/medea/cldrama.html

Diotima
Materials for the study of women and gender in the ancient world.
http://www.stoa.org/diotima

Gnomon Online
http://www.gnomon.ku-eichstaett.de/Gnomon/Gnomon.html

Internet Classics Archive
Offers hundreds of works of classical literature in translation, mainly Greco-Roman but with some
Chinese and Persian texts also.
http://classics.mit.edu/

Musee du Louvre Treasures:
Greek Roman Etruscan Online Medieval and Classical Library
Collection of important literary works of Classical and Medieval civilization.
http://www.paris.org./Musees/Louvre/Treasures/GreekRoman/

Perseus Project
Detailed searchable library of texts, translations, art, and archaeology of Ancient Greece and Rome.
www.perseus.tufts.edu/
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Pomoerium
Resources for studies in classics including bibliographies and recent publications.
http://pomoerium.com/

Resources for Greek and Latin Classics
From the Library of Congress.
http://lcweb.loc.gov/global/classics/classics.html

Roman Law Project
http://www.jura.uni-sb.de/Rechtsgeschichte/Ius.Romanum/english.html

Suda On Line
Byzantine Lexicography
http://www.stoa.org/sol/

Textkit
Free downloadable Greek and Latin grammar learning tools.
http://www.textkit.com/

Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG)
Research center at the University of California, Irvine dedicated to creating a digital library of the
entire corpus of Greek literature from Homer to the present era.
http://www.tlg.uci.edu/
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